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lUE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS U
publish'd

New Advertisements.

Exchange Street
1
SH^jY»l5?u?daJ
exw^V)afS2
orcliMuC, N. A. Jfoutku,
Proprietor.

i'MRMa:-Eight Dollar? a year

hi advance.

SHERIFF'S SALE.

e^at the

HE MAINE STATE
PRESS, is publish
ame n
jvco *rvery Thursday morning at $2.00
invariably in advance.
t

a

STATE

year,

Cumberland,

Rates op Advertising.—One inch oi
in
longih oi uoluinn, constitute a “square.” space,
^'•"'Q.l^r Square daily first week : 75 cents per
week after; three insertions, or less,
$1.00; continuing every other
day after first week, 50 cents.
Halt square, three Insertions or leas,75 cents: one

week, $1.00;

tion.

f''JT JOB PRINTING, of every description, execu‘c,*wRh dispatch; and all business pertaining to
th'* Office or Paper promptly transacted on appllcu*

poll

ns

above.

Entertainments.

])liERING;

NIGHT.

FKII>AY EVENING,
The Grand Sensational

EAST

MAY
play

in the County of Cumberland, extending
from Fore street between laud
formerly of U. (j.
Qu.ncv on the west and the way leading from Fore
street to Custom House wharf on the cast to Wharl
street. Also, all that certain parcel of land situated
on the west corner of
High street and Pleasant street
1111 rilaiid alore.said, on which is the dwelling-house
01 said Nathaniel Blanehar i.
Al.-*o, a certain parcel
of land where said Blanchard
formerly rosided, situatod on Sfiver street and Willow street in Portland
aforesaid, extending througli between the two streets.
All the said parcels of land be
ing more particularly
In a dc^* made by Baid Blanchard to
Moses M. IJidler and another trustee, dated March
2d, 1858, recorded in the Cumberland Registry book
286, page.7i;, excepting so much of said ki d named
]*aicel as lifts been conveyed by said trustees uuder
their trust, Mhee the 2d day of March aforesaid.
above mentioned parcels of real estate .being subject
to a mortgage 10 Piiinehas Barnes and Charles E.
Barrett, both ot PorUand, in said County, in their
capacit y as Commissioners of tlie Sinking Fund of the
Atlantic-Cw St. Lawrence Railroad Company, dated
November 24tli, 1863, to secure the payment of four
leen thousand dollars and
interest, one-half in three
years, and onc-dialt in five years, reconled in book
.°>22, page 26.8. All the al>ovu dt oils and mortgages
axe her. by referred to for a more
particular description oi tlie above described pare01a of real estate.
Dated at Portland, the 25th day of May, A. D. 1SC6.
•dllw3w
GEORGE W. PARKER, Sheritl.

I?1 ■*>ort)and,

rfjhe

HALL-

U1UWELL &. BROWNE, Manager*.

SECOND

25,

of

LYNNE!

HDW. >1. PATTEN* Sc CO., Auctioneer*,
No* lSKxehuuge St*

MISS D0LL1E DfDWELL
as Lady Isabel and Madame Vine,
With

may2#

l\ill and

a

powerful

cast of

characters.

Livery Stable Stock

It

CITY
TWO

Thursday

_HALL
NIGHTS

!

-A.T
ON

and Friday, May 24 & 25.

Larue’s

The Great

TUESDAY,

the entire stock

Minstrel Carnival*
The most perfect orin
existence. No Stale Jokes.
ganization
Everything New.
TWENTY
BRILLIANT STARS!
u

Under the personal supervision of Mr. COOL BURGESS, the greatest of all living Ethiopian Comedians.

SPHYNX!
A MYSTERY. The wonder of the Nineteenth Century-pronounced by the great Savans the most extraordinary puzzle of the’ age. Fur particulars see
programmes and posters.
Ad mis Inn 35 cents. Reserved Seats 50 cents.
1». C. LA RUE, Manager.
CHAS. B. GRISTE, Agent.
maylOdCt

tho Elm
Babcock,

Without tho Least Baserve,

Artistes

Extraordinary Combination.

3d,

at tho well known. stable*sland opposite
il ou.se, recently occupied by Mr. G. 11.
will be bold,

Confederation ot

Distinguished Ethiopian

June

AT lO O’CLOCK A, M*,

3IINSTRELS,

In

AUCTION !

25, 1866-

Horses,

of

Carriages, Harnesses,

etc.,

consisting In part as follows, viz:—Une Brett in excellent order, with Horses and Harnesses all ready
lor work, ten Jonny Linds and Top Buggies, five two
and iourwh**eled Chaises, tin ee excellent Carryalls,
with other carriages: also eleven Horses and Mares,
all well known in this community for speed, endur-

CONFl ItMATIO.VS.

_

Washington May £-1.

WAsaiNfiTON, May 24.
In default' of any action by Congress hi
providing for the pionipt redemption of the
national currency by national banks, the Sec
retaryof the Treasury contemplates establishing at the Treasury Department a system of
sorting and forwarding to national banks

SENATE.

On motion of Mr. Wilson the Special Committee were ordered to investigate the condition of the national banks as to how much
Government money lias been deposited in them
within .lie last year, by whose authority, and
whether and.to whom interest has been paid
thereon:
At 1 P. M. the reconstruction report was
taken up.
Mr. Stewart made a speech in favor of universal suffrage and universal amnesty.
Mr. Johnson moved to strike out the third
section, when the subject went over until to-

their national bank issues.
John Morrisey is here, representing New
Turk lottery interests.
His mission is to refute the statements of one Mareus Cicero
Stanley, who is engaged in prosecuting lotteries.
The prize steamer Bat, captured by the
steamers Vicksburg,
Montgomery, Eoius
Marataiza, Victoria, Emma and Ariez, is now
undergoing revision and will be ready for distribution in a few weeks.
The amount involved in tlris estptiue is about $1004)00.
The Senate has confirmed the following to
be Captains in the army: H. H. Beauregard,
corps of engineers,;-, James P. Parley, ordnance; Michael J. Kelly, Charles P. llosiner,

morrow.

joint-resolution directing the payment of
$100 bounty to alt privates and non-commissioned officers ot the 1st, 2nd and 3d Indiana
Regiments, was passed.
Mr. Sherman submitted a proposition to
A

strike out the second and third sections of the
Constitutional amendment of the Reconstruction Committee and insert the foilowiug:—
“Representatives shall lie apportioned among
the several States which may be included witiiin this Union according to the number in each
State of males, citizens of the United States
over 21 years of age, qualified
by the laws of
said State to choose members of the most
numerous branch of the Legislature, and in
such citizens as are disqualified for participating-fn the rebellion. Direct taxes shall
be apportioned among the several States according to the value of real estate and personal
property in each State not belonging to the
State or United States.” Ordered to be print-

Wm. Palch, Henry VV. Patterson, Uichard 11.
Pond, \Vm. H. Wherry, J. B. Irwiue, George
‘K, Sanderson, and Jas. A. Hearn.,
The Iiiternal Beveliue offices throughout the

ccjuntry

are to be On and alter the 1st of June
to be supplied with stamps, and by express instead of by mail.
Secretary Seward and Mrs. Jeff Davis arrived here to-day.

eluding

IMPORTANT
Withdrawal

ed.

ance

and

honesty,

suitable lor

livery

or

lamily

use,

having t*eeu selected, owned and driven bolore purchasing by one of our best Horse fanciers.
LIKEWISE,
some twenty Harnesses, double aud
siuj^e, made to
order ot the best oak stock and raotmteuwith heavy

PaOBABLE

MEXICO.

of -French

Troops

ABDICATION

OF MAXI-

MILIAN.
New York, May 2-4.
Dates from Vera Cruz 12tli, and city of
Mexico lOtli, state that the contemplated
withdrawal of French troops caused considerable excitement. The probabilities were that
Maximilian would abdicate before the with-

drawal.
Tbe report of the withdrawal of 1000 French

troops and the arrival of the battalion of the
Frdnch Legion is confirmed. The concentration of French troops preparatory to withdrawal was correctly reported.
A Colonel and Lieut. Colonel of the Imperial forces were murdered by their own meu

iiousi;.

The House concurred in the Senate amendments to the joint resolution to
prevent the
introduction of cholera.
A hill Was passed erecting the Territory of
Montana into a survey district.
Tlie Senate joint resolution accepting the
collection of plants tendered the Unied States
by Frederick Peck, was passed.
The Frcedmen’s Bureau hill was taken up.

PROM

Considered Certain.

joint resolution refusing admission to
West Point to all wlio have taken part in the
rebellion, and providing that candidates shall
be between seventeeu and twenty-two years,
was considered without action.
Mr. Anthony ottered an amendment that
Congressmen shall nominate live candidates
from each district, and that the election be
made by competitive examination.
The resolution to appoint an editor for the
ofliciaf history of the rebellion, at a salary of
82,500 per annum, was considered and recommitted to the Military Committee.
The Senate (lien went into executive session, alter which adjourned.
e

Offices.

■

XXXIX CONGRESS—-First Session

!

Revenue

Infernal

■■ii-jtd

J he

ONLY!

Burgess, Prendergast &

Friday Morning-.May

will be sold afjmbttc
VRS I4A V, June 2Ftl», A. IT. 1806,
at ten o'clock in the forenoon, at the Sheriff's office,
in the City of Portland, in said
County, all 1 he light
in equity winch Nathaniel
blauchard, of PorUand,
has or had on tho 22d
(lay of December, A 1). 1804,
at twelve o’clock, noon, being tlie time 01' tho attachment of the same on tho original writ in this aetHn,
on which said execution was
obtained* to redeem the
following dcs?ribed real estate in said Porllami,to wit:
a certain parcel of
land, on which is a block cf two
brick scores, situated on the south side of t ore
street,
and

described

THEATRE!

Redemption of the National
Currency.

--

MAINE.

PORTLAND AND
fc'evr

TO THE DAILY PRESS.

as.

on execution,
rjlAKEN
-L
auctioa on TH

60 cents per week after.

Lndor head oi “Amusements,** $2.00 ncr square
per week; three insertions or less, $1.50.
“Sl’EoiAT. Notices,** $1.25 per square first insertion, an.125 ets. i>er square for each subsequent insci'tkwj; iiali a square, $1.00 first insertion, 15 cts.
euon subsequent insertion.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine S1Ate
I i:kss (winch lias a
large circulation in every parof the State) for $1.00 per
square for first insertion4
and oO cents per square for each subsequent inser-

0~F

WASHINGTON.

FROEI

TELEGRAPH,

m

at Rio Verde.

VICINITY.

for Light-

Vessels,

SEALED

Circus !

Splendid

mijjkt

Wednesday, May

City of

WHEREAS

f^iiven

JOSRPHB^FOUH,

City of

WHEREAS,

_

ON

_

__

City of

Anil*

THE

A

^iBa^^WNUS>
of

FOR

IN

Office._

..r

A

,.

I

FINE

shirts

notice.

PARTIES

PERFECT

Shirt Patterns A
Out from Measure,
>!a.

husband and infant child, on Monday gening
last, while at ilie wateriiig place, near Babb b
lilt! horse took fright and ran away from sir'.
Hewey. As they approached the Steep “Page’

Advortheuientt. To-Day

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.

Thoatre—Bidwcll & Brown.
NEW ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN.
I Valuable Beal Estate for Sale.
Sheriff's
Sale—Real Estate,
I
i Wanted—Roy.
T<> l^t—Erpnt Parlor.
Notice—Proprietors Maine Wharf,
Wanted—Young Eadv.
Auction Sale—U onry Bailey & Co.

hill, so-called, Mrs. Hewey, thinking it her only
ehance of safety, gathered up the child, and
V'i tli it leaped out upon the ground. Mr. Hewey, comifignp soon after, found the child uninjured, but his wife was so severely hurt that
she died Wednesday morning.
—The Bangor Times learns, that Mr. W. Blos-

A First Bate Opening.
Proposals' for Rati, .ns and Fuel.
Sheriff’s Sale—Beal Estate.

som, S.m., so long confined in a Canadian jail
for alleged complicity in the attempted
kidnapping of George M. Sanders, lias received an

Now Inventions,
Auction Sales—E. M. Patten.

appointment
MUNICIPAL COURT.
KINGSBURY J., PRESIDING.
Thursday.—R. c. Miller

was

brought

up

on a

search and seizure process. He pleaded his Internal
Revenue license, but if was no avail, and he was fined
$22.:j!G. Said ho would uot pay it but would take
lodgings In jail for thirty days and was sceom'modat-

e4.
Mary J. Kenney and Julia O’Brien, for malicious
mischief in breaking windows, wore lined two dollars each and the costs. They refused to pay and
weik? committed.
Portland & Roches ter Railroad.—'The importance of continuing this road to Rochester may
be seen by the following statistics, which we copy
frpm the Rochester Courier, of the Internal revenue
for the first dte’rlct of New Hampshire, for the six
months ending with Dec. 31,1865.
Among the largest revenue returns for the six
months, in Rockingham county, says the Courier.
were Portsmouth, $68,131, winch sum included an
alp tax of $20,485; New Market, $31,515; Exeter,
$24,110; Salem, $10,706; South New Market, $9,276;
Candia, $4,203; Ipeerfiehl, $2,73S; Hampstead, $2,-

299; Windham,

1,722; Epping, $1,672; Derry, $1,092. In Strafford county, Dover, $116,SOI; Rochester, $8 >,649; Somers worth, $G2,300; BoUinsford.
$26,811: Farmington, $20,590; Milton, 11,891. In
Belknap county, Laconia, $44,379; Clifford, $7,583;
Meredith, $3,022; Alton, $2,849. In Carroll county,
Wolfborough, $9,521; Conway, $8,882, and Sandwich, $2,265.
**Qf eighty cities ana towns in|ihe district, embracing three large counties, there is but one that pays a
larger revenue tax than Rochester, and that one is
Dover. The city of Portsmouth does not pay so

largo a tax

$ 17,000, in a period
of six
pays $23,349 more
than Sometswovth, $01,539 more than Exeter, $53,134
more than New Market, and almost three times as
much as Rollinsford. Deducting the ale tax from
Portsmouth, and Rochester pays a larger revenue
than that c.ty and the towns ot Exeter aud MiltonRochester by over
months: and Rochester
as

all three combined.

Who says Rochester is not

It certainly is of
quence to Uncle Sam.”

enterprising

town?

an

some conse-

Theatre.—Messrs. Bidwell & Browne opened
Dooring Hall last evening for a short season, with
their theatrical company. The play was the “Gipsoy
Queen,” rnd it was performed in an excellent manner tb a large audience. The company embraces
Harry Hawk, G. E. Wilson, S. E. Brown, E. W.
Beattie, C. E. Bidwell, C. F. Jones, J. H. Oonners,
J. E. Nugent, Miss Dollic Bidwell, Mis** Goorgie
Langley,Miss M. E. Browne, Miss Lottie Wood, Miss
Pauline Moore, aud others. This evening the drama
of ‘‘East Lynne” will be presented.

Havana dates of the 10th state that a special messenger from Maximilian, on his way
to Europe, had passed through that city.
Three slavers had been discoverer! on the
ings, Stove, Wilder Sale, oic.
Mr.
Stevens
moved
to
amend the sixth secJn calling attention to this sale it is with the assurcoast, and Spanish eruisers sent after thetp,
tion in reference to the Sea Islands, by
ance that every lot and number will be sold without
A
cattle disease, said to he rinderpese, had
making
the least le.servalion'to the highest bidder.
it read “that when former owners shall
I broken out near Cardenas and Matanzas.
apply
may25dtd
for restoration of land the commissioner shall
refuse to surrender them.”
Adopted—70
ifiscelltmeou, pispaichct,
PROPOSALS
against 40.
Tub Latest and Best.—Jacques’ Eureka ButPoughkeepsie, N. Y„ May 24.
Mr.
moved
to
amend
Shejtabargef
by
-FOBadding
A break lias occurred in the Delaware and ton Serge Congress Boots are said to be tk* neatest
the following: '‘Provided that nothing in this
Hudson canal a short distance from Readout. aud easiest to the feet of anything of tlio kind that
act contained shall be construed to effect the
nations and Fuel
has been introduced. The elastic goring runs from
right of any person to recover in proper courts Damage not known to-night.
tlio top of the boot to the vamp and therefore it fits
Raleigh, H. C., May 24.
<£c.
any title, or right, or possession, which sucli
At the session of the State Convention toclose over tho foot without pinching. W. F. Kimball
person may have in land held under said field
to
sine
die
order.”
resolution
was
offer.a
COLLECTOR'S OFFICE,
adjourn
No. 27 Market Square, will furnish the trade, at
day
Mr. Davis moved to strike out all after the
ed chi the ground that the purposes for which wholesale, and E. T. Morrill & Co., 89 Middle
Superintendent of Lights,
street^
was
called
have
the
Convention
been
section.
second
previ- will accommodate those who wish for a single pair.—
Portland, Me., 18€6.
Mr. Brandagce moved to pospone further
ously accomplished. The resolution was laid See advertisement.
PROPOSALS will be received at this
office until 12 o'clock M, on SATURDAY, the 16th
consideration of the bill until the second Mon- over until to-morrow.
Great International
day of June, 13G6, for furnishing aud delivering Ra- day in December. Rejected, 57 against 81.
ST. Louis, May 24.
tions and Fuel lor the Light Huuse Tender belonging
Railway Traffic.—The receipts on tho Grand
The eported burning of the steamer MornThe morning lionr expired ami the bill went
to the First Light House District, aud for any other
Trunk Railw ay, for the week ending May 19th, were:
light-vessel and light-house tender that may be call- over until Tuesday next.
ing Star at Mound City is untrue.
ed for, lor one year, from the 1st day of July, lSGG*,to
$4! ,3.52 00
Passengers,
Mr. Schenck gave notice that the Committee
New York. May 24.
Co a biued with Harry Whitby’s
the 30th June, 1807, inclusive. The rations to be of
Kxpcoss Freight, Mails and Sundries,
4,750 00
on Military Affairs hod carefully revised the
Commissioner
his
orderThe
United
States
and
and
Live Stock,
good
api roved quality; to be delivered alongside
70,087 00
.Freight
Grecian Arena ! of the light-house ten ier or other vessel provided bounty hill, which he would ask. the House to ed the> discharge of Otto Burstenbuider, defor the purpose, at Portland, Me., and to be stated in
consider to-morrow.
$m;.18900
*r>tal,
ciding' that lie could not be held lor trial, he
the bid accordingly, irf good and sufficient pa-kages,
122,893 00
Corresponding week last year,
ENTIRE NEW ORGANIZATION.
Onq material change is that local bounties not .having been personally engaged in shipbarrels, boxes, and cases, and in good order, for the
be
deducted
from
are
to
the
sum which'
Two Great Circus
All Circus, nothing but Circus.
ping nitroglycerine to San Francisco, being
$ 0,704 00
light-vessel, once a quarter, free of all expense to the
Decrease,
otherwise appear due.
United Staley agreeably to specifications, which will
abseiit from the city at the time, and cannot
Companies in One Exhibition.
form a part of the contract, copies of which may be
The House went into Committee of the
he held guilty of the crime constructively.
Exhibition will be given Afternoon and Evening at
Narrow Escape.—Asa lady was stepping from
hail b v applying at this office.
Wlioie on the Tax bill.
Pol tland,
the Grand Trunk cars at Yarmouth depot on Satur.
All bias must be scaled and endorsed “Proposals
Harrisburg, May 24.
and
Coffee
were
"relieved
from
spices
penal29th and 30th for Rations and Fuel lor Light-vessels,” and then
The ease involving the constitutionality of day last, while the traiu was in motion, her hoop
Tuesday and
ties for not having revenue stamps affixed.—
placed in another envelope and left at or directed to
the act of Congress denying the right of suf- caught and she wds thrown under the cars. Several
35
CENTS.
ADMISSION
this offiee, prepaid if sent by mail.
and
Photographs,
ambrotypes,
dauguerreotypes
F. A. KEELER, Agent.
frage to deserters, was argued before the full men who saw her at once caught hold of her and kept
By Order of the Light-House Board:
niay21dflt
other sun pictures were exempted from reveISRAEL WASHBURN, Jb..
bench of tbe Supreme Court to-day. No de- her from being crushed
by the wheels until the train
nue
stamps, and subsequently inserted in cision has
May 25—dlavc3w
Superintendent of Lights.
yet been rendered.
could be stopped, when she was relieved from her
another paragraph of the bill subjecting them
Portland.
perilous situation.
to five per cent. tax.
SHERIFF'S SALE.
Amendments were offered abolishing stamps
IFasJilngton Correspondence,
Augustine Dunyon and others have
on receipts, but Mr. Morrill opposed‘them and
New York, May 24.
Cheap Fuel,—Persons in want of fuel will find
petitioned the City Council to layout a new i Cumberland ss.
Street or Public Way in said city,—beginning at ( ff Taken on execution and will be sold at
aucthey were rejected.
public
Special dispatches from Washington state an opjiortunity of purchasing spruce slabs at the ofand
extendtiie southerly terminus of Henry Scfcet
A lion on Saturday, June 30th, A. !>., 18Gb, at ten
The stamp duty on bottles was amended so
arrived
Mrs. Jell' Davis
there, seeking an in- fice of J, H. Hamlin, 2S>3 Commercial street, at ntnch
ing to < digress Street;
o’clock in th forenoon, at the Sheriffs Office in the
1
as to fix the rate at one cent on two pounds,
terview with the President respecting her hus- less than (be usual rates. As he wishes to use the
And whereas said petition was referred bv the City
city ol Portland, in said county, all the right in equiCouncil, March 26,1866, to the undersigned, for them ty which LewisM. Jordan of Cape Elizabeth, in said and one cent more tor each additional pound band.
room they occupy for some other purpose, ho
to consider and act upon, therefore
on bottled or corned meats, fruits and fresh
county, has or had on the 22d day of March, A. 1).,
Special despatches from Washington say the close them out cheap. Those who want should wilj
Notice is lioroby given to all parties interested,
call
1303, at thrSfc o’clock in the aiternoon, bom# the
vegetables.
American
hardware
dealers
not
are
properly immediately.
that the Joint Standing Committee of the City Countime of the attachment ol the Same on the original
A
of
cent
one
on
of
will
meet
to
hear
the
bundles
out
new
to
the
the
stamp
informon
duty
Streets,
laying
represented
cil,
give
necessary
writ in this action, to redeem the lollowing described
\
parties and view the proposed way on the first day of real estate: The dwelling house then occupied by cigar lights containing twenty-five, and one ! ation in framing the tariff bill. The party
Burgess, Prehdergast & 1,a Rue’s MinJune, 1866, at l*ur o’clock in tfce afternoon, at the the said Lewis M. Jordan, situated in Cape Eliz- cent additional for every additional twentyout
to be an agent
Information
turns
giving
j of the
southerly terminus of said Henry street, and will abeth, in said County, near the Ocean House,
strels.—The second ami last entertainment bythie
was adopted.
and Sheffield inanulacfive,
I
Birmingham
then and there proceed to determine and a<ljudge
and also the land upon which said dwelling
11
company will be given this evomng at City Hall.
whether the public convenience requires said street
Paragraph amending section 179 was osten- j turers.
house now stands, to secure a lien claim of Charles
or way to be laid out.
will, positively, he the lactone as the company leave
modified in text, and a proviso added that
the special Treasury agent at MoM. Stewart oi Portland, in Said county, for lasibly
Dexter,
under our hands on this twenty-third day of
bor and materials furnished by* said Stewart in
in actions for penalties defendants shall be adbile, who was fined §25,000 i’or peculations, for Rockland t.i-morrow. There is in this company
tay, A. if., Ira*..
building and repairing said dwelling house; the above
some excellent musical talent, and it is worth the
mitted as a witness if the informer is a withas been pardoned by the President.
AUG. E. STEVENS,
described real estate is subject to amortgage to Aaron
committee
Committee on
EDMUND PHINNEY,
ness, and any person receiving consideration
The military departments of North and price' of a ticket to hear some of their songs.
15. Holden, to secure the payment of one thousand
AMBROSE GIDDINUS,
under threats of informing shall he fined $2,dollars in three years with interest.
South Carolina, Georgia and Alabama, have
Laying mil
ELIAS CHASE.
Dateu at Portland May 25th, A. D., 18GG.
OUO ami imprisoned one year.
been abolished. North and South Carolina
Liquor Seizures.—The Deputy Marshals yesterdltw3w
GEO. W. PARKER. Sheriff.
jjcw streets.
Section 20 was repealed.
will constitute a netv Department, under Uen. day seized small quantities of
liquor in the shops
The free list section wasjthen reached and
and
Alabama
lorui
Georgia
May 24—lw__
will
Sickles;
ot R. R. Robinson, Fore street, Michael Loring, CaValuable Ileal Estate for Sale in the
following added :
another under Gen. C. R. Woods.
nal street and Patrick Carey, Commercial street
Portland.
AVostbrook.
Boxes of wood or paper for friction matches,
One other place was visited, but no liquor was found.
Liberal Sutceases in Mcxleo.
subscriber, on account, of poor heal Hi, offers cigar lighters, and wax tapers, springs, faces
rpHE
A his FARM lor sale,—situated in Westbrook,three
Peter Lane and others have peu
and hands for clocks, sodium, German silver
23.
WASHINGTON,
May
miles
from Portland, half mile from Morrill’s Corner,
titionod the City Council that Cedar $£ree
in bars or sheets, treenails, wedges, deck pings,
Minister Iiomero lias official intelligence
Kennebec street;
»
Post Office, Railroad Station, llorse Cars, and WestITEMS OF STATE NEWS.
may belaid out and opened to
brook Seminary. Thii Farm contains one hundred
bags made of paper, cordage and rigging fbr from El Paso to the 27tli ult.
And whereas said petition was referred by the City
Gen. Garcia
to
the
for
them
acre* or more of choice land;
cut
the
season
March
undersigned,
and
26,1866,
past
calcined
vessels,
rock, ground
si- Morales hail sent to the Secretary of War his
Council,
gypsum,
about seventy-live tons ol Hay; has pleniy of Wood,
to (insider and act upon, therefore.
lex used in the manufacture of glass, window
—The Bath Times says that Mr. J. L. Cook,
official report of a victory obtained on the 13th,
estimated at two thousand cords.
For a MILK
Notice is hereby given to all parties interested that
glass of all kinds, cement, drain or sewer over the French, at Magdelepa, in the State aged about 60, iu a state of temporary insanity,
FARM it is second to none in Westbrook.
the Joint Standing Committee of the City Council
For FurSy Gardening it is unsurpassed, it bepipes, reapers, mowers, threshing machines, of Sonora. Gen. feiveira routed a French as is supposed, left his home last
on laying out new Streets, will meet to hear the parMonday. As
tie- and view the proposed way on the first day of
ing so near a good market, it will be sold in lots of separators, mills and machinery for the manforce in the State of Zacaticas.
at
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he did not return, search was made, and TuesIn
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whole
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o’clock
afternoon,
or
to
at
three
farm,
twenty-nve
tilty
June, 1866,
ufacture of sugar, syrup and molasses 'from
Cordeva
had
sent
Gen.
lus
of
special report
purchasers. Th;s is a rare chance for capitalists forwesterly terminus of said Cedar street, and will then
sorghum, imphee beets, coni, cotton gins, a victory over the French in Sincla.. The day morning his body was found in the Kennemid there proceed to determine and adludge whether
mvestment, it being so near the city.
H. B. BOODY.
rakes, and grain cradles, spokes, hubs, fellows French had burned down the town of Atoni- bec river. The act of suicide seoms to have
the public convenience requires said street or way to
Westbrook, May 25, i860.—dtf
and fiolcs, shafts and arms for carriages or
be laid out.
been committed with deliberation, as the coat
com, in the State of Soalima.
Given under our hands on this twenty-third day ot
wagons, wooden handles for ploughs and for
and hat of the unfortunate man were carefully
I860.
May, A. 1>.
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and
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29,
EDMUND PHINNEY, I
implements, pail teeth, ears and
New York, May 24.
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—A boy in Ellsworth in getting over a picket
premises, wo shall sell House No. 19 Gray St.— handles.
AMBROSE GIDDINUS, I j
•
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j
0Qt
Laying
The champion match of billiards between
It is a one and a half star/ wooden house, finished,
ELIAS CHASE.
[
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all
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throughout;
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Decry,
streeti
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was amended by inserting “ and peat.”
The
gas throughout the house. There is a very desiraW. P. FILES,
J
1,500 points up, was won by Dixon, by 134 pitched forward, breaking pne of the hones of
ble flower garden in connection. This property is in
paragraph in regard to jjspn tings and statuary points.
his leg between the audio, and knee.
n»ay24—dlw
a very excellent neighborhood and desirable for a
_•
was amended by making it read
original
—The Maine Farmer says persons attending
residence. Salo positive. Title dear.
Portland.
paintings, statues aud groups, statuary and
IIENRY BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers.
R. W. Grand Lodge of Good Templars.
the forthcoming State Conventions of the Recasts made therefrom, by the artist from the
May 25—did
have
Boston, May 23, 18C6.
publicans and Democrats to be held respectively
\1 TITER HAS Wm. W. Thomas and others
original designs.” The paragraph relating to
YY jietitioned the City Coanail to relay out Canal
To the Editor of the Press :
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E
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T
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The 12th Annual Session of the Eight
serting, except such as is manufactured aud
whereas said petition was referred by the City
any station on the Portland & Kennebec ltailused exclusively for wearing apparel.”
•Council, May 7th, 1866, to the undersigned, for them
Worthy Grand Lodge of North America con- aoad at half fore.
proprietors of Maine Wharf are hereby noto consider and act upon, therefore,
The
paragraph relating to umbrellas was vened in this
tified that their Aunnal Meeting will be held at
—A correspondent of the Willy states that
Notice is hereby given to all parties interested, that
city yesterday morning at 10
amended so as to read: umbrellas, parasols,
the office uf Elias Thomas, No 41 Exchange St.,
tl** Joint. Standing < Committee of the City Council on
on Sunday morning a house owned and occuat. 3 o’clock P. M. for
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18CG,
o’clock.
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from
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and
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ill
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for
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to hear the pat ties
Delegates
present
same.
twenty-,
laying out new streets,
the choice of officers, anil the transaction of any othThe paragraph relating to sails was made
pied by Joseph H. Chase, Jr., in Carroll, was
aiid view the proposed way on the second dav of June, er
one Grand Lodges.
The reports of the E. W.
business that may legally tome before them.
1806, at four o’clock in the afternoon, at the P S. &
read:
to
and
Clerk.
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A.
THOM
AS,
sails, tents, awnings,
bags-made G. officers exhibited the condition of the Or- destroyed by fife witli all its contents, includ1\ l>epot, on Commercial street, and will then and
codtd*
Portland, May 25, 18GG.
household furniture, seed, grain, &c.
by sewing, from fabrics or articles. The com- der as most
Mr.
tliere proceed to determine and adjudge whether the
healthy, showing an aggregate ing
mittee then rose.
Chase with his wife aud child, had barely time
public convenience requires said street or way to be
of two-hundred thousand in the
The Speaker stated for information of the
A First Kate Opening' tor Business.
membership
to escape, he being badly burned.
Loss $10C0
tt(}iven under our hands on this twenty-third day of
United States and the Canadas—an increase
GOOD chance is offered in the manufacture of House that there were no members designing
No insurance.
to speak on Saturday next.
for which there is an established
Elastic
Goods,
of seventy-five thousand during the past
Committee on
—A tannery in Dover owned by Alonzo G.
F l>UNI) pmNNl!Y,
•ami ready sale.
Mr. Morrill gave notice that he would insist
Any one wanting to engage in alight and pleasant upon the tax bill being acted upon until dis- year. The finances of the Order was also Putnam, was destroye4*by firej Tuesday mornW out
but
small
capital,
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reported in a sound condition.
will addr. fls,
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—The Kennebec Journal notes the fact that
To-day the officers for the ensuing year were
Box 17G9 P. O.
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The Democratic State Convention to-day
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a grant! reception will be given
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This
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New Inventions.
taking him to his house
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J
with all men without regard to party, who will
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and shutting him in a room in the second story*
and county Rights for sale at Inventors*
at the Marlboro House.
ELIAS CHASE.
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X Exchange, No. 80 Federal Street, Portland,
JOSEPH BRADFORD,
New Street*.
support the President in regard to restoration.
from the window of which lie jumped and esMe., lor one week only.
W. P. FILES,
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London Times'considers the failure of this
Couns I for Jefferson Davis.
there arrested—afterwards attempted to break
Their liabilities are
firm bnt temporary.
New York, May 24.
about 4.000,000 pounds sterling, of which all ; jail by knocking down the monkey, but did not
The Tribune says that beside Chas. O’Consucceed.
but about 200,000 pounds, consisting of acnor and George Shea, heretofore named as
made TO ORDER!
—The Progressive Age learns that a young
and accounts for current supplies,
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counsel for Jenerson
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Exchange St.
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abroad are in a very forward state, while those
out avail. He was a promising young man of
Various Items.
A Good Opening !
with which they arc connected in England
22 years of age, and the only support of a widNew
York, May 24.
GOOD chance is offered in Ihc lnanufuctnrc ol
have been undertaken jointly with othei powThomas W. Birdsall, President of the Se- erful contractors, who are in a position to in- owed mother,
lllastic Goods, lor whic h there is uu established
demand and re vly sale. Any pec son wishing to en- curity Fire Insurance Company, committed sure tlieir
—The Bangor Whig learns that Mrs. Martha
and who can
steady completion, it is confidently
gage in a light and pleasant business,
suicide yesterday. It is said he iias been seri- assumed that in a short time a
E. Hevsey, daughter of Elijah Marsh, of Orono,
furnish
u cash capital of $200 to *301) ea«c address
proposition
Ac CO.
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in the Custom House

at

Fort

Fairfield.
—The Pioneer states that the
Boom, at the
“Ox Bow,” on the Mattawamkeag river, was
opened last week, and tile great quantity of
logs it contained, swept (town the river. The
lumbermen have been very successful this
spring, ill getting their logs iuto the main
river. The Pioneer hears of but one drive that
is likely to he “hung up,” artll the
prospect is
good for all kinds of lumber.
POIilTICAL.
—The Arijus says of the present Congress,
that “their attempt to reconstruct the government in disregard of tlio Constitution, is revolutionary und treasonable.” Why will vot tile

Aryus show

where and how the

Congress

has

disregarded the Constitution.
—A Bangor correspondent of the Aryitx offers the name of Col. Allied W. Johnson, of
Belfast, for tile Democratic nomination for
governor.
—Senator Howard, from tlie Committee of
Fifteen, opened the debate upon the proposed
Constitutional amendment, Mr. Fessenden’s
health being not yet sufficiently restored, to admit of his taking the lead.
Mr. Howard said
he was in favor of a clause enfranchising the
blacks and opposed to the disfranchising clause i
hut favored this proposition
majority in both houses.

as

the sense of the

—The process of “smoking out” Secretary
Stanton did not succeed so perfectly as its authors wished. Passing by the Civil Bights bill
and the Frecdmeu’s Bureau bill as matters al-

ready settjed, he

comes to

the reconstruction

policy of Congress, and says what? Everybody is listening, on tiptoe, and Mr. Stanton
says he don’t like the disfranchizing section !
—

Then he blows out his candle, shuts the door
in the faces of the serenaders,*and leaves them
quite .in the dark.
—The Mercer
Grand Jury in New

County

is

investigating the matter of alleged
bribery and corruption i'll the late Legislature.
The Investigation would have been made by a
committee of the House, but was defeated by a
single vote—19 Democrats and 9 Republicans
Jersey,

voting against it and 24 Republicans and 3
Democrats voting for it.
—We learn from tho Belfast Age, that the
Union Republican county committee for Waldo had a meeting in Belfast on Saturday, for
the purpos3 of appointing town committees,
and taking other necessary aetion to keep up
the present efficient organization. The members of the committee represented the Union
column in their respective localities as standing
firm and

unbrokeu; the people as full of indignation at J ohnson's perfidy and his base betrayal of the party that elected him, and, in

sentiment, in'advance of Congress upon the
matter of rec instruction. The committee voted
to hold the annual county convention on the
25th of August.
The Portsmouth Chronicle says if Gen.
Howard should he removed from his office as
—

Commissioner of the Freedmen’g Bureau, as a
part of ‘my policy,” it would go iar toward
Gen. Howard for Vice President.
Grant and Howard would he a strong ticket.

nominating

The Serenade to tho President.

[Special Dispatch to the Boston Journal.]
Washington, Mhy 28,1800.

The “fumigation serenade,” apparently gotten up by the officeholders’ Johnson Club for
the purpose of smoking out the political opinions of the Cabinet officers, came off to-night.
About a thousand tramped aroilndi'rom house
to house, listening to the same tunes from the
marine band at each halting place, and hear-

ing nothing

new or strange.
President Johnson, very wisely, said but a
few words of tlianks. Mr. Fred Seward briefly apologized for the absence of the Secretary
of State. Secretary McCulloch was the only
one who evidently said wliat he meant anil
meant what he said—as he assailed Congress
squarely and fairly. Postmaster General

Dennison indulged in hopes of a reunion between the President and Congress. Secretary
Stanton stood between two flaring candles,
and read his confession of faith, which was
so made up of extracts from the President’s
messages and his own views, that it was difficult to say which was which, or what the Secretary’s real views are. Messrs. Harlan and
Speed dodged speech-making, but wrote letters
01 apology—that of the Secretary ot the Interior showing clearly that he is not an indorser of the policy of the President. Taken
all in all, the serenade was a failure.
SPEECH OF PRESIDENT JOHNSON.

Fellow-Citizens: In appearing before you
this evening, it is simply lor the purpose of
tendering to you my thanks—my sincere
tlianks—tor this demonstration, and for the
approbation which you have manifested on
tliis occasion and on many occasions before.
Sucli approbation is peculiarly gratifying and
encouraging to me under existing circum-

stances. All that will be necessary is to persist in the support and maiutainance of correct principles, and the day is not distant
when the American people will be satisfied
that the good work you have commenced is
right, as it will so prove in the end. (Cheers.)
I repeat my thanks for your approbation of
mv conduct as a public man and a public servant.
The President then retired amid hearty ap-

plause.
Hit. Bi'AA

IUA

O

OA'iUlMJJU.

Gentlemen: On the afternoon of Thursday,
the 17th of this month, 1 received a note from
the Secretary of the National Union Joluison

Club, telling

me

it was the

design

of the Asso-

ciation to serenade the President and his Cabinet, and that I would be called upon at my

Immediately on the receipt of this
reply was sent to theSecretary expressing my thanks for the compliment and declining the honor of a serenade. A similar cumplimcut by the patriotic Association of the
Soldiers’ and Sailors’ League had previously
residence.

note,

a

been declined. Two reasons induced my action. The last time a public speech was made
from this spot in answer to a serenade, was
the night of Friday the 14tli day of April,
1S65. At that moment, when we were rejoicing over the downfall of the rebellion one of
its Instruments was murdering Air. Lincoln.—
You will not think it strange that a complimentary occasion fraught with such associations should not be coveted. Besides, as the
head of a department, my public duties have
been simply executive, and it always has been
my aim to avoid touching upon duties devolved upon others, and to avoid mischief by premature discussion of matters intrusted to the
legislative branch of the government, and under its consideration. But the call of this evening relieves me of any imputation of intruding my opinions upon you. I shall therefore
declare them briefly and plainly, to the end
that they may be neither accidentally misun-

derstood

wilfully misrepresented.

nor
**«**»

Besides the steps taken by the Executive to

restore the Constitutional relations

of the

States, his annual message called the attention
of Congress to the necessity of ensuring the
security of the frecduien, reminding Congress
that while he had no doubt that the General
Government could not extend the elective

franchise, it is equally clear that good faith requires the security of the frecduien in their
liberty and their property, their right to labor
and their right to claim the just return lor their
labor; and obseiving further that tlie country

is in need of labor and that the treedmen are
in need of employment, culture and protection. These views ol the President in relation to
the freedmen received and continue to receive

They have guided
my hearty concurrence.
the action of tlie War Department, and were
substantially advocated in its annual report.—
In what 1 believe au honest desire to conibrui
to them a hill was passed by Congress regulating the Freedmeu’s Bureau, but the provisions
or the bill did not meet the President's approval, because he believed the powers conterred upon him and upon the agents to be up-

pointed by him to be unwise and unconstitutional. Concurring in the object of the bill,
and regarding the power as temporary anil
sale in his lands, 1 advised its approval, hut
havin been returned to Congress with the
President’s objections, and having failed of the
needtul support, it is no longer a living measure nor the subject of debate or of diiferenec
of opinion.

Another Congressional measure, called the
ltighLs llill, has been the subject ot conflict. That hill, now u law, lias lor its object
the secuiity of civil rights in the insurrectionary States, it was well observed by the President in his annual message, “that peaceful
emigration to the Southern States is one of

Civil

the best means thut can he thought of lor the
restoration of harmony.”
Its possible interference with such emigration was one of the
chief objections to military rule, and by some
it is thought that the influence of class legislation in favor of the slave-holding monopoly
heretofore existing in the Southern States
would still he strongly exorcised to prevent
peaceful emigration into those States, and
would exclude the laboring population ol the
North from that vale of exuberant fertility and

friendly climate, that productive region embracing the eight or nine Stales nearest the
Gulf of Mexico, and that hence civil rights in
these States should be vigilantly protected by

Althe Federal laws and Federal tribunals.
though the measures enacted by Congress for
this purpose tailed to receive the Executive
sanction, yet having been adhered to by a twoihirds vote iu each House, they have now passed to the statute hook anil ceased to be the subject of debate.
Another measure or series of measures, ol

prime importance, now pending before Congres3,merit a brief remark, namely: the plan
of restoration, or reconstruction, as it is sometimes called,
to the plan reported by the
Joint Committee I have been unable to give
my assent. It contemplates an amendment
to the federal Constitution—the third section

of the proposed article being in these terms:
“Section
Until the fourth day of July ia
the year 1870, all persons who voluntarily adhered to the late insurrection, giving it aid and
comfort, shall be excluded from the right to
vote tor representatives in Congress, and electors for President and Vice President of the
United States.”
ft is urged by the advocates of tills plan that
this third section is the vital one, without
which the others arc of no value. Its exclusive action will no doubt commend it to the
feelings of many, as a wise and just provision.
Hut I am unable so to regard it, because tor
years it bids Congress to exclude from voting
for representatives or Presidential electors all
persons who voluntarily adhered to the late
insurrection, giving it aid and comfort; no
matter what may be the condition of the
country uor what proofs of present or future
loyalty may be given, an absolute bar is to be
erected for four years against a large class of
persons. Change ot circumstances and condition often work a rapid change iu pally and
jiolitical sentiments, and nowhere with more
marked results than hi the South. It is believed that elements of change are now at
work there, stimulating on one side to loyalty and on the other tending to continued hostile feeling. In my judgment every proper incitement to Union should be fostered and
cherished, and lor Congress to limit its own
powers by Constitvtihnal amendment for the
period of tour years might be deplorable in
its results. To those who differ with me I accord the same honesty and perhaps greater
wisdom than I can claim tor myself As the
proposed plan now stands I aui unable to perceive the necessity, justice or wisdom of the
measure, but having no place or voice in the
body before which tbe measure is pending, 1
disclaim any purpose to interfere beyond tbe
expression of my own opinion. Having thus
declared iny views as they, have heretofore
been declared to those who had a right to
know them, on the material questions that
have lately arisen, or are now pending, I trust
that purjjose on this occasion is answered,
and shall be glad if their expression may have
any beneiicial influence on tbe question, tbe
right disposition whereof is a matter of solicitude to every patriotic man, and is deeply important to tiie peace and tranquility of the
country. Kecoguizing the constitutional power of all the co-ordinate branches of the Government—the Legislative, Judicial and Executive—and entertaining for each the respect
which is due from every loyal citizen they
are entitled to, and shall receive, according to
my best judgment, the support which is required by that Constitution which after unexampled conflict lias been upheld and sanctified by divine favor, and through the sacrifice
i>f so much blood and treasure.
The i'reedman’s Bureau in Virginia.
The testimony of the freedmen themselves
to the usefulness and necessity of such an
institutiun as the Freedmen’s Bureau, is worth
heaiing. Uenerals Steadman and Fullerton,

considering that the colored population of
Virginia might be somewhat interested in the
working of the Bureau, belli au interview at
Norfolk, with a delegation chosen by the colored people of the city. Mr. Keiling was the
first speaker, lie >vas horn in shivery, aDd
bought himself for $850—a very good bargain—and paid $110 yearly rent for himself
while he was earning the money. His remarks are thus given in the report of the
commissioners:
I hope the Frecdraen’s Bureau will not be
abolished until law anil order is restored here,
and to the whole country; were the government to remove it now, while we art not reas mon by the whites of the South,
it would be leaving us and the white Union
men at themeruy of the ignorant and still
rampant rebels and enemies of the government.
I claim that it is unsafe to abolish the Bureau until the government declares that we
are men, and we have the enjoyment of alt
our rights as Ameriran freemen.
It is unsafe to remove the military force until we are put on au equality with all other

cognized

■

■-■

in the naval
service, Mr. .Vickies, lute 1st Sergeant in the army, and Mr.
Harbour, wlo

tells his

own

stoiy

us

foUows:

1 think Unit "’non niL-ii become
free they
ought to have a ehanc- u enjoy their freedom.
*dl " 1111 "u
yow up Irom
childhood «m<l become?men And arrive at manhood that we ought to always remain under
the parental roof.
1 am a discharged United .stales seamen*
when I enlisted to light the battles ot
my
country 1 did not expect when the war was
over that I would have to apply to the general government to give mo a guard when I
wanted to travel from place to place in my
own native country; I did not think that it
would be needed after the war at any rate.
1 mean to say that when the rebellion was
crushed, and peace restored to our distracted
country, 1 did not expect it would be necessary to keep guard over my own Iiouse,and to
be armed to the teetli to keep down the rebels:
I thought the government was
strong enough
to enl'oiee her
laws, founded on the fundamental principles oi the
government. I did
not expect to lie on
guard the balance of my
days, but the way things have turned up it;
seems so.

1

thought when “the

came

a

Civil Rights bill” belaw that it would be enlorced
by the

government.
1 did not expect to see one law for
white
men and another tor black men.
I expected
to see all tried in the same court
by the same
law.
idea
is
leach
to
all men what the law
My
Is,
and then try all alike. Have no distinction
on account of race or color.
Let the same
doctor physic both the white and black alike.
If the white Union mafi dies in our
cause, we
also

are

willing

to

die with

him,

and vice ver-

If he lives, we want to live also.
VY'o
have bath been the common suiicrers, let us
both reap the common benefit.
The liureau must remain a while
longer,
sa.

but I do not want to be
ulwuyu dependent on
the government for military aid and interierence, that 1 may live here and enjoy the
fruits of my labor.
Put us all upon our own resources and
give
us all the same chance.
Had it not been lor the blacks Uie Union
white men of the South would have been exterminated long ago.
Ge.v. Steadman—Do you think
justice
would be shown you by ibo State courts if
the liureau were removed ?
Mr. Harbocb—Keep the liureau for five
years at least, ami 1 think the result will be a
good one. All the people, both white and
blues, will then have a chance during that
time, to go to school and find out the way to
be luppy.
But l am in favor of settling the whole
matter right on the ■•pot’,
by giving to all the
exercise of the right of suffrage. The ballot
in the hands of 4,000,000
loyal men can do
tb<j whole thing, and I think that this is the
quietest and
way to settle the question. It this is done and free
schools established throughout the length and breadth of
the South, God h\ a short time will do the

cheapest

balance.

Humored Cession of "Venetia to
Italy.
(Correspondence ot liio Boston .tdrenutr. i

The feverish anxiety concerning our credit
and means has blinded the jieople to the war
cloud reuily to break over Europe. Three
days ago the telegrams were looked at the first
thing. Now the city articles are snatched up.
Clearly it will he useless lor any ot the contending powers to come to England for money
So lar this crisis may be productive of good.
Could we

forget

the slock market for a while,
see gleams of sunshine
abroad. I dare not attach much belief to the
report, that it sliouid be mentioned among the
few hopeful things ot tho day; that Austria
lias been listening to the voice of England
and
of Prance, and is hesitating as
to whether it would not be wise to treat with
for
the
cession
of Venetia. What a reItaly
lief this would be to the liberals of
Europe I
It would be an act of sublime
courage on the
of
It
Austria.
would
her
part
the powgive
er to lace
Prussia without any dread. It
would be worth millions of money and hundreds of thousands of men.
During the
week we have had private information from
Vienna, that the appearance in the English
press of articles ail vising tin’s course, and
dwelling upon its fitness and its consistency
with Austrian honor, would be of service to a
party of statesmen who were urging it upon
the Emperor, ami almost simultaneously our
press has spoken with moderation and judgment iu that sense; b it such debating
may
have come too late.
Italy, m the meantime, b right in pressing
on her armaments.
It' she recedes, she lias
no chance.
The summons to Garibaldi is the
most serious of her proceedings, tor Garibaldi,
with twenty battalions of volunteers, will not
wait for orders from the Tuileries nor for
the convenience ol Italian diplomatists. If
lie leaves Caprera it will be for immediate battle, and only the actual handing over of Vonetia will stop him. Thus the situation is
strained to the utmost, We prefer Austria to
Prussia, and would be glad to see the Prussians
defeated ; hut we sympathize with Italy much
more.
The Italian gentlemen Jut re are making prodigious efforts to assist their countrymen.
They have this week lonned a committee of aid, and have dispatched several
young.fellows who are anxious to serve under Garibaldi; and they will tbciu-elvesequip
a considerable
band of Italian volunteers.
I have many IVieuds amongst them, and I
find they are unanimous in favor of taking
ol the dispute with Prussia, to get
back then- noble eity of Venice.
They are
uneasy at the same time lest Prance should
insist upon a fresh slice of Italian territory,
and they get flushed and excited as they talk
of <he Preach designs upon the Island iff Sardinia. The Mazziuian section would
oppose
tliis to the last, hut if Venetia was
obtained,
I fancy the present ministry in
Italy would
not have a rupture with Prance about the
The
question.
Emperor Napoleon is playing
his cards well.—much belter than he did when
he interfered with the Mexicans.

perhaps

we

should

possibly

advantage

citizens.

I hope the Bureau will be allowed to remain
until the laws of the State are modified and
remodeled so that we can have justice before
the civil courts—so that we can choose our
rulers—so that wo can have a say as to who
shall receive the taxes that we pay to support
the Slate and municipal government.
The people of the South must be taught
that we are men like unto themselves, and
that we must he respected as such.
The people of the South must be educated
and instructed as to the fundamental principles of our government. We will assist to
pay for their education. We have extended to
them the right hand of friendship, and they
have spurned it with scorn and amt coutempt.
We are quiet and orderly, and law-abiding
citizens; but we wish to be consulted as to the
making of the laws that govern us.
We are directly mieresieu in au tilings tlie
We treat the whites
same as the white man.
VVe respect
as we would have them treat us.
them, and they must learn to do likewise. We
but
do not molest tlie whites,
they are continually interfering with us. In many cases when
not
will
we work lor them they
pay us for our
labor until forced to do so by the law, and if
the whites alone have a voice in making tlie
laws, they will not provide for us in those
laws. Much prejudice still exists against us
by the whites, hut we do not leal any animosity against them.
We are willing tocastolf the past, and unite
to harmonize for tlie future, hut they refuse
to come up to the standard of right and jus-

tice.
If tlie Bureau must he removed, let
a

good military

to

supply

its

us

have

place.

But the Bureau, as it stands, must be supported, protected and assisted by the military.
To have peace, we must have a republican
form of government; then, if we have good
otiicors, we will have justice before the civil
courts of tlie State.
It is very doubtful that a white jury can l>e
found here that will do us justice.
I hope and pray that tlie Bureau may remain and be strengthened, and that peace
may be soon restored.
As
yet 1 see no provi-im made by
tlie Legislature of Virginia by which the

blacks, with the white loyalists,
from tlie disloyal whites.

are

protected
_

'Hie whites fear the military, and, I behove,
the past, they will not
judging the future by forced
to do so by the
unless
give us

justice
military.

in tlie govern(;:vu the black man a voice
Make him a rement and we are all safe.
him the use of
sponsible citizen—I mean give
the Pallet, the exercise of this right as a freethe same rights as liis
man, the exercise of
Ibrelatliers had in the formation of the government.
When we vote, we will then, and not until
then, !eel sate; then we will feel that we have
come to tlie age of maturity, and that we are

no

longer incapable of protecting ourselves.
remaining delegates were Mr. Selden,

The
a

discharged

seaman, Mr.

Portlock, recently

VARIETIES.

—Ever siueo the Traviiilicurt da la Mir by
Victor Hugo has been published, uail the public
bas read with so much interest the terrible
eoinbat between Galliat, the hero, and the
Pieuvre or polypus, everything in Paris has
taken the name of Pieuvre. The restaurants
now serve up soups and dishes of this fish, so
common on ilie coast of Normandie.
A certain
class of ladies known under the epithet of
Lorettetand Cotottes have now-had their name*

changed to pieurret, as they are likened to
this dangerous fish, which sucks the blood of
its victims.
—Prentice oi tlie Louisville Journal, makes a
wicked lunge at the very underpinning of society. He says “tilting hoops" enable tlie common

ciety

people

to sec a great deal more of good
than they ever saw before.

so-

—A wonderful aquarium is
springing
Boulogne under the eye and direction
Edouard Itetencourt, a Boulogne artist.

up at
of M.
The
extreme altitude of tho rocks will b‘ about
seventy l'oet above the plateau, nml the caverns
uuderneath will have at least twelve to fourteen feet
headway, wherein will be a series of
reservoirs, into which sun and air are admitted
through admirably conceived fissures, and in

which specimens of fish, mollusca, Crustacea,

ihc Channel and the Medfound.
_X curious system of statistics iu the
French papers illustrates the superstitions of
Parisians. It is observed that on Fridays the
omnibus travel of Paris diminishes iu the pro-

Sic.,

the

produce of

iterranean, will

be

portion of twenty-live per cent., so strong is
superstitious avoidance of doing anything
that can be helped on that “unlucky" day.
It
is also further remarked that when Friduy
happens to fall on the ldth of the mouth, the
omnibus receipts decrease at the rate of fifty
die

per cent.
The new sensation novelist in Paris is
named Pqnsou du Terrail.
He has just entered into an agreement, by which, for 10,000
francs lie will furnish three uew one cent
journals just started with feuilletous of tho
“chilled marrow" 'ami “frozen blood” order,
—

terrible enough to scare tlie a hole of tho
womankind amongst tho low orders ot Paris.
Work pours iu upon this author to such extent

compelled, so says tradition, to employ a dozen secretaries, who till up tlie framework he sketches out. Each employee lias his
specialty. One does the murders, another the
dying farewells. Some are famous for eourtsliip in tho wood, beneath the light of the
that lie is

moon, others for violent assaults

on

darkest

nights on deserted bridges over the Seine,
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Lieutenant Charles O. Lamson.

feel
The friends of this deceased soldier,
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CorrcipondculR.
No communication will be published, unless accomwriter. Wo
panied by the name ami address of the
communicaoanuot undertake to return rejected
To
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Union State Convention.
Union voters ol Maine are requested to send
to a Convention to he held at Bangor on
Thwrtday, June 21st, at 11 o’clock, A. M., for the jttirana
pose of nominating a candidate tor Governor,
transacting any other business that may properly
the
come before
Convention.
The basis of representation will be us follows: hacli
delcity, town anti plantation will bo entitled to one
seventyegate, and an additional delegate lor every
Gubernatorial
the
at
five votes cast lor Samuel Cony
election ol 18(54. A fraction of forty votes will be entitled to an additional delegate.
JAMES G. BLAINE,
JAMES M. SIGhE.
N. A. FOSTER,
The

delates

E. G. HARLOW,
EKE STRICKLAND,
H. B. 1'RESCOTT,

JOS1A1I MERROW,
s S. MARBLE,

Union state
tknumitUe.

SIMONTON.
ELIAS MILLIKEN,
JAMES WRIGHT,
E. J. HALE,
T

R-

iiN'in HI rooms,

EUGENE HALE,

r.iINK,
WOODBURY,

11 aj.i r..i ii.

EBEN

May 1,

ISfiR_
About Money.

There are many ways of conducting a political newspaper. The whole range of character between a gentleman and a blackguard,

illustrated, by considering the
manner in which various journals choose to
conduct their political controversies. The arguments of honest opponents, eager only to
get to close hugs over questions at issue and
spuming an unfair advantage as unworthy
and needless, contribute to the public information, and however mistaken and fallacious, deserve the consideration of aJl good men.

might easily

disagreeable surprise.

1866.

Friday Morning, May ^5,

To

suit from this plan to have either faith in or
it is
patience with it. Their reprobation of
is still
Mr.
Seward
if
and
and
growing,
Jeep
blind lo that lact he is preparing for himself

be

that

something

more

than a

passing

notice is

death. Lieut.
due to his worth and noble
First Maine
iu
the
Lamson enlisted as private
1801, at the commencein
April
Regiment,
He served faithfully three
ment of the war.
with his regiment in
months and returned

Press in its editorial cot-Wents upon the
same communication, point sd out the impossibdily of maintaining any serious comparison between the claims of an.Y class of civil-

ians, however deserving, and t he claims ol our
citizen soldiers. The jcu d’esji Ht of a “Railsatire upon
way Brakeman" was a clever
some silly talk which has been afl oat of late.—
The Press however declared itself in favor of
a general bestowal of administrative offices

deserving soldiers, for the reason among
others, that with such a class of office holders
there would be a better hope of returning to
the practice of the early years of the Republic, whepfthese duties were not inconsistent
following.
August
I=well remember our young patriot, as he with pclitical independence. We trust the
of manhood, Star will correct the erroneous impression
stood before us iu the first flush
dressed iu the uniform of a United States sol- conveyed by its silence respecting the views
serve
dier, his heart heaving with a desire to
formally expressed by the Press.
his country and with indignation towaids
The Ficiit at Cane Rive it.—The enthose who sought to destroy it.
Maine at Cane RivAfter his return, his health being somegagement of the Thirtieth
a lasting interest to many of our
at
home
until
he
remained
^r possesses
what delicate,
We take pleasure accordingly in
August, 1802, when he again enlisted as cor- readers.
to the graphic sketch of the
attention
calling
then
at
11th
the
in
Yorktown,
Maine,
poral
we
which
publish this morning on the
Va. He soon attracted attention from his su- action
perior officers by his soldierly bearing and
faithful discharge of duty. His tirst step towards promotion was in December, 1802,
anwhen, to quote the words of the order
his
Corporal Lamson
nouncing

appointment,

He was then

“saved the 11th from disgrace.”
and conmade First Sergeant of Company I,
tinued to perform active duty until May 14th,

1804, when he was wounded at Drury’s Bluff,
a few weeks.
and obliged to remain in hospital
was
In June following, Sergeant Lamson
ot CompaLieutenant
Second
commissioned
in charge of an Ambulance
ny E, and placed
remained until January,
'he
Corps, wflerc
the perform1805, his health not admitting
After the close ot the reance of active duty.
bellion, the 11th was ordered to Richmond

and Lieut. Lamson was appointed CommisCastle Thunder, and
sary of Libby Prison and
Gibbon s
soon after appointed on Maj. Gen.
First
Lieutenant,
commissioned
staff and
he was
though not mustered. In September
member of a court martial, and al-

appointed
he conthough his health was failing rapidly,
tinued to perform the duties pertaining to
lie was
that position until November, when
home in ilridgton,
his
to
return
to
obliged
where he lingered suffering much until May
11th, when he quietly fell aslesp at the early
Although sufage of twenty-six years.
disease (chronic diarhis
from
greatly
fering
two
rhea, contracted in the service, nearly
a sad satisfacyears before his death,) he felt
tion in the thought that he was dying as truly
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ality.
Anniversary.—-The American Missionary Association will hold an Anniversary Meeting at Boston in the Tremont Temple, Wednesday, May 30th, at 11 o’clock A. M., to he
addressed by Rev. E. B. Webb, D. D., and
John B. Gough, Esq. Gen. C. B. Fisk, Asst.
Commissioner for Kentucky and Tennessee,
has promised to be present and address the

meeting, but the recent disturbances in bis
Department may possibly prevent. Tlic peculiar trials and persecutions of tbe freed*
men, missionaries and teachers, at various
points -will lend great interest to tbe meeting.

COMBINED CAPITAL OP

Co.’s

#35,000.000.
Are

(Patents of 1st and 8lh Feb. 1839.)
EYE!

satisfy all

Miracie.—Mbs. Parkes ot No. 137 Fourth
N. Y., has beeu completely
cured oi a violent attack of
Neuralgia, with which
she has suffered the most
excruciating agony, by one
dose, forty drops, of Metcau'E’s Great KheumatJC Remedy.
May 10—ssdlm.

C.

This is malevolence

tion has been stretched forth to disturb the

run mad and degenerated into mere stupidity.
When the Chronicle speaks of Mr. Spring’s

long rest which has brooded immemorialiy
over the noble army of Deadheads—‘an exceeding great army.” The large vested interest in travelling at other people’s expense has
been assailed. The beatific privilege of paying oue’s fare with a smile is snatched away.
The elect can no longer he wafted from one
end of the land to another through the magical properties of a scrap of paper no bigger
than a man’s hand. It is no longer not merely glory, but great gain, to be the son, brother, second cousin or grand uncle of a Director.
Editors and reporters will henceforward be
reduced to the level of common men and have
to pay their way like their even Christians.
This great revolution has been forced
through apparently in the interest of a class
of persons who have not been usually thought
of consequence enough for special notice.—
We mean the shareholders in the corporations
thu3 magnanimously managed, and bent upon proving that they have souls, in spite of a
profane and ribald proverb to the contrary.—
Unreasonable and impracticable members of
this insignificant class have had their selfish
passions excited for long years, as they glided
along on “the pale iron edge” they have paid
for originally, and paid again for the privilege
of using it, at seeing a self-complacent citizen
sitting next to them carried triumphantly
along withoutmoney and without price. * *
We see no reason why a law so obviously
for the benefit of railway property should not
be carried into effect. The difficulty in the
way of abating the deadhead nuisance long
ago, by general consent of all the companies,
has been the competition of selfish iuteiests
in their management.
The President and
Directors were naturally and reasonably made
free of their roads, then the members of their
families, and if was a study to the genealogist
to see how widely the ramifications of the directorial family tree could extend; then all
persons bringing freight were permitted to
travel free; then all sorts of railway officials
from the president to the stoker, were passed
tree, as a tribute to their official dignity. Editors of all sorts of newspapers were early
given the run of all roads as a privilege duly
appurtenant to puffery. And so things went

generous response to all the appeals of the
country, of his readiness “to back ins Union

principles with cash,” nobody who is capable
of

understanding English speech or drawing
a logical inference,would dream of or allow the
intrepretation which the Advertiser seeks to
put upon the words. It Is as if a compliment
to the military services of Gen. Chamberlain
shoidd be interpreted to hint his intention of
seizing upon the Stale government by military
force.
The Advertise!’8

is

Mr.

opposition
doing
genuine service. The unanimity of
the Portland delegation, judging from the popular feeling here, has never been doubtful
since his name was first suggested. The county which he has represented in the Legislature, has not forgotten his services. His personal popularity at home and his wide acquaintance throughout the State conspired to bring
him favorably before the Bepublicans of Maine,
and the polite attentions of such journals us
the Advertiser are doing much to strengthen
his prestige. The Advertiser is mistaken in
its asseriiou that “money makes the man.”—
Ho amount of money will transmute bad logic
into good sense, or ignorance into wisdom, or
falsehood into truth, or a vulgar blockhead into a gentleman. Mr. Spring’s honorable position is due to the purity of his life, to his integrity, to his patriotism and his sound, practical sense, and not to the Almighty Dollar
Spring

a

which so obscures the vision of the Advertiser.
Mr. S award at Auburn.

The recent speech oj Mr. Secretary Seward
to his friends and townsmen at Auburn, a portion of which we published yesterday, contains some assertions which will hardly bear
the te3t of a strict examination;—some, at
least, for which we think he will find it difficult to secure the endorsement of the great
majority of that party with which he has hitherto acted.
For instance; Mr. Seward asserts that the
representatives of the National Union party
in Congress differ from the President “only in
regard to non-essentials.” Were we allowed to
judge of the position of President Johnson
trow his early declarations—made before accidental elevation had turned his brain and
inspired him with the desire to have a “poli-

might have some credit;
obliged to take his acts also
into consideration, it becomes [difficultto reconcile them. While nearly-every official and
unofficial act of his tends directly to weaken
the hands of the tried friends of the
Union,
and to strengthen those of its bitter and unchanged enemies it is hard for loyal men to

cy”—this

statement

on.

It is to be hoped that the managers of railroads in our State will heed these remarks
and the law which gave risa U> them; and
that the unfortunate stockholders in our roads,
who have never received a dividend and no
free rides except to stockholders’ meetings,
The deadhead system
has become a nuisance and is an abuse and a
will be considered.

fraud upon those who have employed their
capital in the construction of these roads, not
that

idlers,

regard such a difference as non-essential.
Again; Mr. Seward asserts that what is
called the President’s policy is uot “a thing
conceived and framed hi his own
but
brain,”

plan which grew up out of the unavoidable,
predestined change from war to peace, which
was devised by nobody In particular, but “presented itself, at once to the anxious thoughts
a

parlies concerned.”
The assumption herein

of all

contained

is

one

utterly
which the dullest
founded. The loyal representatives in Conbe admitted as among
gress must certainly
the “parties concerned” in this matter, yet the
plan of the President was very far from presenting itself favorably to a majority of that
body. As for the loyal people whom Congress represents, so far from the plan having
naturally suggested itself to their anxious
thoughts, it has (rom the first been viewed
by them with a deep distrust, only quieted at
first by the declaration that the thing was
merely “an experiment,” but increased to an
axious and indignant reprobation since they
have been told that it is an inflexible policy
to be adhered to in spite of their will to the
can

see

to he

un-

contrary.
Mr. Seward’s individual approval and official support may he given, with what
of sincerity we have no right and

No, truly.

degree

judge, to the support of
policy; but he deceives himself most completely and indeed most fatally,
if he believes that a majority of the loyal people are with him in sucli a cause. They see
too clearly the unhappy consequences which
are already resulting and must continue to re-

therefore no wish to
the President’s

Wire Pence.
Ten years ago the writer of this communication purchased of a hardware dealer and erected two lines of wire fence; one on the street
line of bis garden, the other in front of his exposed orchard. That upon the garden is a wire
network of three-inch meshes—that upon the
orchard is woven ofsix-inch meshes. Both are
in positions as tempting to garden thieves and
well be conceived, being
large village filled with a full

orchard robbers, as

can

in the heart of a
average of rude boys aud lawless meu, of both
sexes. In the streets, too, cows ruu at large,
and vicious ones know quite well how to open
There those fenor leap over ordinary fences.
have stood ten years, and a cow cannot hook
it down, boys have hardly skill enough to climb
over the
wires, dogs, of any troublesome size,

ces

crawl through, and liens are afraid of it.
It cannot
break, for it is made of maleable iron,
and this lias
little room to bend in such short
meshes, for this reason the bole cannot be
stretched or
enlarged to allow bodies over three
or six incus in
diameter to press through it.
Kota joint of it is
yet broken or displaced.
are
set
The posts
about ten feet
apart) aud the
webbing .s confined by staples at the
top and
at the bottom by strips of plank
railing two or
four inches dimension. It is the best
we ever had. The cost was slight,
only
and
per rod for the iron netting. The posts aud
rail pieces,of course, were an additional
expense
Have our hardware dealers the article on sale •*

cannot

___

a

oversight

ference to the communication of a
“Railway
Jirakeman,” which recently appeared in these
columns*. It is well understood that do
journal is to be held responsible for the
opinions

correspondents, and the Star very properly confines its criticisms to the communication. But in so doing and in our opinion
treating the matter a little too seriously, the
Star neglected to mention the fact, that the

othor

disagreeable complaints arising

disordered liver.
HAY, Agent for Portland; F. W. A. Rankin,

U. H.

for Maine.

Jr., Lewiston, Agent
£2r*Fifty Cents per package.
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STEVENS, HASKELL & CHASE,

superior Toilet Soap, prepared from refined
Vegetable Oils iu combination with Glycerine,
and especially designed lor tlio nse of Ladies and
ror the Nursery. Its perfume is
exquisite, and its
washing properties unrivalled. For sale by all Drug6isisfclO’COssdly

BOOTS, SHOES, BUBBEBS,
descriptions,
54 & 58 Middle St., over Woodman,True&Co’s,
OF

)

!

PORTLAND.

HUliltAH !

Clothing,

GILMORE
Celebrated

Clothing Company's,

Just Removed to

Market

Constructing

CAN

ot

This

excellent medicinal compound was first prein 1847, and was then employed with

expelling humors from the blood;
but in 1848, a medical friend, who was quite celebrated as a physician, especially m the treatment of humors,
suggested some important improvements,
which were adopted, and which have made it (so the
people say) the very lest remedy lor gdl kinds of huThis preparation is
mors known to “the faculty.”
composed wholly ot vegetables, among which aru
Sarsaparilla, Yellow Dock, Burdock, Noble Pine,
Mandrake, Senna. andBloodroot. Suffice it to say.
great

used in hundreds of families as a
general medicine. Unlike many other popular remedies, it is very grateful to the taste. Large a»ze bottles 75 oents. Prepared at the New England Bo
3m
tanic Depot, Boston.
ap22
tbe “Doctor” is

Office

May

at

OTITINE.
This excellent Remedy is an infallible cure lor Deepness, Discharge from, the Ear, and Noises in the
Head.
This wonderful Vegetable Extract has been the
means ot restoring thousands to their hearing, who,
after trying everything and everybody, had given up
oping ever to hear a -ain.
It opperates like a charm upon offensive discharges lroni the EAR, no matter what may have caused
it, or how long standing.
Noises in the head disappear under its influence

by magic.
Price, $2.00 a Bottle. For sale by all Druggists; at
wholesale by G. C. GOODWIN <& CO.,
No. 38 Hanover St., Boston.
Feb 21—BNd&wly

TY F» E S !

LOOK ! LOOK ! !
25 Tin-Types for 50 cents*
25 Gem Ambrotypes* 50

SALT

-AT TIIE-

80 Middle Street.
A. S. DAVIS.

Xo«

Prof.

Bouve’s

Atmospheric

Purifier.

This article has been extensively used as a Deodorising Agent by the Governments of Egypt, Turkey,
and France, during the late Cholera epidemic, and is
the most perfect disinfectant extant. It effectually

destroys all noxious gases ami effluvia arising from
decaying animal or vegetable matter, and lor purifying Hospitals, Vaults, Drains, Cess-pools, &c., cannot be surpassed.
For sale by all Druggists.

WEEKS & POTTER,
170 Washington street, Boston, General Agents.

May

9—8Nd2m.

REMOVAL.
C.

W.

ATWELL,
A D V K liTISlNO AGEN T,
FOX BLOCK, No. 1 Ur Staibs,
82 Bichaugr Street, Portland.
jgff Adverliscnieiiis received ter all papers in
muyH'GlisNdl
Maine, and throughout the country

Portland, Saco & Portsmouth R R.

nual

Railroad Company
meeting

ol the

are

notified that the anfor tho choice of

Company,

Directors, and the transaction of such other bur iness
may be legally presented, will be held at the Baptist Meetinghouse, at Doughty’s Falls Village, North
Berwick, on Monday, the Fourth day ol June next,
•
1866, at 12 o’clock, noon.
By order of the Directors,
CHARLES E. BARRETT, Clerk.
may 16—dis2awtd
Portland, May 14, 1806.
as

The Latest thing out— Except the
Police!
JAQUE’S

Button

l);uui Ac Co.

Clayed Molasses.
ff A HHDS Clayed Molasses, per barque “David
f/U Nichols,*’ from Cardenas, for sale by
H.

I.

ROBINSON,
No. 1 Portland Pier.

May 15—isdlm
STENCIL

CUTTING!

1

phabets and Figures.
SEAL PRESSES, Canceling Stamps,

kinds of Steel Letter Cutting, furnished at

prices.

G. L. BAILEY,

April 5—dtf

42

BECKETT,

C.

Middle

just reeeivod

JJAS

a

Street,

SPLENDID STOCK

GOODS,

Embracing large assortment of Cloths for Spring
Overcoats, which he will be happy to make up to order or sell at the
a

LOWEST

CASH

PEARING, TH A CHER & CO.

may4—<13m

Pure

Yellow

FOR

Corn!

MEALING,

Mixed
BY

Western So.,

CAR LOAD.

50 Tons Fine Feed and Shorts,
ON SALE

BUBGIN &

n.
No*

CO.,

120 Commercial Street*

May

thoroughly refitted,
And

DR.

LANGLEY’S

most elegant

and

furnished in the

style,

ia Now Opened to the Public by
11. IIUEW8TEH,

FORMERLY OF THE SKOWHEGAN HOUSE.

ever

used.

,,7illL,eVli''ctua"v

cure

Jaundice, Dyspepsia. Liver
<ic,,L'rji ,iubihty’aii<la"

5s;d ®ddi^rplainu'

They cleanse the system, regulate ihe bowels, restore the appetite, drive
out all humor, purify the
blood and strengthen and
invigorate, build up and
restore to health and
and mind,

would be happy to meet his old
friends and the public generally.
Port laud, Feb. 2,
dtt

Mr,

Boston.

CO.,

St.,

may!

sn

dim

ter 11 you are in want of any kind ol PR INTTNtt
call at the Daily Press Office

will sell on a credit of from one to ten years,
if desired by the purchasers, and to parties who will
build houses of satisffictory character, they will advance, if desired, one fourth of the cost qf
on
completion if the house. From parlies who build immediately, NO CANll PAYMENTS REQUIRED.
Apply every day except Sunday, from nine to ten
A. M., at the office of the subscribers, where plans
may be seen, and full particulars obtained.
.1. B. BROWN & SONS.
Portland, May 3, I860.
ma^tf
~

TTF

TOWN

EMERSON

to

-*—t-:-1-

Southern Pine Timber
FOB

Splendid.

IN DOCK—AT
TAIL.

NOW

WHOLESALE

OR

w. w. BROWN,

RE-

BROWN’S WHARF.

May tG—(11m

of

CHASE, CRAM

BAEROWS,

A Classical

A- B.,

Principal,

Department has been formed

pecially adapted to Students fitting
tematic and thorough.

for

Music and Drawing by competent Teachers.
Board can be obtained on reasonable terms. Also
Rooms for Students wishing to board themselves.
Application should be made in person or- by letter
to the Principal, or to

May 12—U2w

The

IX B. SEWALL, Secretary.

MADAME CARY,
Great Fortune Teller,

Will be in this city for a short time, and may be
fo\uid at
NO. 19 PEARL STREET,
Corner of Pearl and Congress Streets,
A. M. till 8 P. M. She has astonished thousands by her wonderful Art. Will tell the Past,
Present and Future correctly.
ISr*No Gentlemen admittod. Ladies 50 cents,

mayltf

tFJPiiook and Card printing, of every description
neatly executed at the Daily Press Office.

Wholesale

&

STURTEVAlffT,

Grocery

and Provision Business,

STEPHEN WHITTEMORE.

<12w

13 isHoiution.
copartnership heretofore existing between
the undersigned is this day dissolved by mutual
consent. The business of said partnership will Is)
settled by Win. S. Rice.
WM. S. RICK,
R. K. MOUSE.

THE

Gorham, Mb., May 22,1806.

may23d3t'

&

CrKIFFITHS,

PLASTERERS,
STUCCO AND MASTIC
No. G South Street,

fTM IE

Copartnership heretofore existing under

A style of

Small

Copartnership.
copartnership

The undersigned have formed
der the name of

a

Portland,

DODGE,

GROCERY, PRODUCE
and SHIP-STORE BUSINESS, 17 Silver St.

Copartnership

Portland*

NO. 151 COMMERCIAL STREET.
Merchandise Broker, and Commission Merchants,

As

Hosiery,

MANUFACTURERS

Agents for

STREET,

lor

B.

Office

CO.,

(apl-hl&wtf)

Law,

the Post Office, 3d Story,

VUIIMIX,

Ang

12. I860.

Auburn,

If farmers an-l
in their

oxpress

23 Central Wharf, BOSTON, MASS.
March 2—Aftwini

STKOLT,

& Counsellors at

OFFICE OVES CANAL

Law,

BANK,

Clayed Molasses.
350
HHPS.
)
50 TIERCELS. I

Middle Street.
Cases of
any size and width made to order, and
forwarded with
It is our airti to furnish onr customers and the trade
with Good Sound Warranted Goods. To those who
arc already our customers this last remark
perhaps
is not necessary; to those who are not, wo would sav

promptness.

O.

(nthlMtfl_A. A. STBOUT.
Deerintf, Milliken & Co.,
,r

BIJEI'LBY.

Successors to G. L. Storer
JOBBERS OF

*

AIL^CUSHMAN,

others cannot obtain this article ol
will be forwarded free ol

vicinity, it

ebarge by

JAS. F. LEVIN Apt. South Down Co.

SHEPLEY &

Attorneys

tinders

PORTLAND, MAINE.

—dl I

Should be used bv all Farmers oa

SHEEP, ANIMALS, amt PLANTS.

No. 105 Middle Street.

Me.

§ Co.,

Brig **J.

W.

SUPERIOR CLAYED MOLAS&E8. now landtag iwr
Drisko,’1 front Cardenas, for sale by

Li’XU, BARKER A CO.,
139 Coin in ere in I Si.

April 7—dtl

Notice.

CIDER is wanted and will lie reerlred in
Dry Goods, Woolens, OLD
small quantities
well a«larger quantities, und
at

CHARLES H. STAPLES.

as

And Gents’

Southern Pine Lumber

paid
No. 25 Commercial Suect.
April 18, 1806.—dtf

caiwi

Furnishing Goods !

Manufacturers

ol

and Dealers in

For Sale.

CLOTHING AND CLOAKS,

prepared to execute orders for SOUTHWE
ERN riNE LUMBER, by the curyo, deliver'd
arc

with dispatch at auy convenient port.
MctilLVERY, RYAN' & DAVIS
161 Commeroia*
April 17—dtf

SCAB,

TICK,

Solicitor or Patents,

W A R RAN TED!

Marti—dam

SETS.

UMilf

manufacture and

try.”

CHESTNUT

OEO. T. BURROUGHS <1 CO.

WILLIAM H. CLIFFORD,
COUNSELLOR AT LAW,

No. 40 Union Street, Portland,

us a

SATAN WOOD. MAPLE, PANNEL AND
PLAIN GREEN,
Together with Common, Round Corner, French and
Cottage Sets. Also,
PLAIN

TALBOT,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

where wo intend to keen a good class of Goods adapted to the trade of this State, nearly all of which arc

“Givo

SetM !

Consisting of

JUSTUS OBEKLY.

and Counsellor at

over

HALLl

LANCASTER

Mar 21—d& wGm

Retail Trade.

Portland, March

our own

DONNELL,

Attorney

OF

T11 connection with our Manufactory at
we have leased the new store

of

Merchants,

GEORGE F.

the

MANUFACTORY^ Auburn,

Wholesale and retail dealers in LUMBER, COAL
and W< N)I>, Sawvor’s Wharl foot of High Street.
Dec 21.1865—dtf

PAINTED AND GRAINED

PORTLAND, ME.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.
Mar 16—dtf

MANUFACTURERS AND JOBBERS

Copartnership Notice.
Copartnership heretofore existing antler the
rpHE
1
of

Clmmher

Groceries, Flour. Pork. Lard, Fish, &o.,

CORSETS,

FRANK J, DAN A.
fe22tf

and fur sale at LOW HATES, by
a handsome assortment of

No* 02 Co tii mo re in I Si root,

AKA CUSHMAN &

Fortland, Feb. 11. 1866.

And Wholesale Dealers in

GLOVES,

a

received
the undersigned,
JUST

DONNELL &GREELY,

Ladics’.& Children’s Underflannels,

Expressly for

St.,

d&wtf

Commission

SONS,

name
s. K..IACKSON tfcSON,
will bo continued after this date untler the st)le of
PE#KIN$, JACKSON & CO.,

the

PORTLAND, ME.

FOLLETTE,

England

Clothing,

parts of tile Stato promptly filled
at MANUFACTURER'S prices.

£

copartnership

LUT1IER DANA,
LUTHER W. DANA,

STATE OF MAINE.

Mar 12

a

the transaction ol

OF

JVos. 141 <£• 143 Middle

Notice.

Grocery and Fishermen’s Outfitting Bus iuesi.

Orders from all

AND

DANA &
For

Patent Enamelled Collars,

Gray's

Me.

Maine.

New

JOBBERS

Made

Ready

St,

HOS1EMY

AND

maylti

Copartnership
L.

LEWIS, ROLLINS & BOND,

331

B.

Maine.

BURTON,

It. C. TilOMKS.

THE undersigned have formed
A under the firm, name ol

_

Sc.

Portland,

Painter,

Work executed in every pari oi the State.
Juneldtf

) Congress

L.

Notice.

undersigned have this day formed a eopartnership under the firm of
DUKTOX, THOMES & CO.,

April 30,1866.

NO. 144 MIDDLE STREET.

and exteu-

Wares,

April 4, I860.—d2iu

STANWOOD,

FERDINAND DODGE.
SEE'** Accounts of the late firm to be settled with
W II. Stanwood, 17 Silver St.
May 17th, 1866.
may21d2\v

Me.

CHAS. J. SCHUMACHER,

Fresco and Banner

un-

For the transaction <.f the

A

CS' Prompt attention paid to all kinds of Jobbing
In our line.
Ie24d3m

These goods being bought for cash at the loW^st importers and manufacturers* p> ices, it is intended to
offer all the variety and advantages of the best New

145 MIDDLE

DUNNING,

WM. H. STAN WOOD.

rrVHE

WORKERS,

-----

the

STANWOOD,

WM. II.

Successors to Joseph Gray & Co.,

Gloves, Corsets, Dress Trimmings,

Ruttons,

8TARUIRD.

J. W.

Portland, May 22, 1SG6.

STANWOOD &

Portland, Me.

SHEItIDAN

SMALL
new

Co.,

NO. 91 COMMERCIAL STREET,

A. M.

and While Goods,

Fancy

*

cojiort

a

the transaction of the

ELIJAH

Wldgcry's Whart,

WHOLESALE!

es-

College—sys-

for

WISCONSIN.

octlOdtl

BOOTS & SHOES,

1806,

Wliittemore, Starbird

-AT-

SUMMER TERM of this Institution will

Wednesday, May 23d,

undersigned have this day formed
rpiIF.
'A
nership under the firm name of

DUNNING &

GENERAL

FANCY-GOODS

Fryeburg Academy.
commence on

PORTLAND, Me.

may23.lt!_

fs this day dissolved by mutual consent.

PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL

MERRILL S

&c.,

NO. 332 CONGRESS STREET,

Dissolution of Copartnersh ip

CO.,

MILWAUKEE,

J

MECHANICS' GEANITE BUILDING.

THE

DAVIS &

A.

COLBY*

J.

REMEMBER! No. 317 Congress Street.
S. EMEKSON,
M. L. BURR.
Mar 30—dtf

MB

Commission Merchants,

HOOP SKIRTS AND

Goods!

Stationery,

lloVll’dTnltf

04 MICHIGAN STREET,

LARGE OPENING!!

Don't tail to call and examine the

Stock

Street*

PORTLAND,

DAVIS &
)
84 and 86 Lu Salle Street,
Chicago, IU.
)
Feb 24—dOiii

all the most desirable stylos of

Congress Street,

from 9

SALE.

GOODS!

Portland,

Cent, less tlmn any other
dealers in Maine*

Free

Commission Merchants,

129 Middle Street.
EASTMAN BROTHERS.

STORE,

30 per

GOODS,

Yankee Notions,

Copartnership.

Woolens,

and

CHAPMAN.

J.

MOURNING GOODS! I
Also a good line of single and double width Cloths
lor Ladies* Sue,pies; Woolens for Men ami Boy’s
wear; Broadcloths and Doeskins.

Where may be found the finest, cheapest and BEST
STOCK of GQODS in this city, bought just at the
best time, when Gold was at the lowest it has been
lor four years, enabling us to sell from
25

Goods

1.?:!“™'
_E.

MOHAIRS,
BRILLIANTS,
TAFFETAS.
A lull variety ot

GENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS,

At No. 317

FANCY

Orders Irom out ui tuwn solicited.

Arcade .18
DAVIS,

F.

AT

solectiou oi Spring and Summer

first-class READY-

HAT AND CAP

IN

EUROPEAN AND AMERICAN

Importers and Jobbers qj

GOODS !

Call the attention oi the trade to their
•
sive stock ot

£Tl

A

SEYVALL,

DEALER

DAVIS, MESERVE, HASKELL & 00..

& BURR
a

SOMERS

.January,

York and Boston houses.

CLOTHING HOUSE I

Brewster

soundness,both body

a11 dealers in medicine.
1/£v
GEORGE
C. GOODWIN &
38 Hanover

They

CHAS. D.

l§.

bitters.
ROOT
and iierb
Yhe Great Blood
the Health Restorer,
Purifier;
•ana tho most
perfect Spring and Summer Medicine

city, lying on Vaughan, Pino, NeaJ, Carlton, Thomas,
West, Emery, Cushman, Lewis, Bramhall, Monument, Dantorth, Orange and Salem Streets.

EEENY,

aud will attend to any business entrusted
to him, before the Supreme
Court, Court ol Claims,
or auy of the Departments.
dcfcOtl

LAWNS,
MUSLINS.
CHAM BRAS,
ORGANDIES.
POPLINS,
ALPACCAS,

And continuo Ten weeks.

This excellently located Hotel lias been

_i

PARTIES WISHINO TO BUILD.
ior sale a large quantity ot
building lots in the West End of the

subscribers offer

BY

International Hotel,

Boots!

FOR

THEdesirable

V

DENTIST,

}

16—i»2m

Inducements

O

Dr. W. R. Johnson,

Mr. Sweat will be in Washington after the 1st ol

EASTMAN BROTHERS

mayfiti

M

Hna Removed hi* Office to 13 1-2 free Si.
Second House from H. H. Hay’s Apothecary
Store.
maylO
dirll

Oltice 117 Middle Street,
BRADBURY, I
PHRTI
JCTl ME.
MV
PORTLAND^
L.D.M. SWEAT.

S>ry

comprising
CAMBRICS,

E

BIOX

WHITMAN,

DRESS

238

Exchange Street,’

BRADBURY & SWEAT,
Attorneys and Counsellors at Law,

10—dtl

A choice

Mauufacturer of Silver Wore,
Congress Street, opposite City Building,

It

PORTLAND,
Coloring, Whitening and WJdte-Washing prompl-

y attended to.
Slay 22—dtl

Ifaker

JUST RECEIVED

Gold and Silver Plater,

PORTLAND, ME.

ME.

MACHINES,
&

NEW

KENDALL Sc WHITNEY.

Which for style and finish cannot he excelled, to be
i
found at the UP TOWN CLOTHING HOUSE,

10,000 BUSHELS

EJDW’D
mayl4dtt

Flour of Bone.
Crushed Bone.
Also, Bone Meal for Cattle.
For sale at manufacturer’s prices in
large or smal
quantities at the Portland Ag.icultural Warehouse
and Seed Store#

&c.

The subscribers, manufacturers and sole agent* for
the sale of “LAWRENCE’* and “OLD COLONY”
Cotton Duck and Twine, now have a full assortment
on hand; likewise:—
300 Pieces Cotton Ravens Duck.
20 Bales 2 and 3 thread Flax Sail Twine.
20 Bales Stout and Light Russia Ravens Duck.
500 Coils Hoth’s Russia Bolt-Rope.
300 Pieces English Anchor Bunting, assorted colors.
100 Chain Cables, % in. to 1^ in.
100 Tons Coil Chain, 3-10 in. to
in.
Warranted American Anchors.
For sale at 23 «$?j25 Commercial St., Boston,

Sigh

Cumberland Bone Company’s Super Phosphate ot
Lime.
Coe’s Sui>er Phosphate of Lime—Bradley’s Patent.
Lloyd’s Super Phosphate of Lime.
E. F. Coe’s Super Phosphate of Lime.

MADE CLOTHING,
HAVE

COTTON DUCK,

EUREKA

The easiest, prettiest, and most durable Boot over
put into the market. For sale at
E. T. MERRILL & CO’S.
89 MldlUc S!r»ct23—dtt

500 BBLS. ESSEX MILLS POUDRETTE, just received and tor sale at Portland Agricultural Warehouse and and Seed
Store, by
KENDALL & WHITNEY.
1866.
April 17,
aplSisd&m

this day opened

CHAINS, ANCHORS,

May

son of 1849.
Physicians use and recommend it. All
admit it to be the best Compound known tor the
Complaints for which it is designed.
STODDARD & BURTON, Proprietors, Tsov, N. Y.
For sale by all Druggists and Dealers in Medicine.
J. WEBSTER & CO., Nashua, N. H.,
may 12—d&w3m
Traveling Agents.

PRICES.

April 18—dtf

A

STAIR s.
___t»
M. PEAll SON,

May 19—diy

STUOCO AND MASTIO WOHKESS,
Oak Street, between, Congress and Free Sts.,

One Price, and No Variation !

Cholera Morbus, Diarrhoea* Dysentery*
Summer Complaiuts« Pain iu the
Stomach and Dowels* &c»
Its .action is immediate and efficacious. Its virtues
have been tested by thousand* since the Cholera Sea-

Great

Street,
PORTLAND.

2—dim

Fancy

Commercial Street,

u 1*

AND

PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL

Five Free St. Block.

Preventive and Cure for

building,

Tailor,

Merchant
137

Exchange Street.

ELDEN

SPECIFIC.

CH OLERA,

April

AMMUNITION, Guns, Rifles, Revolvers, Fishing Tackle and Spoiting
Goods, Assorted sizes of Stencil Aland all
Boston

!

Tailor,

Manufacturers,

Office 151

PLA8TEEEES,

T adics are invited to examine this celebrated Family Machine.
Machine Eludings at the manufacturers prices.

STODDARD’S
sure

Exchange

Jtoss a-

Street Block.

SEWING

FERTILIZERS.

OPPOSITE CITY BUILDING*

Congress

Serg

dis-

May

and No Variation!

Grover

small neat Hall for Dancing
parties, in
building.
W. K. BICKFORD,
S. O. HENDERSON,
Proprietors.
Nos. 13 and 15 Temple Street, Portland, Maine.

A

FAR LEV’S.

Portlaud, Maine.

a

--—_

II.

3S

No. 59

ALSO,
AGENTS FOR THE SALE OF THE

same

May 22—d3wia

Annual Medina.
The Stockholders of the Portland, Saco & Portsmouth

now

LADIES

selection of

Paper

Counsellor at Law,

usual full and complete.

as

5 Free

Meats.

CHOLERA

C.

JAMES D. FESSENDEN,

Department!
careful

a

One Price

Qnn BARRELS LODI POUDRETTE.

lOOO Iihdtf. Turks I«land* in store.

SPRUSTG-

CHOLERA S

CHOLERA 2

LIVERPOOL SALT,

HIIDS

PORTLAND PHOTOGRAPHIC GALLERY
jaltsNdtf

!_SALT!

No.

co m

Goods in Great Variety.

On the choicest edibles in the market,
AT ALL HOURS, from 5 A. M. to 10$ P. M.
U^jr"Wedding Parties and families furnished with
every variety of Cakes., Confectionery. IceCrcam and

I

AT

OUR

Hdkfs White Goods and

Hosiery,

being thoroughly

Mar 19—dtl

and Southern States.

correspondents.

WATCH-MAKER,

E3r* A Large Assortment of Prints* CotDelaines* at the bottom prices*

BUNCHES, SUPPERS, DINNERS,

ALSO,

England, Western

»pi«

n

restaurant,

DENNETT.

YOiyt,

Merchant

IRA BERRY, JR.,

tons and

cleansed and refitted, and having secured the services
ot MU. DANIEL K. REED as Chief de Cuisine, well
known to ah former habitues of Burnum’s as having
no sui»crior, in skill or celerity, with a corps of assistants and waiters, is now prepared to accommodate
visitors at homo and from abroad to

L. U.

inay2tf

OFFICE. 122 MIDDLE STREET.
3m
apitf

House-Keeping Department!

a

roat OHicp*

THE—

Debts collected in the several States by prompt anti

reliable

OUR

HENDERSON’S.
as

the

New

Thin Goods !

found

O’DONNELL,,

—FOH

SPRING CLOAKINGS and seasonable goods for
wear at the Lowest Price.

p o udretteT

OpAA
OUvJvJ
charging from ship',“Charles Chalones.”

W.
cents*

House,

JAMES

Men’s and Boys’

spacious establishment well know
THIS
first
throughout the States and Canadas,
class house anti
alter

Corps,

1C—d3\v

ii

TIN

Kingsbury
203 Congress St.

&

uo28dGm

NOTARY PUBLIC

both WOOL and SILK Manufactures.

Is

neat and

and late

the

Eating

Oppo»itc
J. F. MILLED.

A. C. DENISON & CO.,

Will be found

House!

ICE.
MIDDLE STREET.

64

ou

COMMISSIONER OF DEEDS

Woolen

NOW MESSRS

BICKFORD

FRENCH, M. 1>*.

citizens of Portland that he has
permanently located himself in this city, and respectully tenders his services to the public.

Clark Read & Co. Portland Me.

SHAWLS !

IN

(FORMERLY BARNUM’S,)

COBB, Proprietor.

Chief 1st Div. 15th Army

—

as

Temple

Street

STREET,
,NE.

M

May 10—d2m

AUG. F.

March 17—d3m*

ROBINSON,
i\ HENLEY,
JACKSON,
Selectmen of Cape Elizabeth.
Cape Elizabeth, April 13.18Bfi
aplltf

UNION

LOWEST PRICES!

Bridge

..

Surgeon in

Shaivls,

Has received special attention and will be
in all its branches.

J. M.
GEO.
H. S.

33

MILLER & DENNETT,

537®“ Refers, by permission, to Messrs. Lowell &
Sanler: Gerrish & Pearson; .Tobn Dennis & Co.;

plete

further uutice.

AND

PORTLAND,

Norfolk, Va.

Consignments solicited.

tP

Our Mourning Department

be remove I, on Monday the lttib instant,
for the purpose of tilling In and making solid the
southerly end of said bridge, and all itersous in travelling over the same will do so at their own risk until

31

—AND—

In

THEthe
cobwork at the southerly end of Vaughan’s
will

findings,

Now opening at the

Elegant

Notice.
undersigned hereby give notice that a portion

-and-

Public Buildings, Shops,
set up in the be.-t in aimer, and all

Office—No. 12 Campbell's Wharf,

Is full Iroin the HIGHEST to the lower qualities, in
BLACKS ami COLORS.

Oct 25—dtl

Sole and upper leather,

104 MIDDLE ST., PORTLAND.
lam now prepared tocxlilbit my entir.Spring and
Summer InijMirtatioiis of Fine Woolens; also several
lines of choice American Fancy Cluods, made expressly for Merchant Tailors’ use.
Cutting personally attended to.
aplfr—dCm

SPRING

bo ion ml

DEALKBtt IN

Boots, Shoes and Rubbers,

Houses, Hotels,

And all the best varieties ot

SAMUEL
BELL’S
one of the best selected stocks
ot BOOTS, SHOES and liUBBEHS that can lie
found in this city, which will be sold at the lowest
cash price, at 353 Congress Streot, near Green St.
SAMUEL HELL.

public

F.

Plain Black Thibet

A.T

WHOLESALE

AND

Silver Plated Cocks*

SOP Merchandise ol all kinds bought and sold
Northern account.

Grades.

Long and Square in all

No. 353 Congress Street.

& Co.,

MANUFACTURERS,

GENERAL

xjFtowST
Boot. Shoe & R ubber Store, OUR SILK STOCK

The subscriber intending to make the house worthy
oi
A
patronage, solicits a share of the same.
lin itod nunil>er of boarders can be accommodated.
gtlr" Charges reasonable.

GFO.

by

Tyler, Lamb

HENRY F. WORCESTER,

cashmerTshawls,

May 3—dim

_[miles

May 11—dim*

sent free

STREET,

♦Sc., arranged and
orders in town or country faithfully executed. A:1
Kinds of JOBBING promptly attended to. Constantly on hand LEAD PIPES, SHEET LEAD ami BEER
PUMPS oi all descriptions.
aprfklti

In all the different qualities, is (ho most
and desir able ever offered in this market.

’60.
Mail.
general adoption of our instruments by all
first-class bands and musicians throughout the country, is I he best evidence ot their superiority over ail
others now offered to tho public.
GILMORE Si CO.
Musical instrument Manufacturers,
18 & 19 Harvard Place, Boston, Moss.

This Hotel is finely located in the pleasant and thriving village of Mochanie Falls,
on the Grand Trunk Railway, thirty-six
from Portland, surrounded by line
drives, beautiful Keenerv and pure air.
The famous POLAND MINERAL SPRING ip
hut six miles distant, whose waters give promiKe to a
large class of invalids of the complete restoration of

K.

i]

Closets,

Planter,

• FRANKLIN WHARF,
PORTLAND,.MAIN*
iuaylld2w*

GOODS! Commission
AT LAW,
^Forwarding Merchant COUNSELLORS
O F F
complete

DRESS

¥

&

la,

LOYE.JOY,

Cement and

Lime,

VERY description of Water Fixtures lor J)\vel-

ipJ (ling

PLAIN AND FANCY

1 he

QUAKTEKMASTER'S OFFICE, U. S. A., )
Portland, Maine,
|
May 22, 18GG, )
Proposals will bo received at this office
until May 30th, 18G6, at 12 M.,/or making a Flue
Boilerfor the U. 8. S.
Turo,” according to specifi-

DPoplinss,

OUR STOCK OF

Circulars

»

May 1,

a Boiler.

Bowls, Brass

Army and Navy.

in the

Reduced^

ASSISTANT

P.

augttdtl

Warn, Cold and Shower Baths, Wash

assortment

our

G.

Wholesale Dealer la

PORTLAND. ME.

In all the most perlect modes, LAVENDER and
STEEL SHADES, so desirable this season tor Suits.

Instruments!

fences

call special attention to

grille

CO.’S

&

Band

Extensively Used

Square,

OPPOSITE THE PREBLE HOUSE, POBTLAOT,
E. LEVEEN & CO*
may22<l3m

Proposals for

of

24—dly

At Cheaper Prices than any place this side of
New York, at the

28

We would

IIAHT.

""

respectfully solicit-

NO. 124 EXCHANGE

From the NEW YORK Markets. Our Stuck comprises many CHOICE STYLES not elsewhere to be
found in the City.

J,. F.

STRKET.

_

Celebrated

and Water

Pumps

Sts,,

good stuck of

KXCHA.VCli

«L

MAKER OP

Force

and Federal

FDrr.VKDS.

H.

70

PL U MB E R!

SEASONABLE

AN1>

DRESS FABRICS,

clegs,

Feb

Announces to the

by Dr. P.
paid success
in

ELEGANT

WM. WILLARD,
Comer of Commercial Wharf and Commercial St.

Formerly of the Regular Army,

Dr. J. W. Poland's Humor Doctor.

WE

CO.,

Steam Boilers!

on

ON

-ALSO-

apl7SN3m

)

AN INVALUABLE SPRING MEDICINE.

DAVIS &

some boilers 700
of heat is thrown away,
makine a loss oi 1-3 the fuel. The question is
olten asked how can this he saved.
Mr. Blanchard
has invented a boiler that takes perfect control o! all
the heat and makes it do duty in the engine. This is
very simple in its construction; alter the engine is in
motion the smoke pipe is closed tight, and the waste
heat carried through heaters, heating the steam to
any temperature desired; the remainder carried
through the w ater heater, using up all the waste
heat but 200degs.; the heat being reduced so low
there can be no danger of setting tires by sparks
thrown from engines, which will add much value to
this invention, besides the saving 1-3 the luel.
For particulars inquire of

GENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS,

all

J. C. Stevens,
M. E. Haskell,
A. E. Chase.

M.

Improvement

Or Clothing Made to Order.

New England

from tiie Country
Job Work done to order.

a

■“•‘y11

WILLIAM A. PEARCE,

confidently invite the attention of the
LADIES of the City and vicinity to our latest
selections ot

BLANCHARD’S

Advertisements.

Boys’ & Men's

tST** Orders

hand

on

Please give us a call anil buy at prices which will
give yeusatislactien.
A.

Magee Furnucen and .-tovew.
ed.

A

health.

JOBBERS OF

Tbaxi.

An Oversight.—'We trust to the
courtesy
of the Star to correct an
iu its re-

of its

from

officials and their families and

friends may have free rides, but that the public may receive themselves some remuneration for their investment.
A Stock holder.

but since we are

Palpitation, and

ELDEN&WHITMAN.

the

GROCERS,

Exchange

Groceries, Country Produce,Fruit*.

IRO.V.

1IEAVV

Agents in Portland for

Sole

117 Commercial Street.
Tertiand, March 2d, 1S6G—isd3n*

Vegetable Soap.

HVlilt AH! BOYS,

Of

As before.

Furniture,

to secure his nomination.

with thoir business.

BROKERAGE,
Commission Business,

And

SEALED

SPECIAL NOTICES.

NOW OPENING BY

SHIP

A

cations to be seen at this offise. The price named
argument the Advertiser has latemust be for the boiler complete aud set up in runARMY ITCH.
order in the boat.
ly shown Us incapacity in at least two signal
ning
Bidders will state when the boiler will be ready for
instances. It lifts been compelled to retreat
DHPONCI’S LOTION. use. The proposals must be made on
DR.
blank forms,
from Us foolhardy assertion that .“preaching
to be obtained at this office, and guaranteed by two
POSITIVELY
whose names must be appendnd
XSfparties,
responsible
politics” is a modern Invention, and has reto the guaranty.
Ah Infallible Cure for lteh!
•
A copy oi this advertisement should be annexed to
ceived sufficient illumination respecting the
IN ANY FORM.
the bid. and the envelope should bo endorsed “Profor Constructing a Boiler.*’
Manufactured by B. F. BRADBURY, Bangor, M
history of the constitutional question of exposals
HENRY INMAN,
Agent for Portland, II. H. HAY, Druggist.
ecutive patronage to see the propriety of lioldMar 9—8Neod*w3m
Capt. and A. Q. M., IT. S. A.
May22 dtd
its peace, at least for a season. Thereupon
If You Desire to Wear
fell
the Advertiser, instead of looking up the real for his
notice^
country as did those martyrs who
The prettiest and moat comfortable fitting Bpot or
arguments on this or any other question, re- by the hand of the enemy on the battle- SUppir,
Summer
&
E.
MOSELEY
to
T.
CO’S,
go
undersigned having purchased the stock and
rpiIE
ItSN
Street, Boston.
lapses into maudlin crooning about the inferi- field.
A stand lately owned and occupied by Messrs.
its
of
the
negro, repeating parrot-like
ority
This noble young man was possessed of all
CltOCKETT A HOOPEB,
500 BUFF ENVELOPES,
well remembered phrases borrowed from the the
qualities that so adorn the true soldier:
For $1.00
have
so
the
who
AT
130 & 132 EXCHANGE STREET
of
South,
long brave, modest, generous and faithful, wearing
physiologists
DRESSER’S CHEAP STORE,
AT
been the laughing-stock of the scientific
ot
the
will continue to buy and soli
commanded
that
a quiet dignity
respect
99 Exchange Street.
world, that one wonders how the Advertiser all with whom he came in contact, and manMay 23—SN d2w*
or aiiy other newspaper published in an enNew and Second Hand
ners that caused him to be exceedingly populightened communUy ever happened to adopt lar with his friends and comrades. He was
ITCH! ITCH! ITCH I
CROCKERY, GRASS WARE,
their still-born theories.
buried in Hridgton, May 15th, with military
WINDOW SHADES, &c.
Scratch!
CARPETINGS,
Scratchf Scratch9
The Advertiser does worse. It copies this
honors, and followed to his last resting place
Mr. JOHNSON, fbr
on the most favorable terms.
Ointment;
Wheaton’s
passage from the Farmington Chronicle, with by a crowd of sympathizing and mourning
along time connocted with this store, will be found
Honrs*
which may l»e reto
transact
business
in
there ready
Forty-Eiffbt
any
Will Care the llch
* *
italics as we give them,—
friends.
him. The old friends aud customers ot Mr.
Also cures SALT RHEUM, ULCERS, Chilblains,, quired of
know that he is
will
to
be glad
JOHN CROCKETT
The Hon. S. E. Spring is deservedly popuand all Eruptions of the Sldn. l'rice 50 cents. For
still connected with the establishment, where he lias
lar, and has a host of friends. He is a true,
Head-Heads.
won such an enviable reputation for superior business
sale by all druggists.
earnest liberty man, and always ready to back
qualifications, and will be happy to serve them as ot
CO cents to WEEKS & POTTER, Sole
sending
By
from
The
remarks
sensible
The
old, either in the purchase or sale of Furniture and
following
hi* Union principles with ready cash. Few
170 Washington St., Boston, it will be forHousehold Goods. The highest cash prices will he
men in the State have felt so deep into the
Nation I think ought to be spread through a Agents,
free ot postage, to any part ot tbe
paid for all Second hand Furnitura, Carpets, Crockwarded
by
mail,
pocket, as well as in heart, as Mr. Spring; and community so deeply interested in railroads United States.
aud all goods will be sold at the lowest cash
no true man will regret his nomination.
ery^&c-,
as ours is.
The legislature of New York havOet 25.1865.—s N d&wlyr
GEO* T* BURROUGHS A CO*
apCtf
and proceeds under the caption, “The Agening passed a law restricting the issue of free
Poland’s Magic Powders*
hagle
cy of Money in Politics,” to intimate that the passes on railroads, the Nation observes:
hotel,
The Great Remedy for all Bilious Affoctions.
Chronicle intended to convey the impression
the
is
a
fearful
There
MECHANIC! PALLS, ME.
shaking among
dry They cure Headache, Constipation, Pimples,Blotchthat Mr. Spring or his friends are using money
bones. The ruthless hand of Albany legislaHeartburn.
es, Sallow Skin, Drowsiness, Dizziness,

For such

us

WORKERS

PUMPS, LEAD PIPE, SHEET LEAD, and
aii kind.- ot lin, Copper and sheet
iron, in quantities to suit.

We shall also continue the

street, Williamsburgh.

Colgate’s Aromatic

who may favor

Corner of

have

Oookinjr, Office and Parlor Stoves,

GOODS

DRESS

IN ALL ITS FORMS.
From our large experience in matters relating to
Marine Insurance, we feel confident oi being able to

It will make 10 POUNDS ol excellent Hard Soap,
«r 25 GALLONS of the
very best Soft Soap, for only
about 35 Gents. Directions on each box. For sale at
all Drug aud Grocery Stores.
mh28dCuiSN

RETAIL

MAINE,

FURNACES, RANGES,

Silks,

And

FREIGHTS,

EDWARDS & HART,

Manufacturers of and Dealers m

—AND—

VESSELS,

SON,

No. 35 Exiihamte Street,

—

Sliawls,

&

PORTLAND

prepared to cttect insurance on

now

CARGOES, and

CONCENTRATED

OF

NOYES

N.

A.

STOCK

RICH

Business Cards.
_

One Price, and No Variation !

undersigned having made arrangements with
-l all the loading MARINE INSURANT COMPANIES of New York and Boston, representing a

Box of the

Manufacturing

JNSURANCE7

MARINE

Waste

your

SAPONIPIEE!

week, but by an eyefight, whose accurate

observation and vivid recollection have preserved for us the little details without which
the most faithful narrative loses the air of re-

Using

one

Penn'a Salt

the next

sharer in the

and.

eitEASE,

upon

next page. Its accuracy of detail is unquestionable, written as it is, not by a newspaper
correspondent gathering hints from tired men

YOUR OWN SOAP!

By Slaving

Business Cards.

Dry and Fancy Goods.

_Miscellaneous.

Agents

for

EMPIRE SEWING MACHINES

A two
for

State of Maine.

(

|

5S ndd r,0 Middle St.,
Sept 7—dtf

PORTLAND,

story frame House, and about 304**

of Land, on the corner of Pearl and CmnRt'd'.| feetland
LlUkbci
Streets.
Plenty of hard and ^ott wa«
ter on the promises. Enquire of
C.

J?eb 12—dull

RICHARDSON,

-1
down upon the
Hard
work was it for us, and but
enemy.
slow. By the right of companies to the front,
where the hanging vines and fallen logs impeded our progress, and by companies into line,
whenever
would admit of our
■

-'

ing

_Poetry.
I From the Atlantic Monthly for Juno.)
The Dead Ship of Harpswell.
BY J. G.

gleam

of

slanting

sail?

And

sea-worn

elders pray,—

The ghost of what was once
Is sailing up the bay!

a

ship

From gray sea-fog, from icy drift,
From peril and from pain,
The home-bound Usher greets
thy lights,
O humlred-luubored Maine!
But many a keel shall seaward turn,
And many asail outstaml,
When, tall and white, the Dead Ship looms
Against the dusk of land.

Many a brave eye
what

before

that would not shrink from
us. at that moment turned

the conflict towards which every step was
bringing us nearer. There was the usual proportion of cowaid ice, that manifested itself in
the paie face, quivering lips and almost involuntary disposition to get a little in the rear, as
chance offered; no opportunity now to
linger
to fill a canteen, to tie up a shoe, or to be
seized with sudden illness; omvard was the

A wonder and a sign?
No foot is on thy silent dock

word.

It was a bright, beautiful
Saturday afternoon, this April 23d of 18G4, and I now recollect that I was wondering as I advanced with
that line of battle, whether it was as
pleasant
in old Portland, and how it would
appear to
our friends, could
see
us
they
pushing down
“into range.”

wind

That smites thee from the land!

For never comes the ship to
port,
Howe’er the breeze may b.*;
Just when she nears the
shore
waiting
She drilts again to sea.
No tack of sail, nor turn ot
lielm,
Nor sheer of veering side.
Stern-f >re slie drives to sea and right
Against the wind and tide.

Since the battle of Pleasant Hill, a
strong
desire for one more crack at the
enemy bad
possessed me, but it appeared differently at
this moiueut when they were soon to have the
first crack at us.
There was reassurance,
however, in the calm, determined, though
thoughtful expression of my comrades’ faces,
and I but grasped my musket
tighter aud ielt
that pride if not courage would take me

In vain o'er Harpswell Neck the star
Of evening guides her in;
In vain for her the lamps arc lit
W ithin t hy tower, Seguin!

hail,

in vain the pilot call;
No hand shall reef her spectral siA
w
Or let her anchor foil.

through.
The bright light of the afternoon
sun, glimmeriug through the trees in our front, indicated tlie edge of the woods, aud
breaking suddenly out into a cleared space of ground a
thousand yards wide by twice as
many in
length, we beheld directly in our front a closely wooded hill, steep of ascent, and upon which
we knew the rebels had taken their
position.
It was clear there was no
skirmishing in the
and
behind the trees, for us,
woods, among
but a charge across that plain in the face of
an unseen foe, to whose sure aim we
could re-

Shake, brown old wives, with dreary joy,
Your
gray-head hints of ill;
And. over rick-beds whispering low.
Your prophecies fulfill.
Some home amid yon birchen trees
Shall drape its door with w oe;
And slowly where the Dead Ship
sails,
The burial boat shall row.

Neck and from Flying Point,
From island and from main,
From sheltered cove and tided
creek,
Shall glide the funeral train.
Tie dead-iboat with the bearers lour,
The mourners at her stern—
And one shall go the silent way
And shall no more return!
From Wolf

are

By pity’s tender breath,
Nor see the Angel at the helm
Who sleers the Ship of Doath.

but

uncertain and ineffectual fire.
A puff of white
smoke—crack—zip—another and another, and
zip-zee, zip-zee whizzed the enemy’s messengers.
We had halted the brigade line in rear of a
rail fence which skirted the
forest, and standing there, with no ioe in sight, though unpleasantly conscious of his presence from the
puffs of smoke which occasionally floated out
from among the trees, the older to “lie down”
was received with some satisfaction.
A line of skirmishers taken from the extreme right, was now seen rapidly
deploying
out from a halt, about half way across the field
and soon the answering crack of their rifles
save intimation to the “rebs” of our intenturn

And men shall sigh, and women weep,
Whose dear ones pale and pine,

And sadly over sunset seas
Await the ghostly sign.
They know not that its sails

was

wistfully to the startled birds of the forest, envying their freedom and power to escape from

What weary doom ol baffled quest,
Thou sad sea-ghost, is thine?
What makes thee in the haunts ot home

In vain the narbor-boat shall

M iscellaneous.

Dr. Larookah’s

REF!VIED SOAPS !
LEAThUT# GORE,

Sarsaparilla Compound!

solicit the attention of the trade
consumers to their Standard brands of

WOULD

filled

Interesting Sketch.
The Thirtieth Maine at Cane River.
BY ONE WHO WAS THEBE.

ail

tions.

Written for the Preet.
Boom! boom 1 boom!—and the echoes of distant but deep-mouthed artillery rolled sluggishly at the first peeping of datvu, over the
tired and sleeping braves of the 1st Division of
the 19tli Army Corps.
Day after day, week after week, had the
boys pushed on, on,—through bayous and
swamp-land, across stubble and cane fields—
over arid plains and through tangled forests,
t ill five hundred weary miles had been traversed, and1 the army of the Red River expedition
found itself in the vicinity of Cane River, on
its retreat to the waters of the Mississippi.
Worn out and exhausted as we were with
the march of the preceding day, one would
imagine that the sounds alluded to would
have hut little effect upon us. Not so. Two
minutes had not elapsed from the sound of
that first, distant gun, ere every duty man in
our regiment was upon his feet, surprised
and wondering, not at the noise so much as at
the time of it. What else, hut the enemy ?—
and where ? in our front and in our path I
We remained however but a short time in
suspense, tor jingle, jingle, dashed an orderly
with his clattering sabre flying in the air, in
full speed tor the Colonel’s tent. A few moments after, and the “roll and three taps” of
the Orderly Sergeant’s call, brought ten of
those worthies into line before the Adjutant’s
quarters, there to receive instructions and orders.

Passing in their flight, above the heads of
the skirmishers, the bullets sung their zeutwit around us, ticking the rail fence and buzzing on over our prostrate forms into the forest, cutting leaves and twigs here and there,
dropping them not unlike the first few flakes
of an

approaching snow-storm.

•

Zeu-pingl
head, and I

warbled a bullet just over
my
burrowed closer to the
ground,
while at the same moment another cut the
cloth of Billy G.’s coat-collar. I believe we

each experienced but one feeling, that of .intolerable suspense and a
longing for immediate action, when the order came from our
cap-

tain:

“Jump up, boys, and (browdown the fence:
work lively, we’ve no time to lose,” and in concert wjth other companies, up we
sprang, topthe rails like s“ many
~ne moment more, and

pling

ovet.

jack-straws.

‘‘Forward—guide cen-

tre—double quick—march!” rang into our
?ars, and amid the increasing hail of whistlinS
“alls dashed the boys, the colors of Maine
twenty yards in advance, while with pieces at
“right shoulder shift,” the lads gave voice to a
charging yell which inspirited and cheered the

FAMILY,

by

Artillery’s pieces

companions.

in package, suitaAll of SUPERIOR
ble f>r the trade anu lamily use.
and using only the
our
direct
chemicals,
Importing
best materials, and as our goodt are manufactured
under ihe personal supervision of our senior partner,
who lias had thirty veafs practical experience in the
business, we therefore assure the public with eondeuce that we can and will furnish the

QUALITIES,

Beet Goods at the Lowest Prices!
Having recently enlarged and erected NEW
WORKS, contains all the modern improvements, we

STEAM REFINED SOAPS 1

March

THE

“What is it now ?”

selves, looking each

enquired we among ourlor an answer in his com-

rade's lace.

“Battalion, about face! Forward, march !”—
and wc were retracing our steps, but for what
purpose, we knew not.
X cannot say that we were much displeased
at this order, inasmuch as it took us out of
range of the enemy’s batteries; but on the
other hand we didn’t much relish the prospect
which developed itself after we had marched
but a sliort half mile, when upon halting we
found that our brigade bad been selected t«l
ford the river and drive the foe from his guns.
colonel r. tne coolest, oravest omcer or the
Division, was in command of our brigade, and
with feelings of pride and renewed confidenoe,
we watched him, as lie dashed hither and
thither along the line, giving short verbal orders to officers commanding regiments,
•‘One or two of two of the tallest of you,
strip and wade the stream,” came from the
Captain, and in plunged Jerry H. a tall, lithe
stripling, who after wailing nearly to the epjiosite bank, reported the deepest spot to be
about four feet.
Receiving

44

J7
“18
“19

“

orders to reform

companies

on

the other side of the stream, with many injunctions to keep our cartridges and rides dry.
into the turbid waters rushed the regiment

oppressed

21
“3*

“32
*'

Sufferings

33
24

25
“26
27

**

“

“2d
“29
“30

“31

Kidney Disease, (Jravel,
fiff
Nervous Debility. Seminal Emissions, *
1 00
Discharges,
involuntary
Sere Mouth, Cantor,
60
Urinara Incontinence, wetting bed,
60
Painful Periods, even with Spasms, 50
FAMILY

CASES.

Vials, Morocco Case, and Book,
$10 00
Y*#4*» In Morocco, and Book, 6 00
and
case,
5 00
Book,
large Vials, plain
3 00
15 Boxes (V«s. 1 to J5) and Book,
35
20
20

VETERINARY SPECIFICS.
$io oo
Mahogany case iu YhvU.
o0
Single Vials, with directions,
O**These Remedies, by the Case or single Box,
Mall
or Ex’ire sont to
»he
of
by
oountry,
any part
press, free of charge on receipt of the price. Address,
HUMPHREY'S SPECIFIC
HOMEOPATHIC MEDICINE COMPANY.
Office and
No. 562 Broadway, New York.
Depot,
Du. Humphreys
is consulted 4&Uy at hi» oflioe,
ersonalty or by letter,
as above, lor all forms of
v
disease.
A.
61
St.
Exchange
ROBINSC^,
■’•H*
.J1AV & Co, Wholesale and Retail Agents.
I ortlaud.

PORTLAND, MAINE.

TOWN

found the finest assortment of

Fashionable
Checked

Papers

and

new

Envelopes.

which

at

25

we

PER QUIRE.

who

are

AND

BRETT,

Wedding and Fancy Stationery,
Visiting Cards, &c., &c.
Opera Glasses, Lubin’s Genuine Perfumery, Hair, Nail ami Tooth Brushes,
English, French and American Soups,
Sic«| &c*« Ac*
found in

ATLANTIC BALLS!
hand other Balls of various sizes

SCORE

BOOKS
made according to the ltules of the National Association for sole. Clubs mav receive any information
they desire in regard to Baso Ball matters by addressing us.

626r"Postagc Stamps tpr

sale at

GEYER &

our

C.

C.

Muscovado Su^ar & Molasses
GR0CERY
VADO BUGABf
100
( Superior
250 Hhds.

enemy.

from

Eacli man was cautioned to keep silence,
and get his piece in readiness, which being
done we filed into the forest which grew to
fiie banks of the river—and soon were march-

I-OB

MUSC°'

Muscovado Mola«ses,
50 Tierces. I just landed per Lirlj. l. staples
Mutanzas, for sale by
LYNCH. BARKER «£• CO.,
139 Commercial Street.

April"—dtl

Gents’ Dress Hat
*

FOR

MAY

AT

»Oth,

134 Middle, Cor Cron Si.
I

DR. E.

R.

LEDGERS, JOURNALS
DAY

BOOKS

BLOTTERS!

MELROSE. MASS.

the Hair

Cash, Invoice, Alphabet

KNIGHTS*

Dressing

Dressings

heretofore sold at the

drug

hair has been thinned by sickness

or

RECEIVED and for sale

at their Wharf,
JUST

!

*

BOOKS!

BILL

ageshoihi

EGG

and every kind of

BOOKS

needed in the Counting Boom.

ORIENTAL HAIR RESTORER

-AND—

up in

PRICE

*1,00.

LARUE

PRICE

*1.00.

BOTTLES,

STEAMBOAT RECEIPT BOOKS!

*1.00

MEMORANDUM,

PREPARED BY

FREE

MASON

ORIEN'fthL TTATR RESTORER

Is the only preparation of its kind
it promises.

POCKET BOOKS

that performs all

KNIGHTS’ ORIENTAL TTATR. RESTORER
Acts directly upon the roots of the Hair, and its effects are tpcedj/ and permanent.

C. O.

THE"

—AND

BILL

Portland, May 9,

A
try.

Mass.

Darookali’s

COAL.

arrived per sell.

a

is

GO Commercial Street*
a

Hotel.

Furnished and unfurnished rooms to let with good
No. 27 Willow Street.
People visiting Portland can have all the conveniences of a Hotel
at^nuch less prices, at a retired and
gouleti! place. Also permanent board for families and

board at

Surest,
cure tor

Wagons, £ Wagons!

ARMY WAGONS. Can be seen on
7*£1
/ *J the
an,l Fore Sts, lor sale by
Vd.Y1^!?”
JOSEPH
WESCOTT <& SON
Head Union Wharf.
May 22.—d2w*

Notice.
U. S. Bonds, (the interest on
in gold) for $1000 or upwards
them where they will be
secure,
Merchants National Bank for infor-

mation.

March 15,1866-dtf

PAYSON,

BINDING

SEED*

Safest and Speediest

its earlv stages, and all diseases of the
Lungs, that has been made available to
Clergymen. Members of Congress, Singers and Actors, and in fact
every one who has criven it
a trial give it their nrtfualilled
praise.

KENDALL

dona at the shortest possible notice.

Prico $100 Per Bottle; Six Bottles for

Knights,

BOOKS

Cashier.

:

$5

M.

D.,

jK

Head

rs.

Fraser

Still

city

H. H. HAY
Benson & Merrill, C. E. Beckett, T. G. Lorinc Krt
ward Mason, E. L. Stanwood, M. S. WhlitW^’r w
J. Thayer, J. R, l.unt & Co„ W. E. Short Jr T r
Gilson, C. W. Foss. H. T. Cummings &Co f f
Coveil, C. F. Duran, E. ChapmanS. Gale, M/Hanson
"
T. Swoetaer, Samuel Rolfe, J. J. Gilbert
and

Corey.

?’

»p2—dlyMWF*w

22 0.

Corner
Aprils

74
of

proprfctor.
Dr. W. E. MEEWIN,

^STREET,
HobsonVWhart.
in Business!

Exchange Str«

et.

November.

St* N. T.

from falling owl.

No person, old or young should fail to use It.
It is recommended ond used by the FIRST MEDICAL AUTHORITY.
Ask for Hall’s Vegetable Sicilian

Renewer, and take no other.
The Proprietors offer the Sicilian Ha** R**
that it.wui
newer to the public, entirely coutident
original color, promote it*
bring back the hair To its
cases where it haafaUeu
growth, and in nearly all the
.S very aged.

Hair

in

off will restore it unless

Injection,

44

44

$2,

44

R. P.

H**-1'

Yf-Sold

by

all

i»er»o»

* CO.

Proprietors,
Nashua, N. B.

Druggists.__

44

The Cherokee 44 Cure,” 44 Remedy:' and
lion” are to be found in all well regulated
stores, and are recommended by
druggists all over the world, for their Ini
and merit Some unprincipled
try to deceive their customers, by

worthlesa compounds,—in
in place of these. Be not

bur

W,!l n,'.'t

th,?b»
70J* -f
otartj*
V
to

the

a„4t

drug-

toJianSl
\^e treat all
|a

co the
never

palate, cause no pam, act
require increase ol dose, do not
exlmust,
elderly persons, females and childTwo lakou at nigh* movren, are just the thing.

F-EASANT
promptly,
and tor

wo

l,urkp'1
diseases to

the

and will be

ttf nc^n
h»»
con.
can ,dftess u, in
to
send our thirty-two page
dL,s|r(J

those who
Toadies or fK’1

Jtdeni*
..uiiphiet

"

^

ptrftct

lady and. gentleman in tho
S|1 letter* for pamphlets, mudiciuea,

t(> every
to

the sole

proprietor.

Dr. W. B. MERWIN, 37 Walker St.. N. X.

^soDahhasana
VarleneswJjJjV s4Jte>
3

tlie Hair

IT IS A SPLENDID HAIR-DRESSING I

Remedy,

diuretic, and when used
with the

keep

makes the Bate
It cleanses the Sralp,
SOFT, LUSTROUS, ANII SILKEN

Gleet and all Mu*
or Female, curing recent
one
to
three
in
cases
days% and is especially
from
recommended in those cases of Fluor A It/us or
two medicines used in
in
The
Females.
Whites

"look

to

AT THIS!

Second-Hand Clothing,

tor

^-Flowers,

7«o«12iu

a

tHit

and

\Urethra, Dropsical StcellDeposits,
|ring*. Brick Dust
and all diseases that require

„rna!iyieo,

FRASER, Florist,

sale a large assortment
o
Boots, Herbaceous Plants, Shrubbery®"
her
own raising.
of
er Seeds,
1
Boses: some hundred
other Oar
ehasei lower than at any and
Wreaths Bom _apm
Boquets,

OFFERS

n

Sold

statement* from
b.mjnro “d explicit,c|icf
heretofore,
pleased to rocolre

No. 52 Pearl Street,

MIDDLE.,

37 Walker

WILL RESTORE ORAT HAIR TO
ITS ORIUINjLL COLOR.

IT

Cures all Urinary Complaints, viz: irrarel. Influm>4nation of Vie Bladder and
Retention
It Kidneys,
of
I Urine, Strictures of the

»nd|
which

PLANTS, FLOWERS AND SEED.
M.

three bottles for $5.

Sicilian Hair Renewer

has proved itself to be tho most perfect preparation
for the Hair ever offered to tho public.
It is a vegetable compound, and contains no
injurious properties whatever.
It is not a Dye, it strikes at the Roots and fill*
the glands with now life and coloring matter.

sole

will send them
free from

Pearl Street Garden!
MRS.

or

Reward

physbJ^ff* ”jj

SOLD BY

Bucfonku:

$2 per bottle,

‘ItjjJJJJ

Co.,
Betliel Steamof Mill
for
the
mavTdtf

MELROSE, MASS.
W. P. PHILLIPS & CO.,
J. W. PERKINS & CO.,
BURGESS. FORBES & CO,
"
W. W.
WHIPPLE,

Price

44

__

OFFICE.

in tlie vegetable kingdom.
We have such confidence in its merits, and are
so sure it will do ail wo claim for it, that we offer

have been used without success.
Price, Remedy, Ono Lottie, $2, Three Bottles, $5.

per Cord.
|4.50
COMMERCIAL

oi all kinds.

It i> an entirely new scientific discovery, combining
many of the most powerful and restorative agents

conjunction will not fail to remove this disagreeable
complaint, and in those cases where other medicines

WHITNEY.

Delivered in any part

PREPARED BY

E. R.

Warehouse

For sale to dear the wharf, by

MARKED ON

HAIR RENEWER.

docs not fail to core
con* Discharges in Male

SPRUCE SLAB WOOD.
NAMES

VEGETABLE SICILIAN

II ALL’S

CHEROKEE INJECTION,

STORE,^
&

HALL’S

Vegetable

conjunction

the

April 3—is2m

by

by all druirjrisU; or will bo sent by express to any
portion of the world, ou receipt of price, by tho

a

~-BY-

Couglis, Colds. Influenza, Bronchitis. Conin

address.

Cherokee

.AND

CROSMAN * CO..

holding
which
PERSONS
payable
wish
deposit

CHAS.

the

sumption

{S^Remomber the place, opposite Wood’s Hotel
corner ol Middle and Willow Sts.
fel2dt/ |

apply at*the

BOOK

Throat and
ftie public.

gentlemen.

is
to

acknowledged by

all to be

MEDICINE,

lour as a sequence or youtliiul inuiscreuons.
The Cherokee Cure will restore health and vljror,
stop the emissions, and effect a permanent cure
after all other medicines have failed. Thirty-two
paso pamphlet sent in a sealed envelope, free,to any

Cultivators.

Agriwltural

Portland

The old, the young, the middle aged unite to praise

If the Sicilian Hair Resewer does not give satisfaction in all cases when used iu strict accordance with our instructions.

g|cult
W

♦

Cumber-

randall, McAllister & oo„
Not

PULMONIC SYRUP

from Baltimore

George# Creek
JUSTcargo of fresh-rainedKedington,

land Coal for Blacksmith’s use.
Also, on hand the beat qualities ol Rod and White
4ah Coal, at the kwxst prices for cash.
May l~dtf

For sale at

ITS EFFECT IS

MIRACULOUS.

$1,000

<

iLot

copart-

G uide to the Flower amhKitchen Garden, giving
descriptive list ot two thouBaad varieties ot
Flower and Vegetable Speeds,

And every variety of

novlti

of
Memory, Unite real Latitude, Pains in the Back, Dim-z.net of VUion. Premature
ii Old Age, Weak Xervee, DijflBreathing, Pale Cduntenance, Insanity, Consumption, and ail diseases that fol-

HOVEt’S

Amateur

Illustrated
•

Dr.

INDIAN

Seeds.

fc

'*

M.;*

I Cures all diseases caused
sell-abuse, viz;*?

St.

Also

WASHBURN

ninety-

residence that lias been otf red at auction this season.
This property * ill be sold without the least reserve, and on terms favorable to the purchaser. For
particulars call ou J. C. PROCTER, Lime Street, or
ou tho Auctioneers.
mayHdtd

from 1

TUE GREAT

FULL and complete assortment ot Blower Seeds
counfrom the most celebrated Sceilmcn in the

MANUFACTURERS!

about twelve thousand three hundred and

thre feet; on the promises is a three storied mansion
house, with & large wing, built in the most thorough
manner, the w'lime containing some thirty rooms, arranged tor cvnvenience, all in good repair with the
modern improvements, such as gas, water, heating
and cooking arrangement*, etc. 'Ihis property is
situated on one of our mosi delightful streets, almost
in the very heart o» the city, handy for the man of
business, and yet tar enough front noise and bustle
for a quiet home, and is in fact the most desirable

CHEROKEE CURE.

UW._mayildlwawlt

Flower

KNIGHTS’ ORIENT All HATH RESTORER.

Melrose,

Office hours from 8 o’clock A. M. to 12
to G P. M., and 7 to 0 in the eve mug.
Consultation tree.

cheerfully recommend
CHARLES W. SMITH.

HEAD

STREET,
United States Hotel

TEETH! TEETH!
Dr. D. still continues to Extract Teeth by ElecPersons having decayed
tricity w ithout pain.
teeth or stumps they wish to have removed for resetting he would give a polite invitatiop to call.
Superior Electro Magnetic Machines ior sale
for family use, with thorough instructions.
Dr. D. can accommodate o te\v patients with board
«nd treatment at his house.

Messrs. SCAMMAN & COLBY, 1 would most
HAVING
them to my former customers.

—

ON

TEETH!

tlds day sold my stock and stand to

KNIGHTS^IHIENTAL HAIR RESTORER.

DB. E. B. KNIGHTS,

a

AUCTION.

FRIDAY, June 1st, at 3 P,M., on the premises, comer ol Free and Oak streets, will be
sold the very attractive property formerly owned
and occupied by Hou. J. T. McCobb. This lot haa
a iront on Free of about eighty-one feet bv about one
hundred hud fifty-three f et on Oak street, in ail

polypus,

for tlio transaction of a Produce Cumtnlasion and
Wholesale Grocery business at the old stand of
Charles W. Smith, Nos.« & » Sliver Street.
STEPHEN SCAMMAN,
GEORGE H. COLBY.

RULERS

AT

LADIES

Si’AMMAN & COLBY,

PAPER

the

■"

undersigned have tills day formed
nership under the Arm name ot

Large bottles—price $1.00.
Large bottles—price $1,00.
Large bottles—price $1.00.

BY

28 Hanover

«

|1

ianl.l865d&w

IT DEMING,

C opartnership Notice.

_

Savannah, Ga., Feb. 4,1S06.
Dr. E. R, Knights, Melrose. Mass. :—
Dear Sir—I am happy to inform you that the use ol
one bottle of your Oriental Hair Keitorer has restored
my hair, which was nearly white, to its original brown,
and it is soft and glossy as in earlier days. Dr. Walsb
tells me that it is tho only preparation of the kind that
is worthy of confidence.
Gratefolly yours,
Mrs. A. D. LAMAR.
*

FILES, Prineipal,

P.

made to order.

in constant attend,

Who have cold ham.s and Jeet; weak stomachs, lamaud weak backs; nervous and sick headache; dizziness and swimming in tbo head, with indigestion and
constipation of the bowels; pafn in the side and back;
leucorrlicea, (or whites); foiling of the womb with inand all that long
ternal cancers; tumors,
train of diseases will tind in Electricity a sure meant
For painful menstruation, too profhse
of euro.
menstruation, aud all oi those long line of trouble?
with young ladies, Electricity is a certain speciiU
and will, in a shoe* time, restore the sufferer to the
vigor of health.

•

O. Box 103.
May 18—il3\v*

ON

gouty,

tiie department for young ladies, instruction is
furnished by competent teachers in all the Higher
English branches, in Latin, French, German, Drawing, Music, &c.
g-^-A limited number of private pupils, in classes,
or singly will still be attended to.
Terms $1.00 perwoek.

Prevents the hair from foiling off, and promotes its
luxuriant growth.

CITY PROPERTY
F R E F.
S T R E E T,

of then

one

ity

THE

KNIGHTS’ ORIENTAL TTATR RESTORER

plenty

By Electricity

Masters and Missal of all ages and attainments received at any time in the term.
Classical Course is sufficiently extended to
enable young men to enter any college in the

KNIGHTS’ ORIENTAL HAIR RESTORER
Removes dandruft aud cures nervous headache.

Brick House and Laud on Brackett
Street at Auction.
/"V5 FRIDAY, June 1st, at 12 M., on the prmnisM,

The Rheumatic, the
the lame and the lazv
Leap with joy, and move with the agility and elasticof youth; the heated brain is cooled; the frostbitten limbs restored, the uncouth deformities re*
moved; faintness converted to vigor, weakness to
strength; the blind made to see, the deal to hear and
the palsied form to move upright; the blemishes 01
youth are obliterated; the accidents of mature lit?
prevented; the calamities ot old age obviated and an
active circulation maiutainod.

Summer Term begins May 28, ’66,
And Continues Eight Weeks

BOOKS I

PATTEN & CO., Auctioneers, 18 Exchange St.

complaints.

Portland Academy !

gray and Hided hair to its original color.

E. M.

palsy

OF PORTLAND.

May 12—d2w

KNIGHTS’ ORIENTAL HAIR RESTORER

ss.
a warrant
on the 23d

from the Supreme Judicial
day of Mav, A. D. 1866,
and took a Htearn engine called the
Betsey, and
it will be sold at public auction to the highest bidder
on MONDAY, the 28tli
of May, A. D. 1866, at 11
day
n clock in the
lbrenoon, at Wind »w’m Machine Works,
No. 1 Manufacturers’Block, Union street, in the
city
of Portland in said county of Cumberland. Terms of
sale cash.
Dated at Portland Mav 24, A. D. 1866.
UKO. W. PA UK KB, Sheriff.
may24td
HRNUY BA I LEY & CO., A usfrs.

ahysiciaii.

oilier place where such dog is kept or harbored,shall
forfeit and pay a sum not exceeding ten dollars.
J. S. UEALD, City Marshal.

KNIGHTS ORIENTAL TTATR RESTORER.
What the Press says aud what the people know.

KNIGHTS’

virtue oi
BYCourt,
I.
seized

they

AND STOVE SIZE.

Sec. 7—Incase any dog shall be found loose or going at large nontrarv to any of the foregoing provisions, the ow^pr or keeper thereof, or the head of the
family or keener of the house store, shop, office, or

Dr. £. E. KNIGHTS, Chemist, Melrose,Mass

Restores

STATE OF MAINE.

Cumberland,

WHERE

SIZE.

large.

ORDER

Uohu^

SHBItlFFVS 8ALE.

he would respectfully announce to the
citizens of Portland and vicinity, that he has
permanently located in this city. During the three
years we have been in this city, we have cured some
of the worst forms of disease in persons who have
tried other forms of treatment in vain, and curing
patients in so short a time that the question is often
asked, do
stay cured? To auswer this question
we will say that all that do not stay cured, we will
doctor the second time without charge.
Dr. D. has been a practical Electrician tor twentyone years, and is also a regular graduated
Electricity is perfectly &<kipted to chronic diseases in
the form of nervous or sick headache; neuralgia fin
the head, neck, or extremities; consumption when
in the acute stages or where the lungs are not fully
involved; acute or chronic rheumatism, scrofula, hip
diseases, white swellings, spinal diseases, curvature
of the spine, contracted muscles, distorted limbs,
or paralysis, St. Vitas’ Dance, deafness, stammering or hesitancy of spoecli, dyspepsia, indigestion, constipation and liver complaint, piles—we curt
every case that can be presented; asthma, bronchitis, strictures of the chest, and all forms of female

SECTION

should be used, aud is the only preparation for that
purpose upon which the public can rely with confidence, Both the Dressing and the Restorer are put

Carriages, Sleighs.

Evrcry Suluralny at 11 o’clock A. M„
At Forest City Stable, corner Federal and I.lnie Sts
where Carriages can be stored and lloiscs ho irded it
dcslrtsl, previous to or alter the sale.
These sales will be undercover, and held without
regard to weather.
HENBY BAILEY & Co., Auctioneers.
March 1—dtf

Electrician

Nearly Opposite

St,

Marshal's Office, May 11th, 1866.
ORDINANCE ON DOGS.
i. No dog shall be permitted to go at
large or loose, in any street, lane, alley, court, or
traveled way.criu any uninclosed or public place in
this city, until the owner or keeper of such dog, or
the h£ad of the family, or the keeper of the house,
store, shop, office or other place where such dog Is
ke£t oa harbored, shall have paid to the City Marshal Two Dollars for a license lor such dog to go at

Freight, Express, Railroad

lady of experience

Medical

S. ROUNDS & SON.

Jan 15 th—dtf

A

DR. W.

These Coals are of the very best quality, and warranted to give satisfaction.
Also, GOO cords ol best quality of HARD and
SOFT WOOD* which we will sell at the very
lowest price and deliver it to any part at the city at
short notice.
|5r~Oive us a call and try us.

CITY

LARUE BOTTLES.

Coal.

White and Red Ash Coal.

KNIGHTS’

PRICE

AUCTION!

sell

WEHarnesses, Horses,
Ac..

MEDICAL ELECTRICITY

200 TONS LOBERY,
Free burning and \feR7 PURE* and all kinds

elegant preparation, exquisitely perfumed, inclines the hair to curl, will not soil the skin or
any article of apparelf and is fast superceding the pernicious articles which have so long deceived a credulous
public.
For changing gray or faded hair to its original color,

BOTTLES,

own sex.
ance.

by tlie undersigned

EGO

foul.

or

Horses, Carriages, Sleighs, &c.,
AT

Infirmary,

N. B.— Ladies desiring may consult

300 TONS LOCUST MOUNTAIN

stores

KNIGHTS’HAIR DRESSING-

URGE

Also, an invoice of Dry Goods.
Rile positive, sun or weather fiur
May 24dtd

174 MIDDLE

BROKEN AND

an

I>K.

Harnesses*’

leers, tor
Beauty
U

Valuable and Desirable

275 Tons Hazelton Lehigh,

—AND—
4

give this preparation a trial, with the assurance that
a luxuriant g owth of hair will
result, unless the roots
are dead, when such an effect is impossible.

is

Coal,

and lv. gs ol Pickles,
Kjiii-cs of all kinds, HerMustard, Cream Tartar, blacking, Cudeee,
lul'ac'JO’ Crocker \ and Glass Ware and

V/ No. 43 Brackett Street, will be Mold the Brick
House and Land.
Him so contain* nine tinishsd
rooms, g(Mxl cellar,
of Irani and solt water
brought into the house; Has* throughout; building
TO THE LiAHlES.
in £Ood repair, and but a tow step* trom the Horse
Dll. HUGHES particularly nviles all Ladies, whe
Rad Road. The lot has 32 feet trout and 127 in depth.
need a medical adviser, to call at his rooms, No. G
Fine large shade trees in front: garden in roar well
Temple Street, whieh they will find arranged for theii stocked with fruit trees, etc. Title yerlect.
especial ao&mimodation.
A large part of the purchase money can r main on
Dr. U.'s Electic Renovating'Mcdiclnes are unrival- I
mortg igo. This offers a rare chance for any parson
led in efficacy and superior virtue iu regulating all
to obtain a fine residence in a very desirable
neighFemale Irregularities. Their action is specific one’
borhood. Sale i*ositive without the least reserve.—
certain of producing relief in a short time.
For particulars call on the auctioneers.
may 17!d
LADIES will find it invaluable in all cases of ob
struCtious alter all other remedies have been tried ii?
E. M. PATTEN & CO., Auctioneers, IS Exchange St.
It is purely vegetable, containing nothing it;
vain.
the least injurious to the health, and maybe take);
with peribet safety at all times.
Sent to any part of the country, with frill directions
DR. HUGHES,
by addressing
No. 5 Temple Street (corner of Middle), Portland.

vegetable substance,

or

Cor. Franklin Wharf & Commercial

composed chiefly of oil ami alcohol,—ingredients
which are antagonistic to the life of the hair.—
KNIGHTS’ Hair Dressing contains neither oil nor
alcohol, is purely vegetable in its composition, and is
the most perfect Hair renewer and invicurator that
has ever been made available to the public. Persons

lyhose

iing.

are

Electic Medical

tilth of any kind, in any house, warehouse, cellar,
yard, or other place which the Mayor, any Alderman,
City Marshal or Deputy, or Health Committee or Officer shall deem necessary Tor the Health of the City
to be removed, shall l»e carried away therefrom by anu
at the expense of the owner or occupant of such house
or other place where the same shall be found, and removed to such place as shall be directed, within four
hours after notice in writing to that effect, given by tbe
Mayor, any Alderman, City Marshal, Deputy, or
Health Officer.
SECTION 10.—Any person offending against the
provisions of the preceding Sections, shall forfeit and
pay not less than one dollar nor more than twenty
tlollars lor every offence, also the sum of one dollar
for every house that the nuisances or substances
mentioned in the*previous sections of this ordinance
are suffered to remain after due notice thereof.
All persons violating the above Ordinance are hereby notified to govern themselves accordingly, as 1
snail proceed at once to a rigid enforcement of the
same.
JOHN S. HEALD.
aprl8—tf
City Marshal and Health Omocr.

CoaA,

A dressing for Children’s hair, which can bo used
without fear of injury, to its growth or texturcf,
has hitherto been unattainable. Most, if not all, ol
are

shells, or any

or
or

Sold by all DruggiiU.

Hair

Health.

on

dirt, sawdust, soot, ashes, cinSECTION
ders, shavings, hair, shreds, manure, oyster, clam
lobster
animal
9.—All

KNIGHTS, Chemist,

DR.

(jasea

Address:
Dr. J. B. HUGHES,
No. 5 Temple Street [corner of Middle
Street], Portland. Me
Send a Stamp for Circular.

May 19—dlw

OPPOSITE P. O.

COAL.

who
may

■

BY

PREP ABED

tlrocwries at Auotion.

do so -»y writing, iu a pialu maimer, a description
of their diseases, ami the appropriate remedies will
be forwarded immediately.
All correspondence strictly confidential, and will be
returned, it desired.

Hosiery and Glove Store,

M. PATTEN & CO.,
Auctioneers, IS Exchange St

SATURDAY, May llitli, at 10 o’clock A. M„ at
ONoaico,
will be solil barrels
Beef, Molasses, Bread,

SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
J coif warrant a perfect cure in such cases, and a
lull and healthy restoration ol the urinary organs.
Persons, who cannot personally consult the Dr.,

Low Prices,

at

THOMPSON’S

S UR V.EYORSf BOOKS !

April, May and June.

HARRIS’,

uiay23<llw

AT

•'
-IN-

PREPARED

Saturday Next,

Highway

offering

E.

can

Sarsaparilla Compound

SUMMER,

To be Issued

Tax and

Dr. Larookah’s

JD.

A

Valuation,

Should purity the blood and invigoAte the
system by
the use ot v

CALEE,

Children!

XT nder-Flannels,
And

The above Cotton has been classed and s&mgled
W. Amory, and may be seen in the baa at
tho <'onUnental Stores, Brooklyn, and by sample at
the Sales Room of the
Auctioneers, No. 112 Pearl
St., two days before the sale.
may 17dfed

many men at the ago ot thirty who arc
troubled with too fr equent evacuations from the bladoften
accompanied by a slight smarting or burnder,
ing sensation, and weakening the system in a rnannei
the patient cannot account lor.
On examining the
urinary deposit* a ropy sediment will often be found,
and sometimes small particles of semen or albumen
will appear, or the color will be of a thin milkisli hue,
again changing to a dark and turbid apiicarancc.
There are many mew who die ol this difficulty* ignorant of the cause, which is the

SILK, MERINO ANB GAUZE

Ordinance

13 FREE STREE1,

may21

and

*

by l).

MIDDLE-AGED %MEN.
There

FOB

Misses

2000 ltales Mobile and
Charleston Cotton.

HOW 3IANY THOUSANDS CAN TESTIFY TO
THIS BY UNHAPPY EXPERIENCE!
Young men troubled with emissions in sleep,—a
complaint generally the result of a bad habit in
youth,—treated scientifically, and a perfect cure warranted or no charge made.
Hardly a day passes but we are consulted by one
or more young man with the above disease, tome oi
whom are os weak and emaciated as though they hao
the consumption, and by their friends supposed to
have it.
All such eases yield to the proper and only
correct course oi treatment, and in a short time art
made to rqjoice in perfect health.

OPENING THIS MOBNING!

Record Books !

EVERYBODY

store.

Disabled Limbs, for Ijosh of
and Complexion.

UNDER-FLANNELS!

Is double the strength of any other
Sarsaparilla in
the market.

Alio the
on

Papers!

Ladles,

Sarsaparilla Compound

FEW YORK & PHILADELPHIA BATS.

Noyes,

Unsightly

low : do not wait tor

ol

oruei

SIMEON DRAPER, (1. S. Cotton Agent,

Aches, and Lassitude and Nervous
Prostration that may lollow 1 inpurc Coition, arc
the Barometer to the whole system.
Do not wail for ine consummation that is sure to fol-
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We would call the attention of Ball Clubs to the

We also have
and prie s.

German

By

SEEK FOR AN ANTIDOTE IN SEASON.

PORTLAND.

and

Purifies the Complexion, rendering it clear and
transg
parent.

■
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Ac

8QEAHS,

HANOVER

Tbe Fains and

SUMMER

leaders oi Fashion in

And the usual assortment of Fancy Goods
first class store.

French

Sarsaparilla Compound

AGENTS FOR

LOWELL

American, English,

Dr. Larookah’s

stamp in any color at

CENTS

Bailey

AT 1 O’CLOCK P. v„

At their Sales Room No. 112 Pearl Street

HAVE CONFIDENCE.

65 EXCHANGE STREET,

Dr. Larookah’s

RUSTIC LETTER,
which

Manufactured from the beet

Cures Uterine Ulceration, Syphilis and Mercurial
disease.

the height of Fashion lust now.
We are the Solo Agents of the beautiful
are

Pimples, Pustules, Blotches and Boils.

WILL SELL

Friday, May 2fttli, 1800,

Oil

All who have committed an excess of any kind,
whether it be the solitary vice of youth, or the stinging rebuke of misplaced confidence iu maturur year*,

Ever before offered in this city.

Sarsaparilla Compound

PAPERS,

PAPERS,

CURTAINS £ BORDERS

SIZE AND STYLE,

Cures Pain in tlio Stomach. Side and Bowels

%

styles oi

—ALSO—

SQUARE

ROOM

States^Cotton Sale.

JOHN H. DRAPER &

opportunity

every known
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Sarsaparilla Compound
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attention tq the

United

generally

Books fets

Dr. Larookah’s

this city.

in
We would call especial

of

DRAPER, Auctioneer*

physician,

Sold*

them direct from England ourselves there will NOT be commissions, and two or
three profits added to the cost before the consumer
them, as when they are purchased from New
ork Jmuortine Houses.
Kl^The trade who have not supplied themselves
with their Spring Stock, will do well to give us a call.
The retail trade of the city and vicinity will SAVE
MONEY and find one of the BEST ASSORTMENTS
of

Sarsaparilla Compound-

STATIONERY STORE!
whore can be

J'

well-earned reputation
assurance of his shill aud suc-

and cure-alls, purporting to be tlie best in the woi 1 i.
are not only
useless, but always injurieus. The unfortunate should be particular iu
selecting his
as it is a lamentable
yet iucontrovertable feet, that many syphilitic patients are made
miserable with ruined constitutions by maltreatment
from inexperienced physicians in general practice;
for it is a point
conceded by the best syphiograpliers, that the study and management of these
shonld
engross the whole time oi those
complaints
who would be competent and successful in their treatThe inexperienced general practitment and cure.
nor time to make
ioner, having neither
himself acquainted with their {tautology, commonly,
pursues one system of treatment, in most cases making an indiscriminate use of that antiquated aud dan.
gcrous weapon, the Mercury.

the American Papers

as

are

Paged Blank

Dr. Larookah’s

cures

a sav-

We shall

per cent.

Having imported

Cures Epilepsy and Rheumatism.

L A D I E S’

july26’65eodiy

and witli splashing, toiling, struggling, slipping and some little swearing, we reached terra jlrma with no stream between us and the

AS LOW
—i x—

Sarsaparilla Compound

Grore,

26—dtt

UP

HENRY BAILEY A Co., Auctioneers.

CAUTION TO THE PUBLIC.
Every intelligent and thinking person must know
that remedies handed out for general use should have
their efficacy established by well tested experience in
tiie hands of a
regularly educated physician, whose
preparatory studies fits him for all tlie duties lie must
1'ulhll; yet the country is llooded with poor nostrum*

American paper will

English, being

ing

Cures Erysipelas, St. Anthony’s Fire and Dropsy.

39? Commercial St, 4? Si 49 Beach Street,

Fever and Ague, Chill Fever, Agus,
Ear Discharges, impaired Hearing,

“23

which requires 12 rolls of the
need only ten rolls ot the
to the buyer ot nearly 20

DEALERS

Sarsaparilla Compound

Wholesale Grocers Throughout the State.

Rheumatism:Rheumatic Pains.

25
50
50
Scrofula, enlarged (Hands, dwellings, 50
50
Piles, blind br bleeding,
Ophtha/my, and sore or weak eyes, 50
Catarrh acute or chronic, Influenza. 50
50
Whooping-Cough, violent Coughs,
Go
Asthma,
Bore
50
Throat,
Diphtheria ulcerated
l 00
ut Change of Life,
1
St.
Danoe,
Oo
Vitus’
EpRepsy, Spasms.
General Debility Physical Weakuess, 50
00
Dropsy, ami scanty boproHous
Sea-Stckvess. sickness from riding,
60

ENGLISH ROOM PAPERS!

one-half mile trom

May 19—dtd

long standing aud

furnishing sufficient

about

w

Also, at same time nine acres of g»>od Land on the
new Road just below tlio
above; this is a tine lot and
valuable to cut uo into house lots
Also, five and one -quarUr acres more on this new
Uoud, opposite the above lot. This niece is laid out
and will be s Id in tots.

or recently contracted, entirely removing
di'egs of disease from the system, and making a
perfect and PERMANENT CUBE.
He would call the attention ol the afflicted to the

fact of his

It

Tukey’s bridge.

the

They are CHEAPER than the American Papers,
the rolls being THREE INCHES WIDER. A room

Dr. Larookah’s

SOMETHING NEW !

“15
*
16
4
*22

—AND—

Larookah’s

Dr.

GOBE’S

&

very desirable.

atanding

splendid

port and Domestic Consumption.

Ijeathe

Noyes,

just received per sliip Sundcrlind, direct
from Liverpool, a large luvolce of

Cures Scroftila and Salt Blieum.

enabled to furnish a supply of Soups of the
Dest Qualities, adapted to the demand, for Ex«

SOLD BY ALL

Ac

HAVE

Sarsaparilla Compound

are

di

privately,
inflicted,

cess.

SODA, AND AMERICAN CASTILE,

EEATHE

he can be consulted
and with
the utmost coniidcnee by ih*
ut aii
hours naily, aud irom 8 A. 31. to U P. M.
Dr. H. aadressea those who are suffering under the
affliction oi private discuses, whether arising n-oui
impure eon nett ion or the terrible vice ol sclt-abma.
Devoting his entire time to that particular branch o.
the medical profession. he leels warranted in Ouauka.n ieeinu a Cuke ix all Cahes, whether ol lon-

PORTLAND,

Manufacturers to Order

Complaints and Dyspepsia.

Xo. 5 Temple Street.

EXCHANGE STREET,

55

Dr. Larookah’s

Chlorate Dentifrice !

“20

“Halt!”

Cures Liver

1,
OLEINE.
CHEMICAL OLIVE,
CRANE’S PATENT,

NO.

HAVE

l>oy,

Bailey

Sarsaparilla Compound

EXTRA,

PRIVATE MEDICAL ROOMS, ON
WHERE

iMwiimco

Sales.

Estate in WestValuable Real
brook at Auction.
FRIDAY, May 25, at 3 o’clock I*. M. In Westbrook, we shall sell a good story and a half wooden house, with an L; new and In good order. A
good
barn, shod, Ac., with six acres ui land. This land is
good, early and highly cultivated—the property ii

CAN BE FOUND AT HIS

PAPERS!

ROOM

Dr. Larookah’s

-viz:-

1>K. J. B. UUUBE8

BARGAINS

GREAT

--r—-

Auction

_Medical.
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and

veriest coward on the field.
COOK’S
Some one throws up his musket, staggers
and falls out from the now irregular line of
our company.
Who is it ?—but onr we dash, a
thousand flashes before us, the dead and
dy-fobing behind us. Poor Jerry H., the best bov
Cleansing: the Teeth!
among us all! struck in the head by a rifle
“Anything up, Orderly?” asked Corporal L., ball, he had passed bravely away from the bat- HARDENING THE G UMS,
tle field, the bullet causing no
a natty, nervous little fellow.
pain save that
-AND“We’re in for it again, Corporal,” returned left in the hearts of those who loved him.
Still
on
we
no
as
the sergeant,
he gracefully saluted our Capgo,
opportunity t.o return the
PURIFYING THE BREATH!
tain who at that moment made his appearfire, while a groan here or% shriek there, with It is a New Article in the
Market, hut has already
the ejaculation “O God, boys, I’m hit!” ever
ance in the Company street.
gained a wide-spread reputation.
“First Sergeant,” said the Captain, “as soon
afterwards rings in our ears; still leaving more
and more wounded, dying, sufiering ones beas the quartermaster's wagon comes up, you
Rood the following Testimonials in its Favor.
hind us, crying for “a little water;” onward
can get twenty rounds extra for each man.—
Lewiston, Jan. 12,1866.
and through the storm we plunge, until as if
Let the company fall in. 1 wish to say a word
Messrs, John G. Cook & Co—Dear Sir:—Having
to the men.”
by common consent we halt and deliver our tested your Chlorate Dentifrice we feel a
sured that it is an excellent powder for cleansing the
At the short, stem “Fall in, men,” from the
first fire.
teeth and purifying the breath, and having examined
“
Our Colonel’s gone up. boys, said one. as
1st Sergeant, about forty auxious, excited and
the recipe from which ii is made, we are sure there
he took deliberate sight along the barrel of is no article in it which is in the least injurious to the
curious fellows presented themselves in line
“
his piece,
before the chief, who briefly addressed us—
and there goes a ‘butter-nut’ to teeth or general health, but on the contrary, highly
to both.
“My men, we shall without doubt go into a pay for it,” discharging his rifle at a fellow beneficial
Respcctfiilly yours,
fight to-day, and I Only ask of you to do as standing out from behind the trees.
D. B. Strout,
But the Colonel had not “ gone un,” as the
much for the credit of Maine and the old flag
Thomas Fillebbqwn,
Dentists, Lisbon Street, Lewiston, Maine.
trustv soldier expressed it, but lay faint and
as you did at Pleasant Hill.”
We the undersigned have examined specimens of
No cheers followed this announcement, each bleeding, with a shattered leg.
Go on, CorChlorate Dentifrice, also the recipe from
man feeling foi himself that no such demonporal, you’re wanted at the front.,—I shall do Cooke's
which it is prepared, and we take pleasure in recomstrations were needed, quietly resolved as we
well enough,” said he to a Corporal of the
mending it to the public as a safe and effectual looth
color guard, who, seeing'him fall, had
were to do our duty.
proffer- powder.
A. Garcelon, M. D., John M. Small, M. D., Pearl
Upon our first entry into the service we ed his help.
Martin, M. D, M. C. wedgewood, M .D., J. Fanning,
could cheer every flag under which we marchAll along that brigade line flashed our first
M. D., A. Burbank, M. D., Eli Edgecombe, M. D.,
ed; but now our cheers, our enthusiasm and full fire, and at point blank range. I can hear J. P. Fessenden, M. D., R. R. Ricker, M. I)., Lewiston. H. L. K. Wiggm, M. D., S. Oakes, M. D., N.
our strength were hoarded for sterner occato this day the dull thud of the bullet as it
sions. Constant marching, the failure of the
crashed into the skull of my own “ battle com- C. Harris, M. I)., Auburn.
Lewiston, February 3f I860.
campaign, and scanty rations, had greatly sub- rade.” I tell you, people of Maine, your sons
Messrs. John G. Cook, & Co—Gentlemen:—I
dued our enthusiasm.
that day nobly upheld the honor of the old
have carefully examined your “Chlorate Dentifrice”
both Chemically and
“Strike tents!” and our little handkerchief“sunrise State!”
Physically. In composition it
aecords with 1 he recipe, and is tree from
any metallike shelters were quickly rolled up, while the
Hastily reloading, the charge is resumed, lic, or mineral compound,
which can injure the teeth.
standing poles and cross-pieces gave the camp and the base of the hill is reached, at which It cleanses the surface or the teeth w ithout abrading
another rail-fence opposes but a feeble harrier.
them, and it contracts the gums firmly on them,
ground the appearance of a bean-patch.
Here delivering a sure fire full into the faces while its chlorate compound destroys any decaying
“Fall in,” and the “assembly” rung out from
matter adhering to tlieix:. In fact, it contains the
of the enemy, we got the order to fix bayonthe clear throat of the brigade bugle; and
best constituents oi several popular dentifrices.
soon the slinging of knapsacks, putting on of
ets, and with another cheer which caused our
Respectfully,
A. A. Hayes, M. D.
equipments, hunting up lost bayonets, loading pulses to bound with exultation, we beheld
State Assayer.
the dismayed foe turning from our cold steel.
down of coffee-pots and spiders, together with
20 State St., Boston, February 26th, 1866.
A few scattered shots only met, us as we
the usual winnings of the “dead-beats,”—“I’m
tore up the hill in hot pursuit, and, the sumtoo lame to march, Captain,” all presented a
This celebrated Tooth Powder is put up in two
picture which once seen is not soon to be for- mit gained, the day was our own. We had ounce Boxes, and sold at the low price of.
of
the enemy’s infantry supports,
gotten.
disposed
Twenty-Five Cents a Box !
while our batteries across the river had disBoom I boom! boom!—still came the noise
A liberal discount to the trade.
from the iron throats, as we filed out from our mounted all his guns. The crossing, was effected
and
and
our
Trial
down
had
the
took
the
road
boys
campground,
dusty
proud consciousPackages FREE on Application!
ness of knowing that though at a fearful sacJOHN G. CdOK & CO., DruireUla,
the river, in the direction of the cannonading,
rifice our flag was the first upon the hill.
our only music being as we took the “route
PROPRIETORS, Lewistok. Me.
At our tattoo roll-call that night one hunl&y’For sale by Druggists generally.
step” the clattering of tin cups, the ringing of
For sale in Portland by W. w. Whipple, Crosm&n
frying-pans and the jump, jump, jump of ball dred and thirty-five voices answered not; the i&Co.,
J. R Lunt & Co, L. <5. Gilson, W. E. Short,
riflemen had been only
cartridges in our boxes, as if eager to be out aim of the Arkansas
Jr., Edward Mason, H. T. Cummings, T. G. Loring,
•
and speediug on their flight of death.
too sure.
Benson & Merrill, F. E. Coveil, M S. Whittier, F.
It was soon whispered through the compaSweetser. E. Chapman, C. F Duran, and by H. n.
HAYJ who will supply the trade at Manufacturers’
ny that the “rebs” bad headed us off, and
ai>4cod2m
prices._
HUMPHREYS*
planted batteries at the “crossing” over which
we hoped to have passed without molestation.
WHIPPLE’8
Wc knew also that to get to the Mississippi, HOMCEOPATHIC SPECIFICS,
we must cross Cane River, and if to cross it
PROVED, from the most ample experi- New
Photograph Rooms,
ence. an entire success; dimple—Prompt—Effiwas to fight, why then fight wc must,
No. 297 Washington Street,
“What’s the prospect ahead?” asked the cient, ami Reliable. They are the only Medicines
to
use—so
popular
adapted
simple that Comer of Temple Place, over
Captain, as a mounted officer passed by to the perfectly
Hogg, Brown &
mistakes cannot be inaue in using them; so harmless
Taylor’s.
rear of the column.
as to be free from danger, and so efficient as to be alMb. W. cxecutos every desirable style of Photo“I’ll tell you, Captain; there’s a fire ahead
ways reliable. They have raised the highest comold Daguerreotypes, Card Pictures
and we’ve got to put it out,” answered the mendation from all, and will always render satisfac^ graphs—copies
and Tintypes, life Bize, coloring them in oil, like oil
tion.
New Yorker, with a laugh. “The gray-backs
Cts.
paintings.
arc a little set about the pontoons; some of
25
No. 1 Cures Fevers, Congestion, Inflamations,
Portraits Taken from Life, Various Sizes
25
2
Worms, Worm-Fever Worm-Colic,
the infantry will have to ford the river and
ALSO,
3
Cryirur Colic, or Teething of infants. 26
take them in the flank.”
fl
ON
PORCELAIN, ANI) COLORED LIKE IVORY
25
4
Diana-,i of children or adults.
“Some of the infantry!” but which brigade?
MINIATURES.
4i 5
Billious
25
Colic,
Dysentery, Griping,
44
The affair was getting interesting, for we were
25
6
Cholera-Morbus, Nausea, Vomiting,
Particular attention is given to taking the like25
7
nesses of children, making views of country resiCoughs, Colds, Bronchitis,
rapidly nearing the place where the artillery
*•
25
8
Tootliache,
Faceache,
dences,
Neuralgia,
copying engravings, crayon drawings and
duel was going on, and the whirring scream of
44
Headaches, Sick-Headache, Vertigo, 25
9
paintings.
may 23—3w
the conical shell seemed unpleasantly near.—
44
25
10
Dyspesia, Billious Stomach,
If we continued our march much further, we
26
“11
Suppressed or pain Ail Periods,
25
“12
Whites, too profuse Periods,
should get into the range of them, and I ex25
n
Croup.Cough, dilliouit BreatUng,
perienced then the same emottous as when a
Salt llheum, Erysipelas, Erupt ons,
25
14
the Portland
I stood
on Munjoy, as they heralded in the morning
of the Fourth of July, getting nearer to them
with each discharge and trying to pass for
courageous in the eyes of my more prudent

Labor Omnia Vincit!

Tlie groat Spring Medicine and Blood Purific

.REFINED SOAPS,

STEAM

Miscellaneous.

Stationery.

_Medical.
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culiar, ill-defined apprehension will thrill the
man whose
courage is not altogether brutish.

She founds the headland’s bristling pines,
She threads the isle-set
bay!
No spur of breeze can speed her on,
Nor ebb ol tide delay.
Old men still walk tho Isle of Orr
Who tell her date and name,
Old shipwrights sit in Freeport yards,
Who hewed her oaken frame.

Upon thy helm no hand:'
No ripple hath the soundless

resuming

the line of battle.
Aware of our close proximity to the enemy,
and to guard against surprise, the precaution
was taken by the Brigade officer to throw out
videttes—two from each company—along the
entire line, fifty yaids in advance.
With trusty ‘‘Springfields” balanced in their
hands, ready for instant action, this new lin£
proceeded carefully to the front, peering cautiously, Indian-like, expecting each moment to
receive the Are of a concealed foe.
It is at such moments as these that a
pe-

Let young eyes watch from Neck and Point,

;

■

brigade line of battle

things

WHITTIER.

What flocks the outer gray
beyond
The sundown’s golden trail?
The white flash of a sea-bird’s wing,
Or

in

By

.FOR SALE
WM. BROWN, No. 91 Federal Street.

(nothing of all hinds Cleansed and Repaired
marJdSni
good style, and at short notice.

In

Warranted
the bowels once the next morning.
in all cases ot Piles and Falling of the Hectura. We
of
the
Dyspepsia,
prondse a cure tor all symptom*
such as Oppression alter eating, Sour Stomach, Spit-

tug ol lood, Palpitations; also. Headache, Dizziness.
Pain in the Hack and Loins, \ellowness <>!%• Skin
and Eyes. Sick Headache, Coaled Tongue, blllouaness. Liver Oomplnini. Lossot Appetite, Debility,
Monthly Pains, and all Irregularities. NouralgU^
Travelers Jind the Lozenges juM
Faintness, Ac.
what they need, as they are so jompact and iwxiorous
tha: they may he carried in the rest pocket. Price 68
cents per box; small boxes 30 cents. For sale by J.
S. HARRISON A CO., Proprietors, No 1 Tremont
Temple, Boston. Will bo mailed to any address on
July4dly
enclosing 80 cents.

l»oor Plates and Numbers.
CHOICE nsMortmeiit ol SILVER PLATED

A DOOR PLATES &

NUMBERS m.y be bad at
up stair*.

TEIUNEY’S 19* Mulct Square,
May 8—dim*
•

\

Lice

f

Cattle.

on

Messrs Editors :—1 saw in your paper of
March 15th, an inquiry for something to destroy lice on cattle, i will give you my expeI purchased a cow thirty-four years
rience.
evago which had lice on her. 1 have tried
kill hce,
ery remedy that I could hear of to
without success for tliirty-two years. One
in the sill ot
year ago last fall, I bored a hole
the stanchion directly under where flic creature’s neck would come when they lie down,
with a three-fourth inch augur, and fill them
1 have not seen a louse
up with anguintum.
Maine Farmer.
ou my cattle since.—C'orr.
Moss

on

Flower Pots.

Ladies who arc fond of cultivating flowers
in the house, will find great heuelit to the
plants by spreading a coating of moss over the
earth in their flower pots. This keeps tile
water (ion) evaporating, aud the temperature
more uniform.
Tea-grounds are otten used
for the same purpose. Where a flower pot
sets iu a saucer, with a hole in the bottom of
the pot, put a little sand in the saucer and
you have a simple and admirable arrangement.—Maine Fanner.
—The wretched translation of Victor Hugo’s
“Travajlleurs de la Mer," published in England, and reprinted without correction by the
Harpers, receives very severe handling iu a
communication addressed by General Cluseret
#to tlie N. Y. Evening Post. No one who takes
up that translation should

imagine

he is read-

than

travesty of

ing Hugo, or anything more

a

his work.

The Markets.
Britfkleii Live Stock Market.
Wednesday, May 16.—Amount of Stock at
Market.
Oat Me.
Sheep. Shotes. Fat Hog*. Veals.
5.72
100i>
17)0
6*)
This week,. .1 «f 6
1187
1100
1657
YOU
East week,.. D04
Amount from Each Staf<j.
Cattic.
Speop*
(H)
00
Maine..
270
New Hampshire. 56
783
Vermont. 21!)
8
272
Massachusetts.....
20
854
New York...
3584
Western States. 8( 2
00
Canada. 2 »1
Prices—Beet Cattic, extra, 14« 11?: First quality,
consisting of good oxen, best steers, &c. 13J:«'13';
Second quality, good lair beef, 12.1<>, 13: Third qtialthe
ty, light young cattle, cowes, &e, 11
total weight ot hide, tallow and heel.
Working Oxen—§20 («j300 4> pair; steers $ J (hka 150.
Milch Cows—Sales at §45 ioj 70; Extra, §80^ 110;
Farrow, 30 (g> 45.
____

Sheep—Common, 5«?Cjc 4>’ lb; Extra,
Sheared, 4'«/4jJe 4* lb.
^
Shotes 4> fb, 12 (<gl$|c wholesale; 11 @

16

.....,

4^

retail,

|> lb; country lots,t*ojc.
Tallow—Sales at 7 iajflc & 4*.
Calf Skins—At 15(a?17c 4* lb.
Pelts—$2 0G®2 25 each.
Hides—8«0c

Boston Mock List*
SALES AT TI1E BROKERS BOARD,

May 23.

American Gold.• ....• jjjjl
United States Coupons, May-A.,....».M*
U.S. Coupon Sixes, 1881,.. J'»8|
Uilg
United States 7 3-10tbs Loan, 1st scries.
2d series. 101*
do

small.1011

Ho

3d

do
do

small. Ml
1864. 1014

e

United States Five-twenties.

senes.

101

1W;2.'*'2

18«5.••.‘“I
do
£•
United States Ten-lorties,.... So
I860.
Sixes,
New Hainpsliiic State
M
Rhode Island State Sixes. 1881....
40
Bonds..
Ogdeosburg Secoud Mortgage
80
Rutland 1st Mortgage Bonds. to
Rutland Second Mortgage Sevens....
33}
Vermont Central 2d Mortgage Bonds
Portland. Saoo and Portamouth Railroad—• loot
Eastern ..
..

TELEGRAPHIC

REPORTS.

May

24.

depressing effect
iibertv to disappoint.
the gold market, and parties are paying 1-10
The short incarried.
and 1 per cent, to have gold
withterest in the stock market lias largely increased
market was
the
in the last three days. This morning
Governments
'and
throughout.
higher
very active
is an active
though active continue weak. There
business in foreign exchange, hut chiefly in sight
bills. Prims hankers, sixty days, 108} @ 10!ij; do.
sight. 11(1? «' 110?. Gold opened at 138 j, advanced to
1304. loll to" 137}, and at 1 30 P. M, was at 138. A
airiount of shorts are being put out.
a

'upon

large

jSeuf York markets.
New York. May 24.
Cotton—firmer; sales 4500 bales. Middling Up42c.
lands at 40 (fc
Flour-Sales 17,800 bbls. Stale and Western W Co:
20c. higher. Slate at 7 20 @ 9 85; Bound Hoop Ohio
Western at 7 20 @ 9 50. Canada
at 9 30’ <a} 14 00.
10 (a) 15e. higher; sales 480 bbls. at 8 95 @ 13 25.
Wheat 2 («- 3e, higher. Sales 98,000 busli..No. 2
Chicago Spring at 172 <5)1 75; Milwaukee Club at
1 90* new. No. 1 do, at 2 10 @ 2 12; old Winter lied
Western at 2 00; Michigan at 2 65.
Corn—2 @ 4c. higher; sales 90,000 bush.: new Mixed Wesern at 83 (a) Mfc*.
B« el—steady; sales 540 bbls.
F. rk_h avy and drooping: sales 7,So0bbls.; new
mess at SO 15 @ 3o 50, closing at 30 25.
Lard—flrmer: sales 1,050 bbls. at 19 & 22}c.
Whiskey—quiet at 2 26 <g> 2 27.
Rice—Ann at 9 @<J‘c. for Rangoon.
.Sugar—ltrmer; safes 860 hbds. Muscovado at 10J
_

0

@

_

^,

lnlc.

Coffee—quiet and stoady.
Freights to Liverpool—quiet. Corn
@ 4}d.
Markets.

per steamer 4

Cincinnati

Cincinnati, May ?4.
Whiskey unchanged.—
Flour in fair demandProvisions firm and quiet Mess Pork at 31 00. Lard
at

21J.

Chicago Markets.
Chicago, May 24.
Flour firm and 10 @ 15c. higher Wheat moderately
Coru
active; No. 11 654 (u#, 1 652; No. 1110 gg 112.
1 (tv 14c. higher; sales at 504 @ 554 for No. 1 and 53 @
54 for No. 2. Gala 1 (& tic.; sales at 34 (a) 34|.—
Freights advanced 1 («■ l^c.
Receipts— 6,500 bbls ot flour. 18,500 bushels oi
wheat, 170,009 bushels of corn, 105,000 bushels of oatsoi
Shipments—6,690 ht»ls. of flour, 23,900 bushels
wheat, 48,000 bushels oi com, 66,000 bushels oats.
Milwaukee Market*
Milwaukee, May 24.
10
Flour
(oMc- higher. Wheal 2 <& 8c higher; No.
1 at 1 81 transactions light. Corn advanced lc.
2,000 bbls. flour, 63,0 0 bhshels ot
Receipts
wheat, 24,000 bushels of oats. Shipments—2,6<’o
bbls. of- flour, 85,000 bushels ot wheat.
—

St. Louis

Market.
St.

Louis, May 24.

Cotton unsettled; holders ask 37c. Coru 67 (a> 6sc.
Pork firm at 31 00; clear sides 19 @ 19j: shoulders
134# Lard 20.J a 21$. Whiskey 218@2 20. Gtlier
articles unchanged.
#
IFilmtngton Markets.
Wilmington, N. C., May 24.
Cotton—firm at 34 ior Middling. Turpentine quiet. Rosin firm.
Savannah Cotton Market.

Savannah, May 24.

Cotton quiet at 34.@ 36c.
Augusta

Cotton Market.

Augusta, May 24.

Cotton stiff at 34 @ 35c.

Charleston Cotton Market.
Ch arleston, May 24.
Cotton advancing; sales 100 bales Middling at 35
@ 36c.
New York Stock Market.
New Y0RK,May24.
Second Board.—Stocks better.
iean
Gold.
Arne

.1\
'9J
Readmg.109|
Rock
and
Island..
91j?

Chicago

Hudson....HIi

Erie..67
Boston Water Power.44$
Western Union Telegraph... 63
Cumberland tioaJ Co.*. 45$
Canton Company. 571
107?
United States coupon sixes, 1881.
United States 5-20’s, coupons 1862,.a ..100?''
Treasury 73-10.
101$

House, Lot and Shop for Sale,

Ferry.

l»OKT

FOSTIiANDi

& Co.

DOMESTIC PORTS.
RICHMOND—Sid 19th inst, sch Gertrude Ilorton,
Jameson, Boston.
Shizotb, sch Messenger, Holden, New York.
FORTRESS MONROE—Ar 2oth, sch Gen Marion,
Getchel», Baltimore tor Boston.
PHILADELPHIA—Ai 21st, brig Charles Miller,
Brewer, Boston; A listen. Sawyer, Providence; sch
Sardinian, Holbrook, Roe viand.
Ar 22d, ship Carrier Dove, Bailey,from New York;
brigs Wm A Dersser, Hatch, Boston; Gen Bonks,
Carlet, Giindall,

Situated

at.

Thotnaalon, May 23, by Rev d K Mason. Henry
Dennis, of Fortluud, and Miss Atlelia A Flint, ol

Thomaston.’
In WatcrviUe, May lo, William Richer and Miss
Melinda M Showy, both of Fairfield.
In Belfhst. May !>, .Tames M Matthews, of Rockof B.
land, and Miss Carrie M Conillard,
»
_

Hattie Ellen, only daughter
A Liscomb, aged 11 years G

OP* Funeral on Saturday afternoon, at 2 o clock,
from No 71 Cumberland St. Relatives and friends
inivted to attend
In ’rcBden, May 21, Harriet A Gray, aged 26 yrs.
In Saco. May 13, Mr Humphrey Goodwin, aged 44
years; Miss Ellen M, daughter of John Banks, aged
21 years.
In Elliot, A za Allen, age<V85 years—member oi the
Society of Friends.
In Augusta. May 21, John CLPhinney, Eeq, aged
57 years 3 months.
In Augusta, May 14, Mr Stephen G Greeley, aged
32 years • months.
^——————

Two-story
rpiIE
X Street? at a great
For

coal, to Portland
Light Co.
MATANZAS Brig Minna Tran b—471 hlids Cl tcs
4 bbls molasses, to Chase, Cram & Sturdivant; CO
hhds sugar, John Patinson.
CAKDRNA8. Soli Arizona—185 casks sugar fiO
casks molasses, Churchill. Browns A: Manson; 50
casks iu Masses, K Churchill «£ Co; 3& trcs sugar, to
Chase, Cram & Sturdivant.

PATE.

Castle.New York. .Havana.May 23

23
China.Boston.Liverpool.May
of Limerick..New York..Liverpool.May 23
City
Ericsson.New

York.. Bremen.May 24
Manhattan ..Kew York.. Vera Cruz_Mav 25
City ol New York.Now York. .Liverpool.Mav 20
Virginia..New York.. Liverpool_May 2(5
Helvetia..New York. .Liverpool.May 2(5
Bavaria.New York.. Hamburg.Mav 27
Bremen..New York.. Bremen.May 26
Java.New York.. Liverpool.Mav 30
30
Eagle.New
York
31

Atlantic.Now

Agricultural

surpassed.

taining

in Premiums, ottered to NEW ENGLAND FARM
•
ERS for the best experiments with my

SUPER-PHOSPHATE OF LIME,

Bradley’s Patent Tobacco Fertilizer ingrowing
Corn, Potatoes, Thtnips, Oats, Grass, and Tobacco,
Ami

not leas than one ju re of land each.
For the best experiment on Indian Corn with my
Super 1‘hosph tte of Lime,
$50
For the second best experiment on Cofu, do.,
30
do.
do.
third
20
do.,
For the host experiment on Potatoes,
50
**
second best experiment on Potatoes,
30
third
do.
do.
20
For the best experiment on Turnips,
30
second best
do.
20
For the best experiment on Oats,
30
do.
second best
20

en

one con-

acres. Also one
-tw.i-stoiy House, and lot, situated

about 100

in Westbrook; .icar Tukey’s Bridgr, with a quantity
of Inti t trees in bearing order. One House and Lot
situated on Congress street: also about 300 to 400

cords of Hard and Soft Wood.
Apply to 15 Silver Street, Portland.

May 16-—ddfcwSw*

Portland;

Fort the best experiment Qu<$rass, cither Pasture
or Mem low,
50
tl
second best experiment on Grass, do.
30
third
do.
uo.
20
For the best experiment on Tobjicco with Brad60
ley’s Patent Tobacco Fertilizer,
second best experiment on Tobacco, do.
40
Reports to be*s6nt in on or before the 1st day ol December, 1866, to William L. Bradley, Boston, con

Valuable Lot for Sale l
very eligible
Temple Street,
Middle Street, with the Walls thereon. There is
THAT
cellar with
Lot

good
by 00 feet.

JOHN C. PROCTER,
Lime Street.

For Sale.

Firm

ON

York,..Havana.May
Bremen.May

near

House for Sale.
three-story Brick House No, 70,

It has all
in excellent
The house can be examined any day.
For terms, &c., apply to

P^rtlifnd, Apr. 30,
interest in

a

18GG.—tf

Saw Mill and Store.

FOR

Valuable Beal
FOR

—OF—

A

taken from a
be seen at the

of

SAMPSON & CONANT,
Commercial Wharf.

For Sale.

CO.,

FINE lot of Springfield “Rifles, nearly new,
which by being changed into smooth bores, will
make the most accurate sporting guns to be had.—
They will be sold at 60 per cent discount.
Inquire of F. (I. PATTERSON, office 824 Exchange St, Portland, Me.
maylleodlm”

A

maylOd.'hr
SUMMER

Drawers!

Meloden for Sale.
Fine Six Octave Melodeon, but little used,

at E.
B. ROBINSON’S Music Rooms, 347i Congress,
Pear Oak Street. Inquire from 6 to 6 A. M.
M ay 18 tt

A

riMIE best gooiln, anil at A PAIR PRICE, at
X MiiliTON 11LOCK, CONGRESS STREET.

CHARLES CUSTTS S( CO.
May 23—li w

One Thousand Dollars
REWARD !

attention given to drawing Wills,

Deeus, Contracts, and all kind of
examining titles i„ real estate, by legal papers.h. p.
deane,
counsellor at
law,

TATE hereby offer

reward of $1000 for the arrest
> j and conviction of tlif burglars who entered he
dwelling houses of Messrs. Leach, Winslow, Mosher
and Howard, in the towu of Westbrook, on tlie night
H. 1». BOODY,
of the 19th instant.
CtfAS. B. STEVENS,
Selectmen of the Town oi Westbrook.

117 Middle Street.

may8eo«lU

Association.

of this Association will 1*

menciitg
Tb'ESDAV, JUNE 19, 180(1,

Dr. Fred A. Prince,
Dentist,
No. 11

Clapp’s Block, Congress St.,
PORTLAND, MB*

Se|jt2!)_eodtl

HOUSE LOTS.
«u

Klly, “ihle lot
Ay.
size, Do by *2,
AIho lots
on

Street.

ap23—dtl

Emery

near

the

head ot State street:*

and Lewi* Streets. near pine
W. H. STEPHENSON,
2d National Hank,

L.

M.

Building, Portland, com-

on

!

A.

MEETING of the Mercantile Library
Association will be held at their Rooms on SATURDAY EVENING, May26thiust, at 8 o’clock, to
act on the question of amending Act 30th of the ByLaws.
A fall attendance is
requested.
Per Order.

ASPECIA

_

L

E.S.

A

May 19,18GG.

Little

Blue

GERRISII, Rcc.Sec’y.
may21dlw

Family

Hosiery.

A LARGE VARIETY of the BEST GOODS
SALE BY

CHARLES CL'STIS & CO.,
MORTON JtJI-iOGK. LQNGHE&S
May 23—dlw

May 10,1800.

to tlie

Casco Street

SI.

To Whom it May Concern.
pornon desiring to pureligoe at a fair bargain
one of tlm most beautifully located and desiralots within the limits of the city of Portland, am-

flower garden,
ple for a flue residence and fruit and cultivated
ami
surrounded by broad acres liigldy
beautified wiih
elms, and yet so near the
comas
to
the
center
ol
conveniently
business
city
bine the pleasures and advantages ot both country
and city, will do wrll'tn enquire immediately at the

stately

Principal,

mayS2dlw*

V' ANT,

MADAME E. F. LEW IX,

TO

THE

Would you have

INLAND KOUTE.

CO.,

$1,176,859.07
Policies issued for

ly worthStlie price

pire,

Hvc years,

on

insurable
never ex-

April 19th,

SCHOOL

HOUSES.

*

Interest of every person wanting insurance to
see for themselves.
E3r*Full particulars as to rates and terms given on

the

call and

MCNOEB, Agent,
OFFICE, 10(1 FORE STI’-EET,

PORTLAND* AND

ForKland. Me.

INSURARCLAGENCY!

FIRE, MARINE, LIFE and ACCIDENT INSURANCE,

I

com-

St.Joan.

ofGoods.Buildings,Vessels on Stocks,

In Marine Co's .of well known responsibility.
And they respectfully solicit the attention of all de-

FREIGHT

8

as

FOR

1

NO.

41 FORE STREET,
from 9 A.M. till 9 P.

may22dlw*

M.

CORNS! BUNIONS!
IN-GROWING NAILS!
EMANUEL, Surgeon Chiropodist of Boston,
has taken rooms at Kingsbury's Hotel, 203 Congress street, where he will remain for one week.
Corns extracted without pain or shedding blood,
and all operations perfortned in a scientific manner.
P; S. Particular attention paid to enlarged joints

THE

anil solt corns between the toes.
May 23— dlw*

Richardson JFharf Co.
Annual Meeting of Stockholders of the Rich-

TIIEardson
M.

Henry

Wharf Co. will be held at the office of

Payson, Kxeliange Street,

on

MONDAY,

June 4th, next, at 3 P. M, for the choice of Directors,
and any other business which may come before them.

22

Exchange St, over Merchants* Exchange.
We take pleasure in referring the public to the
following well known Gentlemen and busim-sas firms
in this city.
Hob. Israel Washburn Jr. Messrs. Lynch, Barker
«& Co.
Hon. iienj.Kingsbury, Jr.
C.M. Rice, Esq.
Messrs. Deering, Milliken
Isaac Emery, Esq.
<& Co.
John D. Lord, Esq.
Messrs. Yeaton *S: IJale.
Messrs. W. & C. R. MilU- Messrs. Chas. E.«? ose & Co

Kindergarten School.
ri\HE Summer Term of this School for Children
A will commence May 28tli, at the old City Building. corner of Congress and Lime Strocts.

inay21tl2w*

Peruvian Hair Regenerator
Drey Hair to Its original color; promotes
Its growth, and prevents its filling off.
Tw sale by Druggists.

Philadelphia,.at

Nov

4

May 12—U3iu*
*

22—dlvr

SPRAGUE, SOULE & CO.,
9

SUMMER ARRANGEATENT.
On and alter Monday, April t«M, l*shC,
wiif run

as

follows:—

Morning Train for South Paris, Lewiston

Auburu at 7 00
Mail Tram lor

a

and

u.

Waterviile, Bangor, Gorham Island
Pond, Montreal and Quebec at 110 p m
This traiu connects with Express traiu for Toronto,
Detroit and Chicago. Sleeping Curs attached iroiu
Island Pond to Quebec amt Montreal.
No Baggage can bo received or checked after the
time abov e elated.
Trains will arrive as follows
From So. Paris, Lewiston and Auburn,
810 a. m
From Montreal, Quebec Ac.
215 p.m.
►

The Company arc not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding $30 iu value (aud that personal) unless notice is given, and paid lbr at the ruin of
one passenger lor every $60.* additional value.
C. J HRYDGEs, Manajiny Director.
H■ HAILE Y, Local Superintendent.
dtl
Portland, April7. late.

“MAINE

CENTRAL

R.

R.

WINTER A RILING EMKNT.

qESS|g§jan Trains leave Portland daily • Grand
Depot) Sunday*excepted,lor Auburn and Lewiston at 7.30 A. M., and lor Bangor and
all intermediate Stations, at 1.15 P. M-.
Returning,
trains trom Auburn and Lewiston are due at 8.30 A.
M., and iroiu Bangor amt all intermediate station*,
at 2 1\ M.,lo connect trains for Boston.
B3if Freight trains leavo daily at 8 A.M.
EDWIN No* ES. • lipt.
Dec 13.1865.
d«Bft*

v^Hp^^^^Trunk

the

to to*

No. 23

Rl

Exchange

MARINE

Owned for the past two years by
T. S. Lang, No. Vassalboro,

St.

COMPANIES.

for service the present Season, at the
Stables connected with tho

WILL

WiinliiugSoii.

of New York.
I
Insurance Co* of Jfdrlh America*

Hair.

of

stand

FOREST CITY TROTTING

Philadelphia*

FIRE COMPANIES.
Royal*
Continental*

Of

Arctic*
Lorillurd*

Fulton*
Norwich*
People’s,

Gideon is six years old this spring,stands 15 haul*
1000 lbs., was sired by KysUyk*
He by Abdeila, by
UaLuhletonian ol Now York.
M&iLibrlno, by Imported Messenger. The dam of
2

1

inches, and weighs

was got by thorough bred Engineer, by Engineer, he l»y Imported Mossenger: thus being v«ry

Gideon

closely In-bred to Messenger, tho best progenetor ol
trot tors ever f«>alcd.
Gideon is the only Ilainbl. toman Stallion in the
State ol Maine, and is hail brother to Dexter, Geo.
Wilkes, Volunteer, Shark, Bruno an 1 many others
of the fiistci.t trotters in the country, and bids lair to
.rival any of his famous relations in spcod or endur-

COMPANIES.

Connecticut Mutual*
Of Hartford*
STATE AGENCY OF THE
Connecticut General,
Of Hartford*
STATE AGENCY OF THE
New York Accidental,
Of New York*
The undersigned, Agents and Attorneys of the
above named reliable Companies with a combined
capital and surplus of more than

The Season will commence May 1st, and will tnd
Sept. 1st. All accidents and escapes will be at the
POSTER S. PALMER.
owner’s ri.de.
may!5d2w*
Portland. May 1st, 1SCG.

prepared to carry the largest amounts desired in
Marine, Inland, Fire, Life .and Accidental Insurance.
Marine and Inland, as well as Fire risks bound at
once.
Losses equitably adjusted and promptly paid.
FOYE, COFFIN & SWAN.
tR Marine Risks placed in auy Boston or New
York Office desired.
Portland. Feb. 9 188G—dtf
are

QftO

JVo.

LINEN

GfETSTTS’

Havana,

lor sale

by

..

been

At

139 Commercial Street.

_

April 4—d 11

appointed Agent for the Belgrade
Mills Excelsior, I
HAVING
ready to sell in any
at
Prices.

81iort

Factory

Agents for

FLETCHER

Carriages,

May 7,1866.

Street,

undersigned
AL ADVANCES
THE
for

HAIR RESTORER

IU—dtt

Dresser.

Made.

-OF TUE-

Richest

at

low price, at 51 Pleas-

may2111

com-

Salt!

Secretary.

BoxliCO, 1\<X

Salt!

SaltT~

HKDS. TURKS ISLAND SALT.
lOOO HHDS. LIVERPOOL SALT.
BOO HHDS. LIVERPOOL SALT in sack..
ITorTaJe in Jote to suit purchasers by
K. G. WILLARib
Commercial Wharf.
may7dS*r

Business.

apOdtf

Congress Street.

00< )

G. M. STEVENS,

demand and ready sale, Auv
person wishing to engage in a light and pheasant business, and who can
furnish a cashcapitaiot $300 to #500, can address
Manufacture r,

CUST1S If CO.

M»y 23—illw

chance is

I

<>3
Old

Boardintr.
liooms, furnished or unthrO nishefl, with or Withtfat board, in the firsi cIobh
House 77 Free street. Kospoc table transient boarders
I accommodated.
may21—Ulw*

;

OINGLB

or

Ulfioy

STREET.

(las Fixtures regnilded andT»ron*»d.
^Np'nac done to order. And also Uus Cooking

Heating Apparatus.

ortho LavaTipOas Burner.

Goods.

MORTON BLOCK.

Seminary.

an

feet, for sale

AT

BT Agent

or Wo have ONLY ONE PRICE.

ottered in the manufacture of
A 9,9^^
Elastic Good* for which there is
established

Grapery

& c.,

I’lES,

ASSORTMENT

ELEGANT

CHARLES

Institution will
W

BRACKETS,

■

BARKER.

WE OFFER A LARGE AND

Wednesday, May 23d.

.Agents.

PENDANTS,

Manner,

and Bows!

Scarfs

n

mayl8dlw

CHANDELIERS,

an<l

Summer Term of this
rpHE
X mence

CHARLES CUSTIS & CO.,

GAS AND COAL OIL

CLEANSED

on

Westbrook

For sale by all Dealers.

autStreet.

CO.,

OHUECHILL, BROWS S & MASSON.

Jan

Railway!

Also tickets by all priacipcj, routes through Roston
or blew Vt»rk from Portland to the West, Nort' and
South-West. For reltolHe information or ticket* call
at the Union Ticket Office, opposite the Preble House.

FOE SALK

NECK

prepared to mako LIBERgoods in transit, in store,
sale, or shipment. Also on vessels or any other
%
good security,

TILE BEST, CLEANEST AND CHEAPEST

Grand Trunk

4—<fff

arc

Selee'js Hair Life.

"Wholesale

Nov

may$d2m

Advances

POljjfLAXD.

May 21—<Hw

&

WEST!

loss than any other route, via the

$l>

N. B._Special attention paid to cleasing Bed and
Mattress l£ckj!.

159 Commercial Street.

Fancy Goods,

And

Powder.

AIL

HouserFurnishing Goods,

April 25—eotllm

of

TLIE

TO

And Sat intact iou Guaraid^dii all Cases*

kinds of Blasting, Mining and
Sporting
Powder constantly on band and for sale.
Also Blasting Fuse, Toy Bickford &
Co, manufacture, for sale by

Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

No. 4 Free

Sale

THHOtron ticReth

.Notice,
C.

OBEN HOOPER,

LOW EST RATES OF FARE,
And all needful information oheerlntly furnisuod.
Teavkli.er« will find it groutly to their advantage
to prooute Through Ticket* at the
Portland Railway Ticket Office, 31 Exchange Street, up stairs*)
W. D. LimE, Agent.
Passage Tickets fo* California, by the Old Line
Moil Steamers and Panama Railroad way b* secured
by early application ai this office.
March ». l^ff.
« arSOd* wtf

LlNl^N

Got up in the Best Possible

LYNCH, BAIiKEll <£ CO.,

Consumers of Excelsior.

Children’s

St.

Hanover

36

ol all kinds WASHED and
without injury to IDe iiuest fabrics.

5?££jE!S1JtE
from

from Portland to all the principal Cities and Towns
in the lival htatea and the Caneoa?. at the

PORTLAND CITY LAUNDRY

grocery MusodV ADO SUGARS, just landed
per Baroue

Stover/*

Norton

UPHOLSTERERS,

LITTLE

for all the

D. fl. HLAXCIf AUI>, Affrnr.
13.
aprlTitf

Muscovado Sugar.

Furniture Dealers,

D.

grist Lending Routes to Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland Detroit, ADi'vaukto,
Galena, Oshkosh, St. Paul, LaCrosse, Green bay,
Quincy, St, JL< uis, Louisville, Indianapolis, Cairo,
ike. and is prepared to furnish Mb rough Tickets

18

Agent

Portland, April

•

-—to-

W.

ance.

$37,000,000.

NATURALIZED, or Improved lteproductor.
Asa dressing, as well as for a remedy for every disease of the scalp and hair, it. is unsurpassed.
Manufactured and lor sale Wholesale and Rotail by
HORACE II. JOHNSON & CO., 80 Middla
St., Portland, (Up Stain).
May 22—d&\v22tf

PARK,

1*2 Miles from Portland*

Terms :--50 Dollars for the Season.

_

LIFE

ing

Particular Notice

Of Hartford*
Liverpool and Loudon*
Of New York*
Of New York*
Of New York*
Of New York*
Of Norwich*
Of Worcester*

Alnn,

dandruff, aiul contains nothing poisonous or in the least hurtful to the
head or hair; on the contrary It fill composed of vegetable substances healing in their nature, and which
are in fact being daily prescribed by the first physicians throughout the civilized world for external application in skin diseases.
1 will not insult the good sense ofthe public by giving it a name, the pronunciation of which would be
likely to dislocate their jaws, but will call it simply

BY 11

T Whari. Boston.

Canuda.

Stallion Important to Tra velers
GIDEON !
West, South, North-West and the Oanadas.

FOYE, COFFIN & SWAN,

the skin, or
s^n
vne clothing;
it
contains all the medicinal properties of the
chemical Kcproduotor
for making the hair
glow, preventing its
falling ofL and remov-

.)A

Ol

Hambletonian

General Insurance Agency!

not
soil

TURNS

Philadelphia

The Sieouiere NORMAN, SAXON, and ARIES
now form the line, and a steamer leaves each port
JSVEKY FIVE DAYS.
From Long Whar Boston,.i.at 121M.
10 A.M.
From Pine St. Wharf,
Freight lor the West forwarded by the Pennsylvania Railroad, and to Baltimore and Washington by
Canal or Railroad, free of cumniiss»om».
For freight, apply to

ken.
Mar 24—d(»m

I have compounded
and perfected a preparation for restoring
gray,light erred hair

W. H. STEPHENSON, Clerk.
eltd
Portland, May 21» 1SCG.

and

Steamship Linn.

1

Per Order.

SOUTH AND WEST.

RAILWAY'

GRAND TRUNK

as a

For

_A.nd

LINE.

to send their freight to the
P. M on the day that they

Boston

COLBY & TWOMBLY

LADIES.

^ORK

NEW

For freight or passage AI’P3!!
EMERY & FQJX, Brown% Wharf, Portland.
H. B. CROMWELL ft CO., No. 88 West Street,
Now York.
Mar 29,
1866._•__jltt_

HULLS, CARGOES, AND FREIGHTS,

a

PORTLAND* ROCHESTER R.R.

Shippers arereqUested

steamer* an early
leave Portland.

kc*t &c**
In the most Reliable Fire Companies.

j

St. John.

3nuawood, will unUl farther no.
9mndteati«4Cei run M follows:
Leave Brown s Wharf, Portland, every WEDNESDAY anc SATURDAY, at 4 P. M., aud leave Pier
38 East hiVei, New York, every W&DNE8DAY
ana SATURDAY, at 4o'clock P. M
These ves.ud* are fitted op with line accommodation:, for pas.'engers, making this the most speedy,
9af8 and counfoitable route for travellers between
New York and Maine
Passage, in Stato Room,
36.00. Cabin passage #6.00. Meals extra.
Good 3 rorwarded by tfos line to and from Montreal Quebec, Banger, Bath, Augusta,
Eautpert and
*

friends and the business community generally,
that they have periected complete arrangements tor
the transaction of

Stocks

Uptty

\V. HATCH, Superintendent.
April 28,18C6—dtf

stupa UIRIUO, Capt. H.8herwo"<l,
^Tfls'?y\sn»t Franconia, capt. w. w,

/i

to their

To any amount, and in the most responsible
panics in Now England and New York City.

last at Augusta, and tor Solon,
Anson, Norridgowock, Athens and Moose Head Lake at Skow hegan,
I ami lor L’hiua, East ami North Vussalburo’ at Vassal boro’, and for
at Kendall’s ML'l’s.

The fti-^ndid and fast Btcaan-

j_

|

Kendah’s Mills with Maine Pouiiul It. U. ior
Biutgor
and in ter mediate stations. Fare* a* low
by tUi* route
many other.
Leave Portland lor Bath,
Lewiston, Augusta and
intermediate stations on Saturday
at 8.00 P. M.
Mixed 'Train leaves Portland f«#r only
Bath and iu tor mediate stations daily,
at
M.
3.1r>p.
axeept Saturday,
rreight Train, witli passenger car attached, will
leave Portland ior Skow hegan and into mediate stations every morning at 7 o’clock.
Wains troni Bath and Lewiston ore due at Portland
at 8.3U A M., au«l trom Skowhegan and
Farming^ u
and all intermediate stations at 2.30 P. M. to connect
with trains tor Boston.
Stages ibr Bock laud connect at Bath; and lor Bel-

WEEK.

8EMI-WKT0KLY

G-EZCsTEZR-A-IL.

THE

C33|gBSS323 Passenger Trains leave Portland daily
at 1.00 P. M., ior Bath,
Augusta, Wuterviuc, *\ cm tail’s Mills,Slcowhegan, and inter mediate
Stations.(connecting at Brunswick with Androscoggin It. It.), for Lewiston and Farmington, and at

Baocarappafor

application to
JOHN TP.

undersigned respectfully

Go.

1 80G.

Fryeburg,

will he issued
acostasitwillbefor

Perpetual Policies (never expiring)

announce

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT,
Coiameuciu;' Monday, April 30lh,

EST^tiigo*connect

F>FlOjpEItT'5r.

19,186G—teodly

POuTlANOTseHNEBcCRr!

ARRANGEMENT.

AND FURNITURE.

Feb

and Lynn.
OT'A f-pocial Freight train, with passenger car attached, will leave BiddcfordJor Portland dally at 8
A- MFKAhiCiS l HASE,
Tcrtlaud, May 12,186C.—tl
aUI,t.

SUMMER
The Steamer NEW BRUNSWICK, Capt. E. h. Winchester,
UCJi&SSEJ Outtuuafter Monday. Ajiril 30,1*16,
and the Steamer NEW YORlv.Capt
sBfm5HC?*raiiJ8 will leave us follows ?
'If. W. Chisholm,will leave Railroad
•Boh vo fcaoo Ki ver for Pbrtl&nd at 5 30 and 9 00 A. m
'Wharf, foot of State St, every MON- 340 p. M.
DAY and THURSDAY, at 5o'clock
M.t lor EastLeave Portland for Saco Ki ver at 7 13 a. m., 2 00 and
St.
John.
port and
6 20 p. m
Returning will leave St. John every MONDAY’ and
The 200 p. h train out and tho a m train in to
TH KS DA Y, al 8 o'clock A. M. lor Lust port, Port- Portland
will bo freight trains with passenger cars
land, and Boston.
attauued.
At Easiport the Steamer Queen will connect tor St.
at Gorham for West (lorhaiq,
Andrews, Robbiustou and Caiais, with the New
Standish. Steep Palls, Baldwin, Denmark,
Brunswick and Canada Railway, for Woodstock and
Sehago,
! Bridgton, Lovell, Hindi, Browuiield,
Houlton Stations; and Stage Coaches will connect for
Conway, Bartlett, Jackson Limington, Cornish ,TorMachias.
ter, Freedom, Madison, and Eaton. N. H.
At St. John the Steamer Empress will connect for
At Buxton Center lor West Buxton, Bonny-Eagle,
Windsor, Digby and Haiilfcx; and E. & N. A. RailSouth Lmiingtou Limiugtou, Limerick, Newiield,
way will connect for Shediuc.
Parsonsiield
and Osstpee
Freight received on days of sailing until lour
At
South Windham, Windham Hill,
o'clock P, Al.
n
and North WimLfmm. daily
C. C. EATON, Agent.
e-team Car anuAocouiodai(>n trains will run as folFeb 2C. 1866.
inhifodtf
lowsLeave Gorh in fur Port aiid at * oo A M aud
2t»up m. Leave Portland for Gorham at 1^ 13 p. m.
and 4 p. m.
By order ol the President.
STEAMSHIP COMPANY.
Portland, April 28, lifoo—du

STORES, STOCKS,

this class of property, at such

A

TRIPS

TWO

The Company will Lsue perpetual policies on

FARM

Steamship

Calais and

Eastport,

Cheapest Insurance in the Country.

and as
your friends.
A. N. Smith, the Agent for the manufacturers ol
ihese Braces, will be found lor two weeks at the International House, between tlie hours of 4 and J), i».
ai., or, if preferred,.will call at residences, by leaving
word at the above place, or addressing him through
the Post Office.
may 23—2w*.

And All

ap20dtf

International

Ey If any party holding a perpetual policy,
hould desire to cancel the same, the company will
pay him bock 90 per cent, of the amount paid.

on

18CC.

on

AND

pressj i. m.
Leave B«>st<n for Portland at 7.30 A. M., 3.00 an»l
7.00 (express;P. M.
On Mondays,
Wednesdays a- d Fridays the Express
train to ana from Boston will run Via Boston A Ma ne
K. R., stopping only at Saco, Iliads ford, Hcniu.bunk,
North Berwick, South Berwick Junction, Dover, 1.xMur, ll»v. riliii alia Lnwnuieu. Anil on TuivuIhjs,
Thursdays am I Saturday, will run via the Kusttm
K. It., Bioi.j.iiitf nnly a,r own, Uiddeturd,
Keiuulniidi,
Noftli Berwick, Portsmouth, Etiw bury port, Sai« in

RICHMOND,"

baggage, free of cliart/e.
For Height or passage apply to
ROSS k S'TLRDEVAXT,
General Agents,
73 Commercial Street, Port land.

Dwelling.bouses, Barns, Churches

Skirt Supporter. Ladies, try
you find them, recommend them to

them,

one or

properly, at current rates.
Also PERPETUAL POLICIES, which

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT,
Coiniueuiint; Moudny,May 121 la. 18GB.
Cfcl,.
-q Passenger Trains leave Portland for
sSKL^SBEsBobUm ate.40 A. AL, 2.50 ami f.06 (t**-

willleavo Machiasportevery MONDAY and THURSDAY
MORNINGS, touching
at abovo named landings, and arriving in Portland
the same night.
Stages will be in readiness at all the landings to
carry passengers to the neighboring towns.
This Steamer is S79 tons measurement, has large
ami well ventilated State Rooms, and new Furniture, Beds and Bedding, ami isiuall respects elegantly titled up for pass< ngei s,aml has large Freight room.
Freight forwarded lioiu Portland by tbe Boston
and New York Steamers
Passengers by the three o'clock and Ev«n*ing Express trains from Boston, on tlieir arrival at
Portland, will be taken to tbe Steamer, with their

£76,859.07

may24dlxn

SACO £ PORTSMOUTH R. R.

RETURNING,

$1,000,000.00

18GG.

I'Oit'rr.A.isrr)

CHARLES DEE RING, Master.
Will make two trips pef week to Machlaa, leaving
Franklin Wharf every TUESDAY anti FRIDAY
EVENINGS,at 11 o’clock, and touching at Rockland,
Ilesboro, Castinc, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, Mount Desert. Millbridgc, Jonesport, and thence to Machiasport.

CAPITAL,

Surplus,

Portland, May 23d,

er

OF

“CITY

NEW HAVEN, CONN.

CASH

Portland and South l*ai'U.

On and after April 24th the new,
substantial and swift going Steam-'

op

INSURANCE

HOME

graceful form ? Then wear Cutter’s Improved Chest-Expanding Brace and Skiff
Supporter. They .are wurp with ease and conii'ort,
ami to say nothing of health and form, they are rich-

quantities

mHK celebrated English Clairvoyant l)ootress, and
onool the greatest Phrenologist# ot the day, Hurt
also the most reliable Trance and Test Mediums now
travelling in this State, can l>e found at

Seminary.

rflHE Summer Term of this School for Yotuig La1 dies and Misses..will commence Monday, May
21st. For tonne Ac., Inquire at No. lo rreule St.
MISS MANY C. IIALE, Principal.
May 18—d8t*

STEAMBOAT COME ANY.

Insurance with* the above named
a nil lor warded by

am now

School, at

KDWAUD r. WESTON,
may 10—oi.12w

PORTLAND AND MACH IAS

PERPETUAL INSURANCE!

Would you have your children grow to make
men and women? Then see to it that they
have-a good form to start with. “As the twig is bent
the tree is inclined.’* The school room is where many get the habit of stooping forward, thereby contracting the cheat and thus injuring the lungs. These
braces are just the tiling for them.
11 you would leave to your children a jegacy, see to
their physical as well as mental improvement.

ANY

Farmington.

THE

•

to a beautiful brown
or black in lour weeks.
It is not a dye, does

May 1—dlf

Summer Session will commence on Wednesday, May 30, 1800. Further information will be

communicated oil application

Returning, will leave Bangor every morning (Sundays excepted) at 5 o'clock, touching at Hampden,
W interport, BoeknorL Belfast, CundsB iwI itocil and, both ways. For freight or pasaigc plea e apply
to
A. SOMERBY,
at Office on Wharf.
Portland, May 15, I860.

Long Whahf,i
PORTLAND.
April 5,1866—dim eoddm jtwCwl 1

healthy

DR.

^

Boston.

siring insurance.

NATURALIZE

53, Next Door Above.
&3^~JL*iilereiit Sizes made to Order.

a

Westbrook, May 22,1866,—dJLw

cheap.

Also lor sale at

Probate Office, City BuildiDg.

tor

received

(Head

I

51 Union Si reel#

ble

The splendid sea-going Steamers
LADY LANG, Capt. F. A. Prince,
Regulator, capt. j. a.
Blanchard, will leave Railroad
Wliarl, f. »ot of State str et, Portland, every evening, (Sundays excepted)at 11 o'clock,
or on the arrival of the 7 o'clock Express train from
and

Issue of Ilotum Tickets to and from all
auctions betwoen

In order to atlord increased cocommodation to the
public, on and alter Monday, May 2Hth, a train will
leave Portland at G.oo P. M daily, conveying i»uhseugers lor South Parts anti all intermediate tdadons;
and n train will h ave South Paris in the attcruoou
arriving in Portland at GAO P. M.
With the exception ot such alteration of time a*
may be desirable in the winter season, it is intended,
should suiiicioul encouragement be extended to there
trains, to continue thorn all the year round.
Koiurn Tickets, \ good for the day of Issue only,) by
and from all stations ns»LLo
any train, will be sold 10 viz:
following red at ed rates,
Falmouth ami back, 4:1 Cobb’s Dr i lge &, back, $1.45
*•
00 Danville June.
L45
Cumberland
Yarmouth
1.75
Go Hotel Knail
*•
Boad
l>5
YarmouihJunc.“
65 Empire
No. Yarmouth
2.15
;>5 Mechanics’ Falls
‘f
Pownal
2.25
$1,05 oxford
New Gloucester
2.60
1.35 South Paris
Alter the above date passenger * will not be allowed
to travel by rrlcght trains on tuai part of the th e between Portland and South Pari*.
4 he summer arrangement ot trains will come Into
effect 011 the ‘JNtli ol dune when the 7.00 A. M. trmn
will run through to Montreal and Quebec.
C. J. BUY DUES, Managing Director.
H. BAILEY, Local Superintendent.

PORTLAND & PENOBSCOT RIVER

JOHN W. MTJNGER, Office 166 Fore St.,

testimony

M.C. MERRILL,

CLAIRVO

legal instruments.

Applications

t ’ompai y

SAMUEL JEFFERSON, Contractor, New York.

Mr. Samuel J. SEEly :
Dear Sir—I take great pleasure in offering my
to the usefulness and comfort of your patent Metallic Sole. 1 have used a pair of boots for the
past seven months, furnished with this Sole, and feel
no hesitation in saying that I have never \fcrn shoes
that combined so perfectly the desirable qualities ol
dryness and durability.
EMMA OVERTON, Brooklyn, New York.
S. J. Seely, Esq.:
Dear Sir—In answer to your request, I am pleased
tft state that I have manufactured shoe- containing
your Metallic Sole by machinery. I think them a superior article for keeping the ti»et dry. In manufacturing them there is no trouble from cutting the
thread when sewing, nor any difficulty in putting
them in the shoe.
Respectfully yours,
SEE LEM AN PEAKLBROOK,
Practical Shoe Manufacturer, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Mar. 19—d3m.

BY

FOB

Wiley,

LINE

BETWEEN

H. Chapman, SeereLiry.

J.

pleasure

FOR SALE

Men’s

M.

L. BILLINho, Agent.

DAILY*

John D. Jones, President.
Charles Denni«, Vice-President.
W. II. H. Moore,2d V.ce-Prest.
J. D. Hewlett, Jd Yico-Presl.

Dear Sir—In reply to your inquiring regarding your
in stating
patent Metallic Sole. 1 take great
that I had them put in a pair ol tine calf skin boots,
which I wore the whole of last winter in the wet
st recto of A Ibany. I have had them half soled since,
and am wearing j our Metallic Soles now, with full intention never to be without them. 1 have not had
a wet or damp foot during the whole time I have worn
them. I pronounce theui tlie best insole yet made.
I am satisfied that no person having once worn them
will do without them. Wishing you the success you
deserve tor so valuable an invention tor the preserva1 remain truly yours,
tion of health,

AND

desirable

May 16,18GC.—d3w*

NO. 113 EXCHANGE STREET.

Leroy

usua’.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT!

Daniel S. M iller,

General Depot, corner City Hall Place and Read
New York.
TESTIMONIALS.
The undersigned bafe lor thopast six months worn
Boots and Shoes possessing Mr. Seely’s Metallic
Sole, and find them an effectual preventive against
dampness, and tlie colds so often taken from damp*
feet. Mpst. gladly do wo testify to the perfect efficiency of their service.k The Metallic Sole is not only a
grand contribution to the cause oi general health,
but a postive luxury, obviating all necessity ot
India Rubber shoes, except in muddy weather. All
ordinary dampness, and even water upon pavements,
is completely foiled of its power of harm by this most
simple and useful invention. No one who has once
used them will e#er l>o without theui again, as they
ncrcase the cost of bootaand shoes by a sum which is
scarcely worth naming,aid insure,positively, dry tect,
which is reckoned among the lirst conditions of health
We heartily commend the “Metallic
and comfort.
Sole’* to all the sensible.
J. CLEMENT FRENCH,
Pastor Central Cong. Church, Brooklyn,
MARY A. .FRENCH.
New York, Dee., 1865.
Samuel J. Seely, Esq.:

MANUFACTURED

SALE,

For Sale.
SUIT OF SAILS, nearly new,
schooner of 20G tons. They can

store

very favorable terms ot

Secretary.

KIMBALL, Clerk.
mayl9fjul3

REFRIGERATORS,

Sts,

on
eligible building
embracing some
Munjov lliIT. Tlifg property is now offered for a
short tilde at private sale, on terms favorable to
purchasers. Apply to
AUG. P. FULLER,
281 Congress St., opposite the Preble House.
13—dtf
Apr

A CHANGE

may23oodtd*

WM.

Portland, May 17, 1866.

Estate

& Cumberland

of tliat

may23d3*v

at W o’clock A. M, Session to continue three days.
GEO, L. GOODAEE,
Per order,

Stock.
4th—To see if the Company will increase its Capital
Stock and to what extent.
5th—To act on any other business that may legally
come before them.

E I

part
property
COMPRISING
formerly belonging to the Dyer Estate, and
of the most
lots

Island,

Will l>e opened for the reception of visitors on Monday, June 12th, and the Steamer Gazelle will
commence her regular trips to the Island on that day.

Maine Medical

Company will accept the Act of

-on-

m

October, 18®.

IT tho

Feb*J3-dtt

THE OTTAWA HOUSE

AJSO

see

Legislature passed February 8, I860, whereby the
Company was. authorized to increase its Capital

the

ONE

House.

and

year.

second-hand HAND PRESS for sale cheap
if applied for soon. Size of Platen 20x28.
Inquire in person at, oraddresB by mail,
PRESS OFFICE, Portland, Me.

Congress, North

Under-Shirts

Will be sold

_S_A.R

E.

C

Meeting wilffce hold on \VEl>l!ffESl>AYr, dado 13th,
1866, at the officer! The Company,on Atlantic Wharf,
at 3 o’clock P. M.. for the followingpurposes, viz:—
1st— To hear tho lieport of the Treasurer.
2nd—To choose the ofiieers ol the Co. for the current
3d—To

a great bargain to a good business man who can
cliarge of a Store. Apply to.
LYNCH, BARKER & CO.,
139 Commercial street.
ap3tt

Mfcjfegucz.

P. MQRRELL <£•

tli^Biod

conditio^

take

44, Ion G7 10, ship Ivearsarge, from

on

o'

Valuable Mill Property For Sale.

Anat

I

T

O

i

THE

RUFUS E. WOOD,
No. 10 Central Whart.

New Orleans

SPOKEN.
March 12, lat 10 N, Ion 27 W, ship Lookout, Ford,
from Liverpool lor Bio Janeiro.
March 22, lat 18 04 S, Ion 30 43 W, slrp Elizabeth
Cushing, from Newport tor Gallee.
March 21, lat 1C S, Ion 27 10 \V, ship Jos Gilchrist,
from Cardilf tor Callao.
May 5, lat 51 N, Ion 11 W, ship J G Richardson,
from Bombay for Liverpool.
May 12, lat 34 08, Ion 74 55, brig A J Ross, from
Cienfuegos for Boston.
May 17, lat 38 50, Ion 73, brig J C York, from Portland for Matauzas.
May 18, (no lat, &c,\ barque Eagle, from Liverpool

be obtained

corner

•

Portland, April 14—2m

N

P.Pillot,

A.

TO PARENTS.

Street.

GOULD.

IV.

Weston,

Arrangement!

May 22nd, I860—dtf

street.

as

and Prices.

Middle

131

3,650,025

Sturgis,
K. Bogert,
Joshua J. Henry,
Dennis Perkins,
Job. Gallard, Jr.,
J. Henry Burgy,
Cornelius Grinned,
€. A. Hand.
B. J. Howland,
Benj. Babcock,
i-'letcher Westray,
K >bt. B. Minium, Jr,
Cordon W. Burnliaiu,
Fred’k Chauncey,
James Low,
Goo. is. Stephenson,
Wm. H. Webb.

Win. E. Dodge,
Geo. G. Hobson,
David Lane,
James Bryce,

SEELY,

and Gentlemen. For gentlemen they make an cxeellen( suspender and considering their durability, about

Prices!

Cash

se-

Win.

■

They fit the form perfectly, arc worn with comfort,
and are sure to result in expanding the chest, enlarging the lungs and improving the health.
They are convenient and desirable for both Ladies

Street.

Stock-holders of tho Portland Steam Packet
Company are hereby notified that their Annual

Li me street.

improvements and

Middle

Call an<l examine Goods

JOHN C. PROCTER,

THE
Danforth and Tate Streets.
is

best Stock in the city is at

Lowest

I

THE

ern

Trimnyings!

which will be made to order, and sold at

All of

desirable House ami lot on southwest corner
of L ine and State streets. The situation is one
of the most pleasant in the city. The lot Is about 40
xl«3, and well arranged and stocked with truit trees
and shrubbery.
For particulars apply to W. T. KILBORN, A.
LIBBY, or to

Ar at Loudon 7th, Ocean Beije, Harrison, Maulmain; 11th, Hudson, l'rati, New York.
Ar at Kyde loth. Star of Peace, Lucas, Portland

SAMUEL J.

DESIRE to call your attention to Dr. CutterVimproved Chest Expanding Shoulder Brace which is
recognized as the only perfect Brace ever ottered to
the public.

131

FOB SALE.

apC—tf

B. Warren

may23Jtf

Deck. 1.00
Package tickets to be had of the Agents at re-

duced rales.
Freight taken as

Henry

schedule prices and liberal commission allowed on
sales. Also General Agencies for States appointed on
application, wi ll proper testimonials to the inventor.

—AND—

The

Horae Railroad.—

the

L. RICHARDSON,
On the premises.

April 11—dtf

del pi da.

"

LOTS

and other

Freight

o’clock. Leave
Cabin fare,.$1.60

7

310,550

Royal Phelps.
Caleb Baratov,

Reduction <»t Fares
And

ItiuYC ('USTi >31
4 o’clock 1’. M.
taken at low

Until further notice the Steamers
of the Portland Steam Packet Co.
will run as follows
heave A Mantle Wharf fur Boston,
eve^y evening, (except Sunday) at
Boston the same days at 7 P. M.

$12,199,970

by

Citizens ol Portland.

Tailor’s

Summer

80,400

John D. Jones,
Charles Dennis,
W. H. H. Moore,
Henry Coit,
Win. 0. Picket sgill,
Lewis Curtis,
Chas. H. Russell,
Lowell Holbrook,

tii ruin"

FARE DEDUCED TO BOSTON.

TRUSTEES:

been devising some method, or attempting to devise
it, lor keeping the leet dry, and yet that should not
give inconvenience to the. wearer. Rubber shoes, in
one form or another, liave hitherto been our reliance;
but it is well known, as among their
many evils, that
while they keep the feet dry trom external moisture,
they sweat them over much, and by thus inducing
an undue tenderness increase a susceptibility to colds
rather than otherwise. They are also cumbersome to
the feet,‘and withal are very expensive. The demand
is for something that shall make the ordinary Boor,
and Shoe impervious to wafcT, without affecting their
without addelegance or durability, and, 11
ing sensibly to the cost ol their manufacture. These,
it will be conceded, are most important features,
and we conscientiously affirm that tiioy are absolutely attained in the invention herewith presented to
the public.
v
The invention consists in inserting between the iner and outer sole, when the boot is making, a thin
Metalio PLATE*, exceedingly ductile, combining
flexibility with toughness, very light, and every way
adapted to the end desired, while the additional expense is merely nominal. It tarnishes a perfect barrieragains! the admission of wet or dampness, though
the feet may be exppsed ever so long upon wet pavements or damp ground.
To ladies and children the Metalic Soles will be
of incalculable value, as from their habits of liie and
delicacy of dross; they are particularly exposed to the
long train ot ills that attend upon an inadequate protection to the feet.
These Soles have alroady been tried by the best oi
teste, actual use, and the testimonials to their
merits, freely proffered, indicate that they must be
the public. The
speedily and universally adopted
Patent Metallic Soled Boots and Snoes arc being introduced into the leading Boot and Shoe Stores
the United Slates, and xgill supplant all
formsof ovorshoes, except possibly for deep mud or
as
snow,
they become known. Be sure to get them
and take no other. If your shoemaker does not hapto
have
them.he can procuie them without 'difpen
ficulty. If lie will not. then send yourself to the inventor one dollar and thirty cents, and obtain six
pair, assorted sizes, with right to use, which will be
promptly forwardedby express pre-paid, and which
can be made up by any shoemaker in the country.—
Agencies will he established in every city and village,
and supplied with Soles and proprietary stamps, at

New Goods, New Cloths,

*For Sale,
Stevens’ Plains,
A.
Enquire ot

curities,

United States Gold Coin,
Cash in Bank

or

GEO. L. KIMBALL,
of Stevens, Freeman & Co.

HOUSE

STYLES!

SPRING-

Nov. 11—dtf

[Additional per steamer Chinal
Liverpool 5th inst, Istria, Sew all,Charleston;
Pontiac, Farley, New Orleans; 7th, Marathon, McMicken, New York; 8th, Tlieobold, Thcobold, New
Orleans; 11th, Priscilla, Apalachicola.
Sid 5tli, Maria Henry, Prince, Cuba.
Adv 12th, Eldorado, Thompson, and Chos Davenport, Stevens, for Boston; Zouave, Blair, tor Phila

1SG6.

Manufacturer of Coe’s Bradley’s Patent Super-Phosphate ol Lime; Bradley’s Patent Tobacco Fertilize; Fine ami Extra-Fine Ground Bone;
Pondered Raw Bone, «&c.
24 Broad Street; Boston.
Jan 31—dim

PATEN* RIGHT lor

particulars enquire

Ar at

Portland, May 22,

'manufacturer or dealers: also Bradley’s Manual tor growing Tobacco will
be sent free to any grower o. the weed, by asking for
it by mail.
WM. L. BRADLEY,

For Sale.
UNITED STATES

Cienfhegos; 16th,
Martha A Berry,

Cushing^

charge, by addressing the

ot

MARSHALL’S IMPROVED ANCHOR.
THE
ofi
address
For further

brig Timothy Field, Cony, Caibarien; 17th, barque
Walter. Libby, tor Portland; sch Ma tha Maria, for
Remedies.
Ar at Matanzas llth inst, brigs R S Hassell,. Hassell, Philadelphia: Castillian, Hardenbrook, N York;
oue Almira
J Polledo, Marwick, Portland; 13th,
Coombs, Boston; 14th, Sarah Hobart, Croston, New

On

tion by actual anysis.
fe^Tlie above-named Fertilizers can be purchased from reliable dealers throughout Now England.
Pamphlets containing /testimonials and directions
for using Snper-Phospliate of Limb can be had, free

House and Lot for Sale in Falmouth.
A new two-story house, nearly completed.
and
Ujjil ready for occupancy ain a fow weeks; stablewood
JCeiL.woodshed attached; never-foiling well;
lot and pasture adjoining. Said house is finely located at “Colley’s Corner,’* five minutes walk from the
first depot out of Portland G. T. R. R.
Meeting
house, academy, new school house, and P. O. all within a few minutes walk.
Enquire ot H. M. STONE,
Depot Master, or Capt.S. DWIGHT STONE, on the
the premises.
ap27dlm*

Ar at Havana 13th, sell Mary E Gage. Hopkins, im
Sierra Morena, (and sailed 14th for Portland 1; 14th,
barque Jennie Cobb, New Orleans; brig Snow Bird,
Bacon, Portland, (and sailed 17tli tor Sagua}.
Sid 13th, barque Lucy A Nichols, ior New York;

Ottawa

ani

one

For Sale.
House in good repair and immediate possess■Jjjjjlij ion given. No. 31 Danforth Street, together
JrJulLwith. a large lot of land. Inquire of
JOHN C. PROCTER,
Lime Street.
May 11—<13w

Hatteras; 14tli, Robin, Kidman, do; 15th, barque
Andes, Merriman, flo; brig Lewis Clark,do; sch H P

tor Now York.
May 19, lat 39
Boston for

A

a

Curbing, do.

for Havre.

i^iere

a half

story House, in good order,
pleasantly located, together with the lot 30 by
80 feet. Price low-—terms liberal,
lnquircrof
JOHN C. PROCTER,
Lime St.
May 15th—d3vv

York.
Ar at Cardenas llth inst. barques H D Stover,
Pierce, New York: brigs Kennebec, Merrill, and Alfarata, Bibber, Portland ; 12th, Manucla, Morse,
Boston, (and sailed 15th for Sagua.)
Sid llth, barque Sarah B Hale, Hutchinson, Philadelphia : brigs Mazatlan, Leland, for a port North of
Hatteras; Forest States, for Portland; 12tb, Almon
Rowell, Morton, {lo; E H Kennedy, Gever, North of

&th, Sabino, Mitchell,

tabling description soil, mode ofcultivation, quantity of Super-Phosphate ot Lime used, of whom purchased, and whether with or without barnyard manure ; every report to be certified to by some citizen
ot integrity in the town
made: these reports
when in, will be referiqp to a Committee of three
disinterested
competent,
gentlemen, whose duty lit
shall be to award said premiums after examining the
reports; the premiums to be paid on the 1st day ol
January, 1867.
To avoid any possible chemical error in the manufocture of my Fertilianrs, I have made arrangements
with the highest chemical talent, to aid me in this
important department, and not a single ton of Phosjihate or Tobacco Fertilizer will be allow ed to go to
market until it Inis been sampled and passed inspeco»

May 18, iSGC.—dtt

FOREIGN PORTS.
Sid fin Calcutta prev to 5th inst, ship Golcondr,
Welsh, Boston.
Ar at Akyab March 20, ship Highland Chief, Harrison, Montevideo.
Shi fin Cadiz 25th ult, barque Annie E Sherwood,
Let-raw, Buenos Ayres.
At Malaga 6th mat, barque N M Haven, for New

for London.
Oft the Start

near

connecting drain. Lot about 70 by
Terms reasonable. Apply to

a

Berry, Portland.

on

Hundred Dollars!

Five

Farms lor Sale.
In the town.of Falmouth about seven miles from Portland, one Farm,

BOSTON—Ar 23d, ship Sacramento, Nelson, Hong
schs Col Eddy, coomos, Northport, LI'; Delia
Hinds, Wells, Calais; Eliza Ann, Condon, Bangor.
Old23d, schs Arcturus, Higgins, Bangor; Jerusha
Baker. Bavberick, Portland.
Ar 24th. sens Harriet Newell, Gould, Philadelphia;
Martha -Maria, Barbour, Rondout; Catharine Beals,
Haskell, do; Willie Lee, Nash, and Lucy Ames,
Jameson, New York; Westever, McFarland, New
York; Star, Crowell, do; Medford, Pomroy, Ellsworth; Abgelinc, Cooper, Rockport; Texas, Day,
Portland.
Cld 24 th, sch Yankee, Saunders, Buck sport.
NEWBURYTORT—Ar 22d, sch Frod'k Warren,
Robinson, Elizaliethport; Wave, Sawyer, Bangor.
Sid 22d. schs New Zealand, Foram, Bangor; A L
Ames, Ames, Rockland.
PORTSMOUTH—Sid 22a, scIib Flora King, Cook,
Providence
Unison, Williams, Bangor ; Minnie
Cobb, Ingraham, and StLucar, Barnes, Rockland;
Alnomac, Shaw, do.

York.
Sid 15th, barque J A Davis, for
brigs Proteous Mahoney, Boston;

Hall Building, Market Square,

ME.,
AT MANUFACTURER'S PRICES.

view is up-

containing about 45 acres;

Seeds,

PORTLAND,

W. H. STEPHENSON,
Second Natiouai Bank.

April 2—ti

Implements,

Mortgages

Estate. Bond and

A NEW INVENTION.
Wetting the Feet is the moat prolific cause ol
disease and death known to humanity, it is almost
Huve to bring on a cold; and colds, neglected, and often
when not neglected, lead to fevers or to epughs and fatal consumptions. it is in recognition of this truth
that the inventive talent ol the country has for years

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY

FuKEl'oUT^at

throughout

•Wootlcn- Ware, tto.,

The new FRENCH COTTAGE,
and about seven acres of land, situated on* the Capo Cottage road, in
.Capo Elizabeth. The house contains
sea

WHITNEY,

Wholesale and Retail Dealers iq

ity

Kong;

DEPARTURE OF OCEAN STEAMERS.
FOR

KENDALL &

The

18G3.

SOLD BY

bargain.

rooms.

1,

of the best materials, in the most improvit is commended to the nubile as suto
All who have
perior
any other in tlie market.
used it speak of it in the highest terms ol praise: and
the manufacturer will continue his best endeavors to
advance the reputation which it has already acquired, on its merit alone.

House’ and Lot, No. 2 Doer

fourteen
Enquire of

APRIL

manner,

For Sale.

Highlander, Turucr,

Genuine.

ed
MADE

BENJ. IvNIGIfT,‘
Atlantic Wharf*

octlSdtt

proccoded.

Annual

Ship S Blanchard—1462 tons

FROM

PATENTED

particulars, enquircud

Comet, Mitchell, do for Newburyport; Matanzas,
Kilboro, Rondout for Hockpoit: Belle, Dunton,Newport for Westport; Belle, Howes, Bangor for Indian-

THEbold ill thoMeeting
Now City

IMPORTS.

NAME

Warranted

For Sale.
Brick

Bradley,

BOSTON.

A

and will be sold at a bargain if applied for at once.—
Can be examined any day. Possession can he had at
once. Apply to
W. G. CHADBOURN.
Office 1>1 Middle St.
May IS—dtf

Bangor.
HOLMES’S HOLE—Ar 22d, brig Trenton, Sawyer,
Charleston for Boston; soils Jenny Lind, Cole; Rising Sun, Chandler, and Lizzie, Tabutt, Rondoul foi
Newburyport; 1) K Aroy, Ryan, d<j tor Salem; Dr
Kane, Ryder, Philadelphia ior Lyun; Belle Creole,
Mills, New York tor Boston; Statesman, (kilo, Readout lor do; Walter C Hall, Hix, Now York for Bellas! ; Cottage, Collamovc, do tor Bangor; Fair Dealer, Blodgett; Bay State, Long: Canova, Patten; Python, Norton, and Hosannah Hose, Burgess, Elizabetliport lor Boston; Wm McCobb, Chipman, Bangor for Philadelphia; W P Ritchie, Frcethy, Calais
for Norwich.
Ar 23d, brigs J W Woodruff, Eaton, Trinidad for
Boston; Sea Lion, Low, trom Philadelphia tor Portsmouth ; Edwin, Allen, do for Boston; sclis Cherub,
Batchcldcr, Mobile toi du; Rockingham, Frisbee,an<i
tor

Manufactured by Wm. L.

three storied modern hip It BRICK
thirteen -rooms, with
room, marble lire pieces; cellar und'T the whole house; never foiling supply of
hiu'd and soil water: gas throughout the house. Lot
good size with line shade trees.
The house is in line order and located on one of the
rineipal streets of the city, in a good neighborhood,

are

Moro

74 Middle street.

[ifJjjs HOUSE, containing
■MUc.abundant closed

23d, harane Wm E Anderson, Kilbuni, Cardenas: schs White Swan, Calais; Evelyn, Crowley, tor
Philadelphia.
NEW LONDON—Ar 2£d, brig B Young, Gibson,
LeproauxNB for New York: schg Sarah, Mortou,
Kocklaml for do; A gen ora, Murch, Ellsworth for do;
Advance, Leighton, Cherryfield lor do; Olive Avery,
Wilson, Rockland for do; Rod Rover, llodgdon, from
Rondout lor Boston.
Ar 23d, (schs Uidon, Ackley, Machias for N York;
Northern Light, Buckiuastor, Bath for Millville, N J.

Philadelphia

SUPER-PHOSPHATE OF LIME,

For Sale,
/i-TV

BATE#!'

BRADLEY’S

Patent Metallic Sole.

rt

r*tes-

Tlio Company has Assets, Over Twelve
Million Uolluir*, viz:—
United States and State of Ncw-York S!ocks, City,
Bank and other Stocks,
§4,828.585
Loans secured by Stocks and otherwise,
3,330,360
Premium Notes ami Bills Receivable, Real

possible,

COE’S

of Spruce ami Brnckott street!.
W. Tj. PUTNAM,

comer

m&yl!Ki2w

buryport.
Clu

Davis, tin

PROCTER,
Lime St.

LOTApply to

and

Cienfuegos; George Amos, Ward, Pensacola; sclis

ln

E.
Gas

C.

For Sale Cheap.

I* L Smith, Brown, Millhridge; Mary Hall, Poland,
Itoudout for Fall River; Lebanah, Wall, do tor New-

Dyer,

Miscellaneous.

of

or

.JOHN
May 22—d3w

Hallo well.
Cld 22d, sell Jeddie. Fanning, Portland.
NEW YORK—Ar 22d, brig Charlotte Buck, Gott,
CienAugos; Wm Nosh, McBride, Cow Bay CB; sfcb>»
Chara. Eaton, Jeremie: Loduskia, Smitli, Philadelphia tor Boston: Crusoe, Kellar, Machias.
Ar 23d, ships Excelsior. Pendleton, irom Liverpool;
Mary Whitridge, Cutter, Antwerp ; brigs Robert
Mowe, Hotchkiss, Mavaguez ; Centaur, Worst on,

In this city, Mav 23, by Rev A Dalton, Christian
Gerccmtja# and Miaslshzau Murphy, both of l'ori-

NEWCASTLE,

the Capisie Pond, about 24 miles
For parliculais enquire of G. THORN,

from City,
on the premises,

Trim, Bangor.
AJs>ar22d. brig Isaac Carver, Slmte, Portland;
Tyler, Steelman, Boston, (and cld for Portland); Convoy, Merrill, New York.
Cld 22*1, brigs O 0 Clary, Bryant, Matanzas; Wm
A Dresser, Hatch, Boston; sell J P Ames, Turner,

Lizzie W

AN

near

sclis S O

sell

Agent in every town in the State ol Maine to
sell a new, convenient and useful patented article. Ladies or Gentlemen wishing lot a rare chance
to make money should call on, or addresss,
J. HANKERSON Sc CO.,
130 Middle street,
Nov ^3—dtf
Portland. Maine.

under cultivation.

M A Gould.

PROVIDENCE—Ar ‘23d,

Wanted.

SALE!

LN WESTBKOOK,
A one and half story house, has eleven finishl! ;*:'j ed rooms, and well arranged with closets, &e.
-Il'-iJi. Has stable. The buildings are all in good order. The lot contains about 3-4 acre ot good land

Steam-tug Uncle Sam. trom Boston lor ltangor,
struck on Old Man's Ledge, night, of the 22d, and
sunk in 20 fathoms of water. Crew saved.

sclis Ann

establishment, by a young
havinga thorough business education, and
posted in Bopk-keeping in all forms.
Si MONTON & KNIGHT,
Apply to
4* Commercial St.
aplOdti
man

r

The whole profits of the Company revert to the
Assured, ami are divided annually, upon the Premiums terminated during the year; and tor which Certificates arc issued, bearing‘interest until redeemed.
The Dividend was 40 per cent, hi each of the years
1S63-4, and 5, uud 36 per oent. in i860.

SEELY’S

Freeport.

Tile Steamer CASCO will
1,-ave FKEliPOKT for 1’ORTi?t#I*ANT> every day, (Sunday,
i-xeentedl at 7 o’clock A. hi.,

ill id
HOU<E WHARF (dr
Faro each way 60 ccuU.

18GG.

Insures against Marine and Inland Navigation Kisks.

Medallions ot

Is well

Portland, May 23, I860—dlw*.

1"0 K

-8 —Ofttcr Sole.
C.—Inner So.e.

production of art before
people. Address G. E. MOREY, So. SO
may21d2\v*

SITUATION in some

A

HOUSE

DISASTERS.

for

<1

\SC~*

WiUiam, NEW YORK,

cor.

January,

WANTED.

AVanted.

No. 12 Quincy street—Lot about30 by 46
feet. House may be examined at any time.
For particulars enquire at 40 Exchange street.'

Bride, (of Rocklaud,) Spaulding, Rondout for
Salem, with cement, went ashore on Watch Hill Reef
on Sundav morning, and sunk.
She has been stripped of sail*, rigging, &c. Vessel and cargo a total
loss. The captain saved only his chronometer.

Ketchum, Newport:

Railroads.

—^

A.—Metallic Sole.

be noeommodat-

public

tlio American
Federal St.

House ami Land lor Sale.

Sell

PAT’D. Sept. 5, 1865.

inayiiJUlw1*

canvass the State oi Maine
rpo
A our
men—the best

particulars inqu ire on the prom ises of
C. W. SMITH.
*
May 23—dtf.

Sch Arkansas, Thorndike, Thomastou—Beale &
Morse.

can

51 Walt St,

or

A GENTS

For

’Hydra, Hernman, Matanzas—Lynch, Barker

Mutual Insurance Company.

may24d2w*

May

gain.

Peckels, Matanzas—

111.

Steamer for

ATLANTIC

TIKE CARE GF YOUR LIFE

Clerk AVanted.

that

HOUSE,

CLEARED.

t'v.

has had two
threo years experience.
Address Druggist, 146 Congress .St., Portland,Me.
ONE
22—dtf

stable and Garden, corner Melbourne
and Willis streets. The Lot is 132x80 well laid out
rtwd siocked with Fruit and Ornamental Trees, Grape
Jtines and Shrubbery. Persons desirous of pm chasing a H om k, every way pleasant and desirable, will
do well to examine this place, as it is one of
the finest on Muqjoy llill and wiil be field at a bar-

S ;h L M Strout, Dean. Philadelphia.
«eh Empire. Brown, Gloucester.
Sell N liarvoy. Grant, Franklin for Boston.
Sloop -Jas Madison, Johnson, llarpawcll.

Chicago,

Drug:

For Sale.

9th inst.
Sch Arizona, (Br) Larsen, Cardenas 8th inst.
Sch Lucy A Orcutt, Butler, Baltimore.
Sch Marcus Hunter, Orr, Philadelphia.
Sch Wm Arthur. Richards. Philadelphia.

(lir)

Box 2301

FJ1W gentlemen boarders
eu. at No. 36 Preble Street.

A

may24dlw*

tght 23d.

BrigMiuna Traub, (of Portland) True, Matanzas

Brig

Steamers.

Insurance.

Miscellaneous.

ISoarders Wanted.

TILTON & McFARLAND Safe ami a large
Counter Scale for sale at 2^4 Congress street.

A

Ship Sylvanua Blanchard, (of Yarmoutk) Meady,

Barque Mary A Troop,
Pliinnev & Jackson.

PIERCE,

For Sale.

ARRIVED.
Cltisbolm, Boston for Eastport
1st and Isle at \\

Wanted.

GENTS-Male and Female—to sell The Great
ami Fuel Saver, worth $40 a year to any
family. Agents are making $10 per day at home.—
Address with two stamps for full particulars M. E.
A

WM. H. GRAN&EL.
18GC.
iuay24dlv*

Cape Elizabeth, April 23,

Steamer New York,
and St John, nB.'

Newcastle, E, April

and Found.

-fV Mtor

Shop at head of Ferry

Tb'iir.tluy. May J5i#

can

In this city, May 24.
ot Cant J Jtand S»rali
months.

OP

RAIMENT

MARRIED.

DIED.

Wants, Lost

Cape Elizabeth Forry. A good bouse and tot,
MARINE NEWS ATwith
improvements, within 3 minutes walk of tho
Wharf.
Inouire of

Illinois Central.*.
Michigan Southern

.,

Sale and to Let.

High water.7.45 AM

Jn port, brig Trenton: schs Globe, llepzibah. Belle
Creole, Wm McCobb, W P Ritchie. All others have

The Commercial's article says the money and
stock martfcts show a decided improvement. Appliat 7 percent.
cations for loans aro still veryactive,
borrow all they
Firms of good standing aro ablo to
enrequire. Idle hanks do not appear disposed to
of the leading incourage gold speculation. Some
advanos
a
upon
.further
BUtuttans refuse to make
do not leelat
cold except to customers, whom they
This has

Sunset*.7.24

For

sets..y.31 AM

Moon

rues.

ola.

Financial.
New \ ouk.

May 25.

Mlnlnlure Almanac..
Sun

JOHN

KINSMAN,

NO. 53 TJNIOiM STREET,
n[ll7

Portland,

Mo.
tl

White Oak Plank for Sale,
T O

A It It I V E.

M MARYLAND WHITE
um.
2, 3,31 ami 1 ill, h tUckneM.
M
12
L!x7} and 5x71 Wales.
20 M Oak Timber.

4.)

MiGH,VERY,

may22dtf

OAK PLANK.

RYAN & DAVIS,
161 Commercial Strooi.

Prime Old Mixed Corn,
(FOR MCALI.VU.)

suites of

oooo BUSHELS,
mayl4d2w

hut

CJIASE
No. 8 Long Wlimi.

